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Coorse I)eseriptioD 

'M' '.' .' .··.·d;~'···>I· . 'I "" " 'GaU,e '. . ~' .. -:'.' . 

Student Orientation 
.' ~ . ~~" 

This cOUil'se teaches you bow to use Data General's ae.n:1'bn,;~ O~d;l~r.; 
System '(RDOS). You willieam how to install, generate" .di~ntain an ~.~ 
system that call qe tailored to your specific hardware contl,\ir8iiOn; th~ ~'c·· . 

sbow. you 1l9wto manage and communicate with your 5Yst.byusilll~a Pt~"'~· 
called tll.,'C:Qmmand Line Interpreter (CLI). The courseai$.O·: dciScribes thcf$t.~~~ ate required (or the development of application progralns.ln~(\it,ioD,th~~i: 

. provides,. ~troduction to some of tbe basic characteristics of D~.'G_al'sY' ,.' . 
NOV A'3ri~ ~CL1PSE computers. .. ',' 

Prerequisites 
'j . ,', '.'C. , .' ",:", :. 

This course IS 'deSigned for students wboare familiar witbdata processinli~PtS 
an.d wilo have, previous programming experience. HoweVer, students do not ha~ io' 
be familiar ~ith' Data Generai computers~ ,.' 

This course is .r~ommended for SysteIIl~~ers, Data Base Administrators, 
System Anai},sts, and Application Programmers.' .. 

Uponsu¢CeSsfl1f~ompletion of this, course:ydu will be ab~ to: 

1. Oesoribe capabilities and hardwarerequir~nts otRDoS. 
2.Starf.upand':shut down an RDOS system. 

3.': Communicate with RDOS using the Command Line Interpreter. 

4.' DeScribe and manipUlate RDOS disc and 'tape strUctures .. 

~ . . ,' 



1-2 Student OrientatIon 

':':-~~~!~YJ;, ;·tf.;_~~~, 

lIoi1;il"'ltm(' 1f:" 

S. Create and edit text with the Supereditor. 

6. Given a source program, compile (or assemble), load; and execute the program. 

7. Describe prognunming techniques to manage memory. 

8. bescri~ foreground/background processing. 

9. Geael'ate"~ maintain an R.I)OS system. 

coorse;Orgam,zatio~. 
This course is:60mplet~iy~if~ontained and is arr~ged in,a,modular, self-paced 
format. You, c~ p.rplr,e.ss through the course at your own pace and in your own set
ting. The COi1I1e.~cont8.ins,11 modules each of which covers a specific topic or 
theme. Mosf;ihoduJ,es consist of two parts: 

f f";~i:···;-~:/ Or, ....... ,-"" _ c'" , 

1. An au~~~tte tape ".'" ' 
2. A sectio,~:~'J~(figure~.and exercises contained in this notebook (the Student 

Guide),:L,;;.,;;.,.· 

When you a1atinstructed., listen to the audiocassette tape as you follow along in the 
Student Guid¢. ", 

-.. 
, At the beginning of each module of the Student Guide, there is a list of Learning 
Objectives th,i,tell you exactly what you should learn in the'module. You can 
evaluate your! performanceiQf these Learning ObjectivCs by cotppieting the exercises 
and Module Quiz contained lin each module. Answers are provided so that you can 
score your own test to see how well you do. If your score indicates that you have 
mastered the material, then-you may continue with the next module; otherwise, you 
should restudy the module material before proceeding. 

In addition" some modules contain Lab Exercises that allow you to practice the 
module's LeamfuiObjectiv"~~lf you have a computer running RDOS that is 
availabliforyow<. own Use, then it is recommended that you do the Lab Exercises 
using thecompijter~ H.o",,~er, this is not required; the Lab Exercises are designed so 
that you can, do them Without a computer . 

.. ", .. : •. ,c."., ." .".:. ;ri,' ' 

On the next page is: a ~9UrSe map (see Figure 1.1). It illustrates the order in which 
you should"P'tQ8r~S thrdugl't -the course. As you can see, the modules should be 
studied consecutively, as they appear in the Student Guide, with one exception: 
Module 3. "., '. 



;t 

( ,-, ~':' 

MODULE 3 
INSTALLATION OF A 
STUDENT SYSTEM 

I ~- J,' ;. 

MODULE' .. , ',. , .. 
STUDENT ORIENTATION 

HMODULE7 
SUp,E~EDITOR 

MODULES 

'GO' PROGRAM 
I DEVELOPMENT 

If' ",MODULE 9 
MEMORY MANAGEMENT . ; '. 

MODULE l' 
SYSTEM GENERATION 
AND MAINTENANCE 

Figure 1.1 Course Map 

1-3 
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Module 3, is optional; you may omit it if you like. It is for, students· who wish to 
install an RD()S systeln on their own disc. so they may 'practice the concepts 
presenteef insubse4ueDt modules. Module 3 demonstrates' how to ·ienerate a simple 
ROOS'systeIIl that will be suitable for the Lab Exercises prnentecfin this course. It 
does DOt attempt'to show how to generate ROOS systema suitable· for your "real 

:~t,.~1t~l~::',~"p~ons. (This is covered in Module 11.) . ",,: , ' 
'."'."\o~\. ~" ,.:r.. !'"' f"" • " ." j.~' " 

ModuW l~il1pplicable 9II1y if you have access to: '" 
, 1·.P. ", '''l j ",_ .• ~""'l ;'.C,. ' " 

1. 'f~~b~:"s&-~~ ctise; :''', 
. ~'.\l'~ (~'" ~~~f'''-": ' .,'.: J. ",," 

2. A suitable NO~A9rBCLIPSE computer 
~ . . ' ~, 

3. RJ)()S rele# tapeS 

4. '~~2i~d~- infQ.,.ion relating to your particular configuration. (The 
'S~§!~ormattQn needed is listed at the beginning of;Module 3.) 

, .. , . 

Reso1lreeS 'itiJ:lJ>:.("·', ' 
,".\' 

This package is complete in itself. It contains the following: 

1. Audiocassette Tapes 

"~2,,' Student Guide 

3. RDOS/DOS User's Handbook (093-OOOIOS-03) 

4. Magnetic Tape Transporrs'- Operator's Manual (Ol4-0()()()9S:;oo) 

S. DGC Disc Drives - Operator's Manual (OI4-OOO()99..()2) 

Related·",bUeations 
Additional related information can be found in the fonowing 

-·n:.)" Data Generalpublications:" 

i; . I •. ': i;L·,~OI74)OOO3·02- Bu/feretJlnput/Output Package (NOVA) 
017.000020-00 -cBU//fred Input/Output PtlCkage (ECUPSE) 
069-000002·00 -'Jntroductionto the Real TIme Disc Operating System 
069-000022-00 - Learn;ng to Use Your RDOS/DOS System 
093-000002-01 - Bootstmp Loader User's Manual 
093-000003-06 - Binary Loader User's Manual 
093-000018-09 - Text Editor User's Manual 
093-000019-04 - Floating·Point Interpreter User's Manual 
093-000040-01 - Extended Assembler User's Manual (NOVA) 
093.Q00041~3 - Reiocatable Math Library User's Manual 
093.Q00044..04 - Symbolic l)ebugger User's Manual (NOVA) 
093-000074-05 - Library File Editor (LFE) User's ManU/ii 

,~ 
) 

,! 

~/i 
} -
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093..oooo75-Q8 - RDOS Reference Manual 
093-000080-05 - Extended Relocatable Loaders User's Manual 
093-000081-05 - RDOSIDOS Macroassemb/er User's Manual 
093",000084-02- Octal Editor User's Manual' " ,j '-, - , ':"," l'n' 
093-000087-03 - RDOS Batch User's Manual (NO VAl , " "'" 

tot ~ ~'t6,... 

093-000105-03 - RDOSlDOS User's Handbook , ';/~"~r'" P(., 

093-000109-01 - RDOSlDOS Command Line Interpreter User's Manual 
093-000111-01 - Superedit Text Editor User's Manual (RPOS(D9!~~ 
093-000133-00 - RDOS Batch User's Manual (ECLIPSE) ",1",.' 

093-000139-00 -Extended Assembler Use(s Ma~uaJ (E.CLIPSft~ 
093-000140-00 - Symbolic Debugger User's Manual (EClIPSE), 
093-000160-00 - Symbolic Editor (SEDIT) User-'s Manual',;':; 
093-000186-00 - DISKEDIT User's Manual (NOVA) 
093-000187-00 - DISK EDIT User's Manual (ECLIPSE) 
093-000188-02 - How to Load and Generate Your RDOS'$ystem 
093-000231-00 - User Device Driver Implementation iirRMs" 

Command Formats 
This course uses the following conventions for command formats: ,.", 
COMMAND required [optional] ... 

Where Means 

COMMAND You must enter the command (or its accepted abbreviation) as 
shown. 

,required You must enter some argument (such as a filename). 
Sometimes, you use: 

{::::~} 
which means you must enter one of the arguments. non~eriterthe 
braces; they only set off the choice. 

[optional] You have the option of entering this argument. Don't enter the 
brackets; they only set off what's optional. 

You may -repeat t.he preceding entry or entries. The explanation will 
tell you exactly what you may repeat. \ 



Additionally,. certain symbols are used in special ways: . 
, ~l,'''''' ¥: . ~' • 

"~ " ," ,S,.boI M_ 

Press the RETURN key on your terminal's keyboard . 

. Be sure to put a space here. (It is used only when n~; 
normally, you can see where to put spaces.) 

All numbers are decimal unless indicated otherwise; e.g., 3S8 (octiU). 

Finally. examples. use: 

THIS TYPEFACE TO SHOW YOUR ENTRY S 
" THIS ,TYPEEt.CE FOR SYSTEM QUERIES AND RESPONSES. 

" ' 
".,,\. 

:'i., :. 

C:" ,I ,1: 

! . 

'f' 
} . · .. ~.lj;. ~ " 
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Module 2 
Introduction and Overview 

Introduction 
Data General's Real Time Disc Operating System (ROOS) acts as an "interface 
between you and a NOV A or ECLIPSE computer. RDOS allows you to use the 
hardware without having to know all the details of its operation. However, before 
you can use RDOS you must have a general understanding of the computer itself. 
Therefore, the first part of this module is devoted to the basic characteristics of 
NOV A and ECLIPSE computers. This is followed by a general overview of the 
features and characteristics of RDOS. 

Learning Objectives 
Upon successful completion of this module you will be able to: 

I. List the three main sections of NOVA·and ECLIPSE computers. 

2. Differentiate between binary and octal number systems. 

3. Describe the memory system of NOVA and ECLIPSE computers by identifying 
the meaning of the following terms: 

Bit 
Byte 
Word 
Page 
Address 
Read/Write Memory 
ROM 
Core Memory 
Semiconductor Memory 
MAP 

4. Describe the NOV A and ECLIPSE CPU by identifying the meaning of the 
following terms: 

Control Unit 
Arithmetic/Logic Unit 
Accumulators 
PTogram Counter 
Instruction Register 
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., 50 Describe the input/output system of NOV A and ECLIPSE by identifying the 
meaning of the following terms: 

Primary Controller 
Secondary Controller 
Direct Program Control 
Data Channd Control 
DeYiceCode 
ASCII Code 
Baud Rate 
Multiplexor 
Magnetic Tape Drive 
Disc Drive . 
Tracks 
Fixed-Head Disc 
Movin.-Head. Disc 

6. Identify the purpose of the following: 

Power ON/OFF Switch 
Reset/Stop Switch 
Proaram Load Switch 
Lock Switch 
Data-Switches 
Programmed Console 

7. Identify the meaning of the following RDOS terms: 

Resources 

Utilities 
CLI 
R Prompt 
File 
Foreground/Background 
RDOS Flavors 
Product Release Notice 
System Generation 
Tunina 

1. RDOS Student Guide, Module 2 

2. Audiocassette tape for Module 2 

3. Magnetic Tape Transports - Operator's Manual 

4. DGC Disc Drives - Operator's Manual 
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Module OutUne 
1. The Three Sections of NOVA and ECLIPSE Computers 

a. Memory System 
b. Central Processing Unit 
c. Input/Output System 

2. Mass Storage Devices 

a. Magnetic Tape Drives 
b. Disc Drives 

3. Front Panel and Programmed Console Operations 

4. ROOS Overview 

a. Communicating with ROOS 
b. Files 
c. Program Development 
d. Foreground/Background 
e. Software Release 
f. System Generation 

S. Module Quiz 

Directions 
Turn to Figure 2.1 and listen to the audiocassette tape f9f Module 2. 
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Three Sections of NOV ~ and ECLIPSE Computers 

GET INFORMATION 
FROM AND GIVE 
INFORMATION TO 
THE ENVIRONMENT 

INPUT IOUTPUT 
SYSTEM 

(flO) 

L-

MANIPULATE 
INFORMATION 

CENTRAL 
PROCESSING 

UNIT 
(CPU) 

F'I9UAt 2.1 The Three Sections of a Computer System 

, A. MAGNETIC CORE 

"1" 

• RETAINS INFORMATION FOR AN 
INDEFINITE PERIOD OF TIME 

B. SEMICONDUCTOR 

OFF: "0" 

ON: .. , .. 

• INFORMATION IS VOLATILE
IT IS LOST WHEN POWER 
IS REMOVED 

CS-OOI/95 

Figure 2.2 Two Types of Memory 

REMEMBER 
INFORMATION 

MAtN 
MEMORY 

'----../" 
) 

"---.--/, 
'/ 
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(32K) 

32,767 

32,766 

32,785 

32,764 

32,763 ..... "" .... " 

7~--------__ --__ ------~--------__ --~ 
6~--__ ----__ --__ ----__ --------__ ----~ 

5 r-~~~-r~~~r-~~_r_T~--r-T-~~ 
4r-~~~~~~~~~~~~~--~~~~ 

3r-----------------------------------~ 

2~----------------------------------~ 
1r-T-~~_r~~~r_~~_r_T~--~T_~~ 
O ____ ~ ______ ~~~ __ ~ __ ~ ____ ~ __ ~~ 

CS-OOBJ6 

LJ 
BIT 

~--------------~I ~I ________________ ~ 
BYTE 

BIT: 
BYTE: 
WORD: 
PAGE: 

BYTE 

WORD 

BINARY DIGIT ("0" OR "1") 
BBITS 
2 BYTES 
1024 WORDS (1K WORD). 

Figure 2.3 Organization of Random Acc:eea Memory (RAM) 
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Table 2.A Number Systems 

Number 
Systems Digita Radix (B ... , 

Binary 01 2 

Octal 01234687 8 

Decimal 0123466789 10 

A THREE DIGIT BINARY NUMBER EQUALS 1 OCTAL DIGIT 
BASED ON THE POSITIONAL 
VALUE OF THE BINARY DIGIT 

000 0 0)(22 + a X21 + oxrt 

001 1 o x~ + 0)(21 + 1 xrt -~~ 

010 2 a X22 + 1 X2' + oxrt 

011 3 o X22 + 1 X2' + 1)(20 

100 4 1 X22 + o X2' + OX2o 

101 5 1 X22 +. OX2' + 1X20 

110 6 1 X22 + 1 X2' + OX20 

111 7 1 x~ + 1 X2' + 1X2o 

ADDRESS CONTENTS 

000 000 000 1 o~ 1~ 
I 0 11 1 0 1 01 0 1 0 1 0 11 I 0 11 1 0 I 0 1 0 1 0 11 I 0 I 
....,., ~ ~ -----.J ~ "--v---I 

o o o J 4 101 4 0 5 0 2 

CS-00897 

Figure 2.4 Binary to Octal Conversion 
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Table 2.B Octal to Decimal Conversion 

DIGIT 5 4 3 2 , 0 
POSITION 

VALUE 

0 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

_ 7 

OCTAL 
DIGIT 

OCTAL OCTAL OCTAL OCTAL OCTAL OCTAL 
DIGIT DIGIT DIGIT DIGIT DIGIT DIGIT 
xsO xa4 xa3 xa2 xa' xtJ 

0 0 0 0 0 0 

32,788 4,096 512 64 B 1 

66,536 B,192 1,024 128 16 2 

98,304 12,288 1,536 192 24 3 

131,072 16,384 2,048 256 32 4 

163,840 20,480 2,560 320 40 5 

196,608 24,576 3,072 384 48 6 

229,376 28,672 3,584 448 56 7 

• To convert octal to decimal: For each octal digit in a given position, find its 
decimal equivalent in the table. Add these to obtain the decimal number. 

Octal to Decimal Conversion Example 
405028 = (2 x 80) + (0 x 81) + (5 x 82) + (0 x 83) + (4 x 84) = 16,70610 

777778 = 7 + 56 + 448 + 3,584 + 28,672 = 32,76710 
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Address Ranle 
An address is represented in 15 bits. 

Address Range: 

Base 2: 

Base 8: 

Base 10: 

Address Space: 

Lowest 

OOOOOOOOOOOOOOO 

o 
o 

Highest 

111111111111111 

77777 

32,767 

32,768 16-bit words (32K words) 

UNMAPPED 

MAPPED 

I 

I 

CS-00898 

o ,c_ -=':.::::::" 0 ,c.===i:' 
I " I LOGICAL I: 
I ADDRESS Ir-
I SPACE II 
I I , 

PHYSICAL 
MEMORY 

I j) 7nn8 L. --___ 777778 '--__ ..Y 

LOGICAL SPACE· PHYSICAL SPACE 

0 

15-BIT LOGICAL ADDRESS IJ 
1 

MAP 1M WORD 

FEATURE PHYSICAL 
MEMORY 

1 
20·BIT PHYSICAL ADDREsS It-

37n7n 8 

Figure 2.5 Addreu Space 
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I/O _ 

SYSTEM 

CS-009OO 
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Figure 2.6 Read Only Memory (RaMI 

• Read Only Memory = ROM 

• Information Placed on Chip When it is Manufactured 

• Information Accessible but Unalterable 

ACCUMULATORS 

CPU 

ARITHMETIC 
AND LOGIC 

UNIT 

Rgure 2.7 The CPU 

CONTROL 
MAIN 

---MEMORY 
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CONTROL UNIT 

PROGRAM COUNTER (PC) 

I 15 BITS 

INSTRUCTION REGISTER OR) 

I 16 BITS 

DECODER 

CS-009OJ 

Figure 2.8 The Control Unit 

• PC - Holds the address of the next instruction to be executed 

• IR - Holds the instruction 

• Decoder - Decodes the instruction 

CPU 

16-BIT ACCUMULATORS 

ACO 

AC1 

AC2 

AC3 

CS-00902 

ARITHMETIC 
AND 

LOGIC UNIT 
(ALU) 

Figure 2.9 Accumulators and the ALU 

CONTROL 

• ALU - Performs arithmetic and logical operations. 

• Accumulators - Internal, easily accessible, limited-storage area for the 
temporary storage and manipulation of operands. 
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I 
CENTRAL 

MAIN INPUT/OUTPUT 
~ PROCESSING 

MEMORY SYSTEM UNIT 

CS-00903 

Figure 2.10 The Three Sections of a Computer System 

MAiN 
MEMORY 

~-------------------:, I 
CPU I I 

~~-~ 

CS-00904 

L..-.---;'------' ~--s 

STATUS 
FLAGS 

DETAILED MAG 
TAPE TRANSPORT 
CONTROLLER 

,~ 

Figure 2.11 The Input/Output Section 

---------------~-

, 

----
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CPU 

MAIN 
MEMORY 

,.. 

l
I t 

I 

IACCUMUL>TOR1:j . 

CS-0090J 

! ! 

DISPLAY 
r------~ CONTROLLER 

KEVBOARD 
CONTROLLER 

'-----_____ ~~~'1 LINE PRINTER .----- 'I 
CONTROLLER 
~----~ 

DISC 
CONTROLUR 

MAGTAPE 
TRANSPORT 
CONTROLLER 

ADAPTER 

Figure 2.12 s.ter81 Devicee Connected to a Single Controller 

'--.-/\ 
j 



MAIN 
MEMORY 

CPU I I 
I I 

ACCUMULATORS I I 

~~rI 

CS-00906 

DISPLAY 
~ __________ ~ CONTROLLER 

KEYBOARD 
CONTROLLER 

. Introduction and Overview 2-13 

LINE PRINTER 1-----------------------11 
CONTROLLER 

DISC 
CONTROLLER 

PRIMARY 
. MAG TAPE 
CONTROLLER 

SECONDARY 
MAG TAPE 
CONTROLLER 

ADAPTER 

Figure 2.13 Primary and Secondary Controllers 
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CPU 

MAIN 
MEMORY 

I I 
I I 

ACCUMULATORS I I 

~~-j 

CS-OIJ907 

CII 
::l 
CD 

g 

11 

10 .' 

~~~~-'-.J 
. - ___ I I 

~-----------------17 

33 ADAPTER 

4 5 • 

22 

62 

Figure 2.14 Device Codes and Unit Numbers 

I 
_----'/1 



Module 2 
Exercise 

Match the following terms with their correct definition: 

1. Page 

2. Core 

3. Semiconductor Memory 

4. Byte 

5. Binary 

6. Octal 

7. ROM 

8. PC 

9. ALU 

10. MAP 

11. Address 

12. Device Code 

13. Word 

14. Accumulators 

15. Controller 

a. 8 bits 
b. A number system with eight digits 

Introduction and Overview 2-15 

c. A unique number associated with each byte and word that identifies its location 
in memory 

d. 2 bytes 
e. Performs arithmetic operations in the CPU 
f. Translates logical addresses into physical addresses 
g. An easily accessible limited storage area in the CPU for the temporary storage 

and manipulation of data 
h. A unique number assigned to each controller that allows the CPU to differen-

tiate between controllers 
i. 1,024 words 
j. Memory that holds information magnetically 
k. A number system with two digits 
l. A 15 bit location in the CPU that holds the address of the next instruction to be 

executed 
m. Memory that contains permanently stored information 
n. The interface between the computer and a peripheral device 
o. Memory that holds information electrically (the information is volatile) 
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'-_/\ 

Module 2 
Exercise Answers 

1. i 

2. j 

3. 0 

4.a 

S. k 

6. b 

7. m 

8. 1 

9. e 

10. f 

11. c 

12. h 

13. d 
----' j 

14. g 

IS. n 

--'- / 
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HARDCOPY SOFT COpy 

COMBINATION HARD COPY ISOFT COPY 

I 

CS-00908 

Figure 2.15 The Interec:tive Terminal 
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Ascn Code: Associates a Unique Number with Each of the 128 Cbaracters 

A PARTIAL LIST: 

> 
I--

DECIMAL OCTAL 
48 I 060 

49 061 

50 062 

51 063 

52 064 

53 065 

54 066 

55 067 

56 070 

57 071 

58 072 

59 073 

60 074 

61 075 

62 076 

63 077 

64 100 

HEX 

I 30 

31 

32 

33 

34 

35 

36 

37 

38 

39 

3A 

3B 

3C 

3D 

3E 

3F 

40 

KEY 
SYMBOL 

0 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

<; 

? 

@ 

> 
~ a: a: 

KEY 
DECIMAL OCTAL HEX SYMBOL 

65 I 101 I 41 I A ~ 
66 102 I 42 I B 

67 103 43 I C 

68 104 44 0 

69 105 45 E 

70 106 46 F 

71 107 47 G 

72 110 48 H 

73 111 49 

74 112 4A J I 
75 113 4B K ] 

76 114 4C L 

77 115 40 I M 

78 116 4E N 

79 117 4F 0 

« « 

1 It -I 0 (j]\ili!1I~ 0 tJihilil~1 
1 01 1 0 2 

'A' '8' 
Cs-00909 

Figure 2.16 ASCII Character Code 

'~J 
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CPU 
CI) 
:::;) 
CD 

~ -

PRINTER 
CONTROLLER 

KEYBOARD 
CONTROLLER 

MULTIPLEXOR 

COMMON 
COMMUNICATION 
LINE 

Figure 2.17 Multiplexor 
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• Baud Rate - The number of information bits that can be transmitted each 
second over a communications line. 

• 
O,":'$' 
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Dasher Display 6052/6053 
The 6052 and 6053 Dasher display terminals share the following features: 

• Soft-copy input/output devices 

• Operate in full-duplex mode, which means that they can transmit and receive 
information simultaneously 

• Consist of two units: 

1. A CRT (Cathode Ray Tube) display 

The display receives information (output) from a computer wi.len it is online and 
from the keyboard when it is operating in local (offline) mode. A blinking 
underscore, called a cursor, defmes the location of a character on the screen. 

2. A keyboard 

The keyboard transmits information (input) to the computer when you type on 
the keys in online mode. Offline, it transmits information directly to the display. 
The keyboard contains four keypads: main, numeric, screen management, and 
user function. 

Model 6052 is the basic terminal, using the uppercase ASCII character set. 

Model 6053 is the enhanced terminal, using the upper/lowercase ASCII . 
character set. 

You may have either a Model 6054 or 6055 printer option. The printers provide a 
hard copy (printed page) of the information displayed on the screen. The Model 
6054 option allows the display to be connected to any "ASCII-based serial printer 
with an EIA RS-232C interface. Model 6055 connects a 6041 Dasher Receive-Only 
(RO) printer to the display as a hard-copy device. 

"--1 

. /.J 
'---- / 
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CS-00911 

Figure 2.18 Display Front Panel 

A single knob controls the power switch and CRT screen brightness: 

• When you pull out the knob, the display power is turned on. 

• When you push it in, the power is turned off. 

• When you rotate the knob clockwise, the screen brightens. 

• When you rotate it counterclockwise, the screen darkens. 

CS-00912 

Figure 2.19 Display Rear Panel 
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Data Rate 
When your terminal is ins~ed,set the data transmission (baud) rate so that it is 
compatible with your system. You select the tate by moving the DATA RATE 
rotary switch.to one of its 10 positions. (For further information, see the technical 
reference, DASHER Display Terminals 6052, 6053, No. 014-000077.) I 

Parity 
Parity checks are a method of error detection. You can select the parity computa
tion to be performed by the display terminal by moving the PARITY slide switch to 
one of its three positions: EVEN, ODD, or the central, unmarked position for mark 
parity. Mark parity means that the parity bit is always a one. Again make sure the 
parity you choose is compatible with your system. (For further information, see the 
technical reference, DASHER Display Terminals 6052, 6053, No. 014-000077.) 

Note: When the data received by the display contains either a parity or transmission 
error, the e"or is indicated by a question mark on the Model 6052 and by a 5 x 7 
block on the Model 6053 display scree,n. 

Mode 

CS-()()91J 

Figure 2.20 Local (OfflIne) 0Ilerati0n 

You select the operating mode of the terminal by moving the MODE slide switch to 
one of its two positions: LOCAL or LINE. 

In "LOCAL (offline) mode, information you enter on the keyboard is sent directly to 
the display so that typing on the keyboard has a very similar effect to typing on a 
typewriter. In this mode your terminal is not part of the computer system. 
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Figure 2.21 Line (Online) Operation 
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In LINE (online) mode, the keyboard and the display function as two independent 
units. They become part of the computer system, and the response of the display is 
controlled by the program in the system. Thus, typing a character on the keyboard 
will not result in the character appearing on the screen unless a program exists to 
send (echo) that character to the display. Similarly, typing a control character when 
online will have no effect on the screen unless a program defines an effect for the 
particular control character. 

The display unit is mounted on a pedestal, which allows you to move the display in 
both horizontal and vertical directions. This enables you to adjust the position of 
the screen so it is comfortable for you. 

Caution: Do not cover the ventilation openings in the top cover of tbe display unit, 
because overheating may cause an operational failure. 
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Dasher Display DlOO/D1OO 
Dasher 0100 and 0200 display terminals share the following features: 

• Soft-copy input/ output devices 

• Operate in fuU-duplex mode, which means they can transmit and receive infor· 
mation simultaneQusly 

• Support American, British, Danish/Norwegian, French, German, Spanish, and 
Swedish/Finnish character fonts 

• Consist of two units: 

I. A CRT (Cathode Ray Tube) display 

The display receives information (outpult) from a computer when it is online and 
from the keyboard when it operates in local (offline) mode. A solid white block, 
called a cursor, defines the location of a character on the screen. 

2. A keyboard 

The keyboard transmits information (input) to the computer when you type in 
online mode. In offline mode, it transmits information directly to the display. 
The 0100 keyboard contains two keypads: main and cursor/numeric. The 0200 
keyboard contains four keypads: main, screen management, numeric, and user 
function. 

They contain a self·test program. The display automatically executes a 
diagnostic (self-test) program each time it is turned on. This program verifies 
that the terminal is operating properly. 

They support ASCII-based serial printers. You can purchase a Dasher TPI or 
TP2 printer and the EIA RS·232C interface that connects the printer to the 
display. The printer provides a hard copy (printed page) of the information 
displayed on the screen. 

A single knob controls the power switch and CRT screen brightness: 

• When you pull out the knob, the displlay power is turned on. 

• When you push in the knob, the power is turned off. 

• When you rotate the knob clockwise, the screen brightens. 

• When you rotate it counterclockwise, the screen darkens. 

'----- I 
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BRIGHT (111_ 
DIM OFF ON 
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Rgure 2.22 Display Front Panel 

Note: Do not place anything on top oj the display. Covering the cooling vents may 
cause the terminal to overheat. 
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When the display power is turned on, the power-up diagnostic automatically checks 
out the terminal. About 10 sec later, the cursor (a solid white block) appears in the 
upper-left corner of the screen. The terminal is now ready to receive commands. 

If the cursor fails to appear after a 100sec delay or the terminal beeps and displays a 
letter in the top center of the screen, the diagnostic has detected a problem. 

You select the operating mode of the terminal in the following manner.·On 0100 
keyboards, press the DEL (delete) key while holding down the CMD (command) 
key. On 0200 keyboards, press the ON LINE key while holding down the CMD 
(command) key. Pressing these keys alternately switches the terminal online or off
line. The terminal is online when the ON LINE light is on. 

CS-00916 

Figure 2.23 0100 ON/OFF Line Mode Control 
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Figure 2.24 0200 ON/OFF Line Mode Control 

ON LINE 
LIGHT 

CMD 

Note: When you turn the power on, the terminal automatically enters online mode 
unless the self-test diagnostic detects an error or the cable connecting the display to 
the computer is not plugged in_ 
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In offline mode, information you enter on the keyboard is sent directly to the 
display so that typing on the keyboard has a very similar effect to typing on a 
typewriter. In this n;lode, the terminal is not part of the computer system. 

In online mode, the keyboard and the display function as two independent units. 
They become part of the computer system, and the response of the display is con
trolled by the program in the system. Thus, typing a character on the keyboard will 
not result in the character appearing on the screen unless a program exists to send 
(echo) that character to the display. Similarly, typing a control character when 
online will have no effect on the screen unless a program defines an effect for the 
particular control character. 
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TP1 Terminal 
The Dasher TPI terminal printer is either: 

• A 6040/6042 keyboard-send-receive (KSR) model with a keyboard for entering 
and sending information and a printer for receiving and recording information. 

• A 6041/6043 receive-only (RO) model with only a printer for receiving and 
recording information. 

The speed at which your terminal operates depends both on the particular model 
you have and the speed selected for your applications. Models 6040 KSR and 6041 
RO operate at either 30 or 60 characters per second, while Models 6042 KSR and 
6043 RO operate at either 10, IS, or 30 characters per second. 

Operating the Dasher TPI is simple. To get it ready to use all you have to do is 
power it up, make sure it has paper, and switch it online. 

Mala Controls 
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Figure 2.25 Control Locations 

KEYPAD 



The Power Switch is located on the inner side of the pedestal and operates as 
follows: 

UP/ON - The· power is turned on, the fan runs, and the RDY (Ready) light glows. 
The printhead returns to the beginning·of the line. 

DOWN/OFF - The power, fan, and RDY (Ready) light are turned off. 

If your terminal is a KSR model, the main operator controls are located either on a 
Standard Control Panel or to the right ,of the Numeric Keypad. If your terminal is 
an RO model, these controls are on th. standard control panel. 
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Figure 2.28 Standard Control Panel 

RDY - When lit, your terminal is. operating normally. 

ON LINE - When lit, your terminal is connected to the computer or communica
tions system. 

PAPER FAULT - When lit, your terminal is out of paper. If your terminal has 
the Form Feed option, this light also glows if there is a line count error. 

ON/OFF UNE - Two-position toggle switch. In the ON LINE Position, your 
terminal is connected to the computer or communications system. In the OFF posi
tion, your terminal is disconnected from the system. 

VIEW OFF/VIEW ON - Two-position toggle switch. In the ON position, the 
View Print feature is activated. In the OFF position, this feature is disabled. 

FEED - A three-position switch for controlling paper feed. 
Position 1: single line feed 
Position 2: no line feed 
Position 3: continuous line feed. 

Note: If your terminal has the form feed option, position 3 advances the paper to 
the top of the next form. 
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Figura 2.x! Numeric Keypad 

READY - When lit, your terminal is operating normally. 

ON LINE - Alternate action switch with indicator light. When pressed and the 
light glows, your terminal is connected to the computer or communications system. 
When pressed again and the light goes off, your terminal is disconnected from the 
system. 

PAPER FAULT - When lit, your terminal is out of paper. If your terminal has 
the form feed option, this light also glows if there is a line count error. 

VIEW - Alternate action switch with indicator light. In the on position, the View 
Print feature is activated. In the off position, t.his feature is disabled. 

LF IFF - Momentary contact switch. Operates only when the terminal is offline. 
Pressing the switch for less than a second advances the paper to the next line (line 
feed). If the form feed option is installed, pressing the switch for longer than a 
second advances the paper to the top of the next form (form feed). If the form feed 
option is not present, holding the switch down advances the paper at about 1-sec 
intervals until the switch is released. 

Note: If your terminal has the form feed option, pressing this switch for 2 sec or 
longer advances the paper to the top 0/ the next form. 
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Dasher LP2 and TP2 
The Dasher LP2 or TP2 printer is either a receive-only (RO) printer or a keyboard
send-receive (KSR) hard-copy terminal. Though models without a keyboard are con
sidered printers and models with a keyboard are considered terminals, this Student 
Guide often uses the wordl terminal to apply to both. 

Operating the Dasher LP2 or TP2 terminal is easy. To get it ready to use, all you 
have to do is power it up, make sure it has paper, and switch it online. 

You control the operation of your printer or terminal using the power switch and 
switches located on the primary and secondary control panels. If you have a ter
minal, you may also control its operation via the keyboard and the optional 
numeric keypad. The operation of the primary control panel is described later in 
this module. 

SECONDARY 
CONTROL 

CS.(J()911 
Figure 2.28 Control Locations, RO Printer 
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Figure 2.29 Control Locations. KSR Terminal 
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Power Switeh 
This two-position switch is located on the inner side of the pedestal a,nd operates as 
follows: 

UP/ON - The power is turned on, the fan runs, and the ROY (Ready) light glows. 
The printhead returns to the beginning of the line. 

DOWN/OFF - The power, fan, and RDY (Ready) light are turned off. 

Primary Control Panel9 RO PriD.ter 

ON PAPER 
LINE ROY F AUL T 

<. < 

CS-00919 

Figure 2.30 Primary ContrOl Panel, RO Printer 

FEED 
SWITCH 

ON LINE (indicator light) - When lit, your printer is online (under control of the 
computer). When not lit, your printer is offline. 

RDr (ready indicator light) - When lit, your printer is able to accept characters. 
When not lit. either your printer is not able to accept charact!rs (i.e., its character 
buffer is full), it is not powered up, or there is a fault condition. 

Note: The RD Y light will blink on and off during normal operation. 

'"""'---' 
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FAULT (indicator light) - When lit, your printer is either out of paper, the paper 
feed mechanism is jammed, the ribbon cartridge is jammed or indicates the 
existence of other hardware faults. 

ON/OFF LINE (two-position switch) - When in the ON LINE position, your 
printer is under the computer's control. When in the OFF LINE position, your 
printer is not under the computer's control. However, if a fault condition exists, the 
printer can be offline (ROY indicator extinguished), even though the ON/OFF 
LINE switch is in the ON LINE position. 

FEED (three-position switch) - Pressing the switch to position 1 advances the 
paper one line. Position 2 is the normal position. Pressing the' switch to position 3 
advances the paper to the top of the next form if the automatic form feed option is 
installed. If the automatic form feed option is not installed, pressing the switch to 
position 3 advances the paper until you release the switch. 

VIEW ON/OFF (two-position switch) - When in the VIEW ON position, the view 
feature is enabled. When in the VIEW OFF position, the view feature is disabled. 
When this feature is enabled and there is a pause in printing, the printhead 
automatically moves several spaces to the right so you can see the last character 
printed. If the printhead is near the end of the line when there is.a pause in 
printing, the printhead moves to the left instead of the right. 

Primary Control Panel, KSR Terminal 
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Figure 2.31 Primary Control Panel. KSR Terminal 

VIEW (indicator 1i&~1t) - When lit, your terminal's view feature is enabled. When 
not lit, the feature is disabled. 
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ON LINE (indicator light) - When lit, your terminal is online (under control of the 
computer). When not lit, your terminal is offline. 

READY (indicator light) - When lit, your terminal is able to accept characters. 
When not lit, either your printer is not able to accept characters (i.e., its character 
buffer is full), it is not powered up, or there is a fault condition. 

Note: The RD Y light will blink· on and off during normal operation. 

FAULT (indicator light) - When lit, your terminal is either out of paper, the paper 
feed mechanism is jammed, t~e ribbon cartridge is jammed or indicates the 
existence of other hardware faults. 

LF/FF (momentary contact switch) - Operates only when the terminal is offline. 
Pressing the switch for less than a second advances the paper to the next line (Line 
Feed). If the automatic form feed option is installed, pressing the switch for more 
than a second advances the paper to the top of the next form (form feed). If the 
automatic form feed option is .not installed, pressing the switch for more than a 
second advances the paper at about I-sec intervals until the switch is released. 

VIEW (alternate action switch) - When pressed and the light glows, view mode is 
enabled. When pressed again and the light goes off, view mode is disabled. When 
this feature is enabled and there is a pause in printing, the printhead automatically 
moves several spaces to the right so you can see the last character printed. If the ,---j i 

print head is near the end of the line when there is a pause in printing, the printhead 
moves to the left instead of the right. 

ON LINE (alternate action switcb)- When pressed and the light glows, your ter
minal is connected to the computer or communications system. When pressed again 
and the light goes off, your tenninal is disconnected from the system. 
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D100/[)200 

CS-00923 
Figure 2.32 Main Keypads 

• A - Control Key 

• B - Carriage Return Key 

• C - Delete or Rubout Key 

• D - Escape Key ($) 
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DASHER PRINTER 8040/6042 

6053 DASHER CRT 

6052 DASHER CRT 

CS-00924 Figure 2.32 Main Keypads (Cont.) 

• A - Control Key 

• B - Carriage Return Key 

• C - Delete or Rubout Key ----/ ,,". 
• D - Escape Key ($) 
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Mass Storage Devices 
SEQUENTIAL 

DIRICT ACCUI 

----. __ ~-=--.o-= __ 

CS-00925 
Figure 2.33 Secondary Storage 

Disc Drives and Magnetic Tape Drives 
At this point it is necessary for you to refer to the operator manuals inserted in the 
sleeve of the back cover. There are two manuals: DGCDisc Drives - Operator's, 
Manual and Magnetic Tape Transports - Operator's Manual. 

In the DOC Disc Drives - Operator's Manual, please read: 

1. Introduction 

2. The section that appllies to your model number. (For Model 6097/6098/6099, 
read the text beginning on the next page.) 

In the Magnetic Tape Transports - Operator's Manual, please read: 

1. Introduction 

2. The section that applies to your model number. 

Stop the audiocassette tape now, and read the appropriate text in the Operator's 
Manuals. 
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6097/6098/6099 DG/Disc Subsystems 
The 6097/6098/6099 DO/Disc Subsystems provide up to 13.7M bytes of disc storage 
for NOV A and ECLIPSE line computers. The Model 6098 is an integrated sub
system consisting of a controller and two moving head disc drives - a rigid disc 
drive with a storage capacity of 12.5M bytes and a flexible disc drive with a storage 
capacity of 1.2M bytes. The Model 6099 consists of the controller and the rigid 
drive onlv. The Model 6097 consists of the controller and the flexible drive only. 
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Figure 2.34 6098/6099 DCI Disc Subsystems 
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The following switches and indicators are on the front panel of the rigid drive. 

POWER ON/OFF - Setting this switch to the on position powers up the drive. 
Setting the switch to off shuts down, the drive completely. When the power switch is 
turned off, there is a I-sec delay before the drive is powered down. During this 
time, the heads are moved out of the recording area of the disc and into the landing 
area where the heads can land on the disc as it stops. On the 6098 integrated sub
system, the power switch also powers up and powers down the flexible disc. 

POWER - When this indicator is on, the drive is powered up and the voltages are 
within operating specifications. 

READY - When this indicator is on, the spindle is up to speed and the heads are 
not moving. The ready light is off during any' head positioning (seek, recalibrate) 
operations. 

If you remove the front panel, two switches will be exposed: Unit Select and Write 
Protect. 

UNIT SELECf - When this switch is to the right, the rigid drive' is unit 0 and the 
flexible drive is unit 1. When it is switched to the left, the flexible drive is unit 0 
and the rigid drive is unit 1. This switch is only used on the 6098 integrated disc 
subsystem. 

WRITE PROTEcr - When this switch is to the left, write operations cannot be 
performed on the rigid disc. 

The flexible drive's front panel has one indicator light. This light is on when the 
power and spindle speed are within specifications, a Diskette/4 is installed, and the 
heads are loaded. If the drive is idle for 1.5 sec, the heads will unload and this light 
will go out. 
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Diskettes 

CS-00927 

Figure 2.35 Diskette 
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Diskettes are small magnetic discs enclosed in protective packets. Certain areas of 
the diskette are exposed through openings in the packet. While the drive is 
operating, the diskette rotates within the packet, which remains stationary in the 
drive. The recording surface is exposed at the Read/Write opening where the 
transcription head contacts the diskette. Cover the Write Protect hole near the edge 
of the packet with the tape provided (see Inserting a Diskettel4 in the Flexible 
Drive). 

You may attach an identification label to the packet; but you should attach it only 
as indicated on the packet, since the position of the label orients the diskette packet 
when you insert it in the drive. 

Handling Diskettes 
The following are precautions you should observe when handling diskettes to pre
vent loss of data: 

• Never remove a diskette from its protective packet. 

• Do not touch the parts of a diskette that are exposed at the various openings in 
the packet. Try to handle the packet only at the edges to preserve the recording 
surface. 

• Never bend or fold a diskette. 

• Always store a diskette in its paper storage envelope and in a clean, dry environ
ment. The primary cause of loss of data is contamination of the recording sur
face. When not in use, return the diskette to its storage box and store in an 
upright position. 
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• Do not write on the identification label with an instrument such as a lead or 
grease pencil. which may deposit particles or other foreign matter on the 
diskette. It is recommended that you use a felt-tip marker to write on the label 
and that you write on the label before you attach it to the envelope. 

• Keep all diskettes, including those with no data on them. away from strong 
magnetic fields. If you expose a disk;ette to a strong magnetic field. you may 

- alter or destroy the data on it. Even if no data is on the diskette, exposing it to 
a magnetic field may alter or destroy the format that DOC supplies. 

• Never use solutions such as alcohol or thinner to clear the diskette. 

• When you transport diskettes with valuable data on them, pack them in a metal 
container. 

Inserting a Diskette! 4 in the flexible Drive 
To insert a Diskette/4 into the flexible drive, proceed as follows:-

1. Remove the Diskette/4 from its paper storage envelope. If you want the drive to 
write on the Diskette/4. cover the write protect hole with a pitce of opaque tape 
included with the Diskettel4s. Wrap the tape over the edge so that you cover 
both sides of the hole. If you want the Diskette/4 protected against writing. 
make sure the hole is clear. 

2. Open the drive.door by pressing the latch below the door. 

3. Slide the Diskette/4 into the drive so that the write protect notch is in the left
rear comer of the drive. The Diskette/4 should slide in smoothly and then come 
to a stop in the drive. 

4. Close the drive door by pushing it down until it latches. 

5. The drive is now ready to accept commands from the controller. 

To remove a Diskette/4 from the flexible drive: 

1. Wait for the indicator light to go out. Open the drive door by pressing the latch 
below it. The Diskette/4 will be pushed about half-way out of the drive. 

2. Slide the Diskette/4 out of the drive and place it in its paper storage envelope. 

3. Close the drive door so it latches shut (optional). 
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Front Panel and Programmed Console Operations 
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Figure 2.36 Front Panel and Programmed Console 
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Figure 2.37 Data General Computer Front Panels 

• A - Power On/Off 

• B - Data Switches 

• C - Reset 

• D - Program Load 
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. RDOS Overview 

OPERATING 
SYSTEM 

APPLICATION 
PROGRAMS 

UTILITIES 
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Figure 2.38 Classes of Software 

• Application programs perform specific tasks. 

• Utilities aid the programmer in the operation of the computer and in the 
development of applications programs. 

• Operating system supervises operations; manages access to CPU, memory, and 
110 devices. 
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Figure 2.39 Communicating with ROOS 

• A - Command Line Interpreter (CLI) 

• B - Batch 

• C - System and Task Calls in Assembly Language 

• D - Indirectly, High-Level Language 



What Is a FUe? 

e Collection of information 

e Device 

FUeaames 

• Disc Filenames 

1. String of 10 ASCII characters 
Upper- and lower-case letters 
Numbers 
S 

2. Extension: A period (.) followed by two ASCII characters 

e Reserved Filenames (Devices) 

T.ble 2.C R...",ed Rlen111M8 

Device 
N ...... Device 

AsynchronOuS Line Multiplexor lsee QTY for device narne). 

tCOR Punched card reader; mark sanae card read.,. 
CTn D8ta General caseette unit n, fim controller In is in the range G-7). 

DKO D8ta General ModeISXn-6OOB fixed-helld disc. first controller. 

DPn Data General moving-head disc pack, first controll .... unit n is 0, '. 2. or 3. 

DPnF Top loader (dual-platt ... Disc Subayst8m). For the first controll .... unit n is number O. 1,2. 
or 3. This unit has two discs. The top (removable) disc is DPn, the fixed disc is DPnF. 
This controller also sUpports diskette drives. 

O':n D8ta Gen ..... Model 6083/8084 fixed-head disc. The 6063 is single density. the 60&4 is 
double density. n is 0, 1.2. or 3. 

oZn 608Q series disc unit. fim controll .... n is O. 1. 2. or 3. The 608Q U881 single-density discs. 
6061 uses double-density discs. 

tOPI Input dual proc:8S8Or link. 

$OPO Output dual processor link. 

$LPT 80- or 132-coIumn line printer. 

MCAR Multiprocessor communications adapt ... receiver., 

MCAT Mult;"rocessor communications adapt ... transmitter. 

MTn Fim controller. 7- or 9-track magnetic tape transport n. In is In range G-7). 

$PLT Incremer,taI plott .... 

$PTP High-8p88(! paper tape punch. 

tPTR High-speed paper tape reader. 

QTY Asynchronous '.ine Multiplexor IALM), asynchronous data communications multiplexor 
(QTY), or Universal Line Multiplexor IULM). 

$TTI TeletypeWriter or l'isplay terminal keyboard. 

$TTO Teletypewriter printbr or CRT display. 

$TTP TeletypeWriter punch. 

$TTR Teletypewriter reader. 
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Module 1 
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Complete the following sentences: 

1. The three main sections of a computer are _____ _ 

2. The most fundamental logical ~t of memory. called a - ___ I can have a 
value of either zero or one. ' 

3. A of memory contains 1.024 words. 

4. memol1y is capable of having information read out of 
it as well as having new information stored into it. 

5. The is a program that accepts command lines entered at the terminal 
and translates them into RDOS commands. It is your primary means of com
municating with RDOS. 

6. Concentric circles of data on a dlisc platter's surface are called __ ....... _ 

7. When the switch on the front panel is pushed. the CPU is stopped 
and all 1/0 devices are reset to a state where they will be ready to send or 
receive data. 

8. You can tell that RDOS is ready to accept commands. because it outputs the 
prompt: __ _ 

9. memory holds infoJ1l1ation magnetically for an indefinite period of 
time. 

10. memory stores information electrically. and the infor-
mation is said to be volatile. 

11. Eight sequential bits are referre4 to as a ___ _ 

12. When you receive the RDOS software from Data General, you also receive a 
document called the • which contains the latest 
information of RDOS. 

13. There are only two digits in the, number system: zero and one. 

14. A is a collection of information treated asa unit,' or it is one of 
several devices for sending and receiving information. 

15. operation allows two different programs to 
reside in memory and appear, tOI execute simultaneously. 
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16. The radix of the ____ number system is eight. 

17. memory contains permanently stored information that is 
unalterable. 

18. The is a 'IS-bit location in the CPU that holds the 
address of the next instruction to be executed. 

19. The of the CPU receives instructions 
that were fetched from memory by the control unit. 

20. The unit of the CPU performs arithmetic operations. 

21. If a system has two controllers M the same type. the first controller is called the 
________ and the second is called the _________ _ 

22. RDOS comes in several _____ depending on the model of the computer 
on which it is to be installed. 

23. An information transfer under control moves a 
word or part of a word between an accumulator in the CPU and a register in 
the controller. 

24. A hardware device called the translates logical addresses into 
physical addresses and allows th~ maximum number of addressable storage loca
tions to be increased. 

25. Each word and byte has a unique number, called its ______ • which 
ldentifies its location in memory. 

26. discs have one head for each track on a platter. 

27. . . discs use one head for each surface of a platter. 

28. programs are provided by Data General to aid the pro-
grammer in the development of his application programs. 

29. An information transfer under control moves a 
block of data between memory and a register in the controller. 

30. Each controller is assigned a unique ___________ • which allows 
the CPU to differentiate between controllers. 

31. ·Several interactive terminals may be connected to the 1/0 bus through a 
_______ • which allows the different terminals to use a common com-
munication line to the CPU. 

32. Two bytes or 16 bits are referred to as a __ _ 

33. The procedure that allows you to generate an RDOS system tailored to your 
specific apiJlication is called _________________ _ 

34. The unit of the CPU supervises all the activities of the com-
puter under the direction of the stored program. 

3S. A set of in the CPU provides an easily accessible, 
limited storage a .... ea for the temporary storage and manipulation of data. 
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36. A is the interface between the computer and a peripheral . 
device, interpreting commands from ~he computer to the device and passing 
information between them. 
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37. Data General computers use a code known as , which associates a 
unique numerical code with each of the 128 characters available to the user. 

38. The rate at which information can be transferred over a communications line is 
called the _____ _ 

39. RDOS provides a feature called , which enables ROOS to monitor its 
own efficiency and suggest adjustments that will produce a more efficient 
system. 

40. are the most commonly used mass storage devices 
that perform sequential access. 

41. are the most ,commonly used mass storage devices that 
. allow direct access of addressable storage locations. 

42. All three sections of a computer system are controlled and monitored with 
switches and lights located on the or, alternatively, on 
some systems via a console. 

43. The switch on the front panel controls power to the CPU. 

44. When the" switch on the front panel is in the locked position, 
most of the front panel switches are disabled. 

45. The front panel usually contains 16 that are used to 
enter data or addresses into the system. 

46. The switch on the front panel causes the CPU to load 
a program into memory. 

Check your answers with the correct answers given in Appendix A: QUiz Answers. 
Score one point for each correct answer. The maximum score is 46 points. Mastery 
level is 37 correct answers. 

If you achieve mastery level, you may cQntinue to either Module 3, which is 
optional, or Module 4. Module 3 is desiped for students who want to practice con-
cepts in subsequent modules and who have access to: ' 

1. A scratch disc 

2~ A suitable NOVA or ECLIPSE computer 

3. ROOS release tapes 

4. Certain hardware information specified in Module 3. 

, If you do not achieve the mastery level of Module 2, review the materi~ presented 
before continuing. 
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Module 3 
Installation of a Student System 

Introduction 
This module is optional,' you should complete it only if you wish to install an RDOS 
system on your own practice disc. 

This module gives step-by-step instruC1lions on how to install and generate _ simple 
RDOS· system that will run on most apoS compatible hardware configurations. 
You can use this Student System to pr~tice the concepts presented later in this 
course and to complete the Lab Exercises included at the end of each module. 

The Student System you generate will probably be unsuitable for your actual 
applications; it is only for use with thi~ coutse. This module does not attempt to 
show you how to generate a system for your "real-world" applications; this is 
covered in Module 11. 

You can complete this module only if ~ou have access to: 

1. A suitable NOVA or ECLIPSE cotnputer. 

2. Your own formatted "scratch" d~c. This must be a disc that does not contain 
any information that you need to save. WARNING: You will erase all data 
stored on this disc. All Data General discs supplied for RDOS systems are 
formatted. 

3. RDOS release software (magnetic tape, diskettes). 

4. Certain information about your ha,rdware configuration listed in the section, 
In/ormation You Need to Know, tleginning on the next page. 

As an alternative to completing this mpdule, you may'want to ask someone at your 
installation to generate a system for you. Or, if your system manager approves, you 
may want to use your installation's e,usting system. 

Learning Objectives 
Provided that you meet the above prerlequisites. upon completion of this module 
you will be able to generate the ROOS Student System. 
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InformatioD You Need to Know 
To complete this module you must be able to answer all of the following applicable 
questions. You may need to do some detective work to find the answers. Get help 
from someone at your installation. Or, if no one is available and another system has 
already been generated, then a record of the steps taken at that time will be helpful. 
This record is called the dialogl file created during SYSGEN (systemname.SG). 
Finally, your hardware sales receipt will also provide answers. 

1. What kind of computer do you have? 

a. NOVA 
b. ECLIPSE 

2. If YQU answered b, ECLIPSE, which type of processor? 

a. C/300 
b. C/350 
c. S1250 
d. Sl200 
e. Other 

3. Do you have a hardware MAP? (MMPU on NOVA sales receipt) 

a. Yes 
b. No 

4. If you answered No to Question 3, how many words of memory are in your 
system? (Between 16K and32K) 
__ -IK 

5. Do you have a line printer? 

a. Yes 
b. No 

6. If you answered Yes to Question 5, is it a data channel line printer? 

a. Yes 
b. No 

7. What is the model number of the disc drive that holds your "scratch" disc? 

a. 6001-6008 - Fixed-heaf1 NOVADISK (no cartridge), 
0.13 to 2 megabyte (Mb) 

b. 6063 -,- Fixed-head (no cartridge), 1 Mb 
c. 6064 - Fixed-head (no: cartridge), 2 Mb 

I 

d. 4047 A, 4047B, 4237, 4138 - Front loading cartridge, 2.4 Mb 
e. 6045 Series - Top-loacFng cartridge with fixed disc, 10 Mb 
f. 4234A - Top-loading cartridge with flxed disc, 10 Mb 
g. 6070 - Top-loading cartridge with fixed disc, 20 Mb 
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h. 6099 ~ Sealed moving-head di~, 12.5 Mb 
i. 4048A - Top-loading pack (6 ~Iatters), 6.2 Mb 
j. 4057 A - Top-loading pack (11 platters), 25 Mb 
k. 4231A - Top-loading pack (11 platters), 92 Mb 
1. 6060 - Top-loading pack (11 ~latters), 96 Mb 
m. 6061 - Top-loading pack (11 platters), 190 Mb 
n. 6067 - Top-loading pack (5 p~tters), 50 Mb 
o. 6122 - Top-loading pack (11 platters), 277 Mb 

8. To which controller is your disc drive connected? 

a. Primary 
b. Secondary 

9. If you answered either b or c to Qqestion 2. and you answered either b, c, I, m, 
n, or 0 in Question 7, is your disc ,ttached to a burst multiplexor channel? 

a. Yes 
b. No 

10. If you received. your RDOS softwate on diskette, does the diskette drive share a 
controller with your disc drive? (OJjlly Models 6098/6099, 6045, or 4234 discs 
can share a controller with a diskette.) 

a. Yes 
b. No 

If you meet all the prerequisites, you can generate the practice operating system 
called STUDENTSYS by completing t~e step-by-step instructions in this module. If 
you do not meet the prerequisites, ski~ this module and go to Module 4. 

STUDENTSYS is a simple system that: runs on most RDOS compatible hardware 
configurations. This system does not s,pport multi-user Extended BASIC. nor does 
it support INFOS. Despite these limitations it provides a very useful teaching 
mechanism and is recommended as an ,optional module. 

There is no audiocassette tape for this !module. Follow the instructions given in this 
Student Guide. If you are to be su~ful, you must read the directions carefully 
and follow the instructions exactly. I 

), 
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In the process of installing S'flIJDENTSYS, you will invoke programs that ask you 
questions. Often your respons~ to these questions will require you to type in certain 
information and then press thel carriage ~um key. For example, one program asks: 

DISKUNm 

You might respond by typing: . 

DPOl 

The Student Guide uses a curv~d arrow 1 to indicate a carriage return. The 1 
terminates your response. It te.ls the program that you have finished entering the 
information requested. 

If you make a typing mistake, but haven't pressed 1 , you can use the DEL or 
RUBOUT key to remove ch~ers sequentially from right to left. Depending on 
your type of console and the ptogram, the characters will disappear one-by·one, or 
an underscore (--> or backarrow (-) will appear for each character erased. For 
example, suppose you type: 

DBO 

and you realize your mistake ~fore you press J • You can remove the '0 and the B 
by pressing DEL or RUBOUT twice, then typing PO 1 , to give the program the 
correct response. 

However, if you make a mista~e and you realize your error after you press 1 , you 
must stop execution of the pro,ram. To do this, hold down the CTRL key and 
simultaneously press the letter {\ key. This stops the program but does not correct 
your error. If this happens, or lf you get an unexpected error message from one of 
the programs, it is best to repeft the installation procedure from the very beginning. 

There are three major steps inVplved in generating STUDENTSYS: 

1. Determine the correct RDOS flavor for your machine. 
I 

2. Install the RDOS Starter System. 

3. Generate STUDENTSYS. 
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Step 1: 

Find the RDOS release software tha~ applies to your system. This is distributed by 
Data General on either magnetic tape or diskettes. RDOS flavors are: 

URDOS Unmapped NOVA 
MRDOS Mapped NOVA 
NRDOS Mapped NOVA 3 or NOVA 4 
BRDOS Unmapped ECLIPSE 
ARDOS Mapped ECLIPSE (SI2OO or C/300) 
ZRDOS Mapped ECLIPSE (any other ECLIPSE) 

Step 2: 

a. Power up your equipment. 
b. Load your "scratch" disc into dpve 0, wait for READY. 
c. Turn all your consoles online an~ press ALPHA LOCK. 
d. If you received your RDOS release software on magnetic tape, then perform the 

steps described in the section. Loading Your RDOS Starter System from Mag
netic Tape, which is presented in Module 11 of this Student Guide (beginning on 
page 11-18). Do not perform St~s 16 and 32. Then return to Module 3. 

If you received your RDOS release software on diskette, then perform the steps 
described in the section, Loading Your RDOS Starter System from Diskette, 
which is presented in Module 11. of this Student Guide (beginning on page 
11-29). Do not perform Steps 22 and 45. Then return to Module 3. 

NOTE: You may not understand all the commands and explanations in these 
sections. Don't be concerned; when you are instructed to enter a fIXed com
mand, type it exactly as shown. Sometimes, however, you are given a choice of 
commands. In these cases, you ",ust make the correct choice based on your 
answers to the questions in the preceding section, "Information You Need to 
Know. " 

Step 3: 

Perform the steps described in the section .. Generating STUDENTSYS, which is pre
sented in this module beginning on the next page. 

NOTE: You will not update STUDENTSYS. This will be covered in Module 11. 
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Generating STUDENTSYS 
This section assumes that you have already performed the steps described in Module 
11 under Loading Your RDOS S~Qrter System jrom Magnetic Tape, or Loading 
Your RDOS Starter System jrorrl Diskette, depending on the medium of your 
release software. 

In this section, you will invoke a l program that asks you questions about your hard
ware configuration and software requirements. In many cases, you will be told ex
actly what to enter in response tQ these questions. In other cases, you will have to 
decide based on your answers to the questions in the section, Inj(;rmation You Need 

. to Know. 

To begin, you need to start up the RDOS Starter System that you just finished in
stalling. (You may have already performed Steps l.and 2.) 

I 

1. Power up all equipment if it is not already qn. Put the system console and line 
printer (if any) ON LINE. Stpp the computer, either by pressing the keyboard 
BREAK key (programmed consoles) or the front panel STOP switch (hardware 
data switches). . 

2. Insert the disc pack or cartridge into drive 0 (if applicable). Flip the 
LOAD/RUN switch to RUN and wait for the READY light. 

3. Program load your computerl from disc. Do either a, b. or c.-~} 
I 

a. If you have a programmed! console, type JOOOnnL on the system console. See 
the second column of Table 3.A for nn. For example, if you have a Mode! 
6060, type l00027L. 

b.1f you have hardware datal switches and automatic program load hardware, 
set the data switches to l()(j)onn (see Table 3.A for nn). Lift RESET, then 
PROGRAM LOAD. Go to Step 4. For ex.ample, if you have a Model 6060, 
lift switches 0, 11, 13, 14, IS (all others down). Lift RESET, then 
PROGRAM LOAD. 

c. If you do not have automatic program load hardware: 
• Set the data switches to 0003768 (switches 8 through 14 up, others down); 

then lift EXAMINE. 
• Set the data switches to 0601nn. (See Table 3.A for nn.) Lift DEPOSIT. 
• Set the data switches to ;!3778 (switches 8 through IS up, others down). 

Then depress DEPOSIT N XT. 
• Set the data switches to 3768 (put down switch IS) and lift RESET, then 

START. 
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Table 3.A Dfec Controller DevIce Codee 
I 

, WIth henhdnt data awItchee, 
nn -

Htth __ t .... up 

DfecType (octaI~ (~downl. 

Rxed-Heed 
Model 6IJI3.8084 

Controller 1 28 0,11,13,14 
. 

Controller 2 68 0, 10, 11, 13, 14 

Model fIOO1-8008 
Controller 1 20 0,11 
Controller 2 eo 0,10,11 

Moving-HIIIId 
Model 80Il0-8081, 
6087,8122 I 

Controller 1 XI I 0, 11,. 13, 14, 15 
Controller 2 ~ , 0, 10, 11, 13, 14, 15 

Other Diaca 
ControUer 1 33 0,1 1,12. 14, 15 
Controller 2 73 : 0, 10, 11, 12. 14, 16 

4. The console displays: 

FILENAME? 

If you have an upperllowercase COJ$ole, hold down the SHIFI' key, then type 
the name of the system or program ~ou want to execute. For your fU'St system, 
this is: 

BOOTSYS 1 (if you loaded the sof~ware from mag tape), or 
FBOOTSYS 1 (if you loaded the software from· diskette). 

This brings the RDOS Starter Syst. into memory and executes it. 

S. RDOS requests the current date (m~nth, day, and.year) and time (hours in 24, 
minutes, and seconds). Provide thef in the format of the following example: 

NOVA RDOS REV xx (.u = revision number) . 
DA TE (MIDIY)? 1 10 79 ) 
TIME (H:M:S)? 16 53 1 
R 
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System Generation 
6. The R prompt indicates that RDOS is in control and is ready to accept com

mands. Type this command: 

OIR SYSGENl 
R 

Now you are ready to genetate STUDENTSYS. The system generation 
command is: 

NSYSGEN STUOENTS'11S.(SV/S SG/V LM/L)J ~BSYSGEN~ 
SYSGEN . . 

Only enter one of the names in braces: 

BSYSGEN for an ECLIPSa system without INFOS 
NSYSGEN for a Mapped NOVA 3 or NOVA 4 system 
SYSGEN for all other NOVA systems. 

All the answers to the system .neration program are nwneric and in decimal. In 
some questions. if you press th~ RETURN or CR key ( 1 ). the program accepts 
zero as an answer~ Sometimes you will be instructed to press RETURN when you 
know that a correct answer coq,ld be more than zero. For example. the program 
asks how many papertape read~rs you have. You may be instructed to answer zero. 
but your system may. in fact. ittclude some papertape readers. In this module,~/ 
answer the questions as reconullended. STUDENTSYS is simply unaware of some 
devices, and you will be unabl~ to use them until you generate your "real" system 
in Module 11. 

" MAPPED SYSTEM? ("0" = f"IO "}" = YES) 

Answer 1 l to generate a mapp¥ system. If you answer 0 1 SYSGEN skips to the 
"CORE STORAGE" questionl' For a mapped NOV A system, SYSGEN skips to 
the "NUMBER OF CHANNE. S BACKGROUND" question. 

• S/250 OR C/350 TYPE PROdpSSOR? ("0" = NO "1" = YES) 
i 

Answer 11 to generate asyste~ for an S/250 or C/350. SYSGEN then asks the 
next tv'o questions. Answer 0 l! to generate a system for C/I50, SI200 or S/230, 
or C/300 or C/330. If you answer 0 J , SYSGEN skips the next two questions. 

• BURST lvfULTIPLEXOR CH.4NNEL (BMe) ("0" = NO '<}" = YES) 

A burst mliltiplexor is a device for handling disc data; up to fOl;lr Model 
6060/6061-6067 or 6063/6064 dliscs can be attached to it. It is available as an 
option with certain mapped EqLIPSE machines. Answer i 1 if you have one or 
more Model 6060 series or 6063 series discs attached to a burst multiplexor; 
otherwise answer 0 1 . If you answer 1 1 , SYSGEN will later ask you about discs 
wired to the BMC. 
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• ARRAY PROCESSOR? ("0" = NO "]" ;., YES) 

Press the RETURN or CR key ( ~). 

• S/200 OR C/300 MAP? ("0" = NO "J" = YES) 

Answer 1 1 to generate a system for an ECLIPSE S/200 or C/300 processor. 
Answer 0) for a C/IS0, S/130, 5/230, or C/330. If you answer 0 1 , SYSGEN 
goes back to the previous question, "ARRAY PROCESSOR?". 

• MAXIMUM NUMBER OF CHANNELS BACKGROUND WILL USE (1-255) 

Type 64~ . 

• MAXIMUM NUMBER OF CHANNELS FOREGROUND WILL USE (0-255) 

Type 64 ~ . 

If you specify an unmapped system, SYSGEN asks: 

• CORE STORAGE ( IN THOUSANDS OF WORDS, J6-32) 
, 

Type the amount of memory storage your system has, in multiples of 1024 
words; e.g., type 20 if you have 20,480 words. 

• NUMBER OF NOVADISK CONTROLLERS (0-2) 

There are two types of fixed-head qiscs. A NOVADISK is a Model 6001-6008 
fixed-head disc; the other is the Mddel6063/6064, which SYSGEN asks about 
next. Answer with the number of 6001-6008 discs you want this system to 
support. 

If you have 0 or 2 of these discs, SYSGEN skips the next question. 

• DEVICE PRIMARY ("0") OR SECONDARY ('J")? 

Answer 0) if your 6001-6008 disc is wired to the first device code; answer 1 1 
for the second device code. The primary disc has device code 208 and disc
identifying mnemonic OKO; the secondary disc has device code 608 and 
mnemonic OKI. 

• NUMBER OF 6063/6064 DISK CONTROLLERS (0-2) 

The 6063/6064 is the other, newer type of fixed-head disc. Answer 0 ) , 11 • or 
21 , depending on the number of ¢ontrollers you have for 6063/6064 drives. 
EliCh controller can handle up to four drives. 

If you have one 6063/6064 controller. SYSGEN asks: 

• DEVICE PRIMARY ("0") OR SECONDARY ("]")? 

Answer 0 ~ if your 6063/6064 controller is connected to the first device code; 
answer 11 for the second device cpde. The rust controller has device code 268; 
it controls drives named OSO, OSI, OS2. and OS3. The second controller has 
device code 668; it controls drives named 0S4, OSS. OS6, and OS7. 
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• NUMBER OF DEVICES FpR CONTROLLER #1 (1-4) 

Answer with the number of disc drives connected to the first controller. 

If you specified two 6063/6064 controllers, SYSGEN repeats this question for 
the second controller. 

• NUMBER OF 606O/606116b67/6122 DISK CONTROLLERS (0-2) 

Answer 0 1 , 1 1 , or 2 1 depending on the number of controllers you have for 
6060/6061/6067/6122 series disc drive consoles. These drives hold multiple
platter disc packs. The pri~ controller has device code 278 and controls con
soles DZO, DZl, DZ2, and IDZ3; the secondary controller has device code 678 
and controls consoles DZ4, I DZS, DZ6, and DZ7. . 

If you answer 11 • SYSGEN wants to know: 

• DEVICE PRIMARY ("0") OR SECONDARY ("l")? 

Answer 0 1 if your 606O/6Q61/6067/6122 controller is wired to the first device 
code (278); answer 11 for lhe second device code (678)' 

• NUMBER OF DEVICES FOR CONTROLLER #1 (1-4) 

Respond with the number qf6060/6061/6067/6122 disc consoles connected to 
the first controller. 

If you specified two 6060/6061/6067/6122 controllers, SYSGEN repeats this 
question for .the second controller. 

• NUMBER OF OTHER TYPES OF MOVING-HEAD DISK 
CONTROLLERS (0-2) 

This question covers the remaining models of discs. It includes all sealed 
moving-head discs, top-loading disc drives, and diskettes. Be sure to specify the 
number of non-6060 series controllers in the system, not the total of moving
head discs. 

If you have no other type of moving-head disc, SYSGEN skips the next five 
questions. If you answer 1 J ,SYSGEN requests: 

• DEVICE PRIMARY t'O") OR SECONDARY ("l")? 

Generally. your moving-he* disc controller will be primary, so answer 0 1 . If 
you know for certain that it is connected to the second controller, answer 11 . 
The primary moving-head disc controller has I/O device code 338 and the disc
identifying mnemonics DPO, OP1, DP2. and OP3 for drives 1 through 4, 
respectively. The secondarylcontroller has device code 738 and mnemonics OP4, 
DPS. DP6, and OP7 for th~ second set of devices 1 through 4. respectively. 

• NUMBER OF DEVICES I!OR CONTROLLER #1 (1-4) 

Each sealed moving-head disc, each dual-platter top loader disc subsystem and 
each diskette drive counts as one device. 

Give the number of drives oonnected to the first controller. 
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• TOP LOADER(S)? ("0" = NO "/"' = YES) 

If you have Model604S, 6070, or 4131'A top-loading cartridge disc drives 
connected to the first controller, ans\\1er 1 J ; otherwise answer 0 J • These drives 
include a built-in nonremovable disc, ~d your answer identifies the extra 
storage to SYSGEN. The removable 4isc has mnemonics DPO, OPt, DP2 or 
OP3; the fixed disc has the same mneptonic but with the sufrlx F; i.e., DPOF 
through OP3F. . . 

If you specified two moving-head di~ controllers, SYSGEN asks the two 
questions: 

• NUMBER OF DEVICES FOR COJdROLLER #2 (1-4) 

• TOP LOADER(S) ("0" = NO "I" ~ YES) 
I 

To which you respond as you did to t~e questions about the flJ'St controller. The 
second "other" type of disc controller has device code 738' For the second 
controller, the removable disc has mn~nics DP4, DPS, DP6, or DP7; the 
fixed disc (if any) has the same mnenrnics, but with the F suffIX: DP4F 
through DP7F. . 

• ENTER BAD BLOCK POOL SIZE iN BLOCKS (0-512) 
. . 

Enter the same value DKINIT assigl'l~ to the disc when you defaulted the 
DKINIT "DEFAULT REMAP ARE! SIZE?" question in Module 11. If you 
don't remember the DEFAULT size $d DKINIT ran all patterns without an 
error, try 12l f~r each disc unless yqu have large discs. With one or more large 
discs (Model 6060/606116067/6122), try til 1 • . 

• DUAL PROCESSORS (IPB)? ("0" F NO "1" = YES) 

Press the RETURN or CR key ( 1 ). 

• ENTER NUMBER OF STACKS (1-10) 

Type 6l. 

• ENTER NUMBER OF EXTRA CELLS (0-64) 

TypeS). 

• TUNING ("0" = NO "1" = YES) 

Type 11 . 
• SHALL TUNING BE WITH ("1") f)R WITHOUT ("0") OVERLA Y 

REPORT? 

Type1l. 

• ENTER NUMBER OF EXTRA BUIfFERS REQUIRED (0-63) 

MemorySl_ ' Typeln 
, 

2.OK 01 
24K 41 

32Kormore 81 

• MAXIMUM NU~fBER OF Sl/BDIR.ECTORIES/SUBPARTITIONS 
ACCESSIBLE AT ONE TIME (0-64) 

Type 121 . 
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• ENTER NUMBER OF CONtROLLERS FOR MTA (0-2) 

If you have one or more mapetic tape trailsports. type 1 ~ . You are only able 
to use one magnetic tape tran,pon with STUDENTSYS. It is the unit with the 
select switch on O. If you don t have any magnetic tape transpons, type 0 ~ . 

If you have one magnetic tape controller. SYSGEN asks: 

• DEVICE PRIMAR Y ("0") O~ SECONDARY ("} II)? 

Type 0 1 (on most systems). 

• ENTER NUMBER OF CONtROLLERS FOR CTA (0-2) 

Press the RETURN or CR k~ ( ~). 

• Al)TO.RESTARTON POW~R FAIL? ("0" = NO fI}" == YES) 

Press the RETURN or CR key ( 1 ). 

• OPERA TOR MESSAGES ( .. ~ .. = NO "}" = YES) 

Press the REnIRN or CR ke}j (1 ). 

• RTC? r'O" == NO "}" == YlfSJ 

Type 11 . 

• DEVICE PRIMARY ("O'} O~ SECONDARY ("}")? 

Type 0 1 . 

• ENTER RTC FREQ (1 = }o1(z, 2 = 50HZ, 3 = 60HZ. 4 = }ooHZ. 
5 = }()(J()HZ) 

Type 11 . 

• ENTER NUMBER OF PTR (6-2) 

Press the RETURN or CR key' ( 1 ). 

• ENTER NUMBER OF PTP (0-2) 

Press the RETURN or CR key (J ). 

• ENTER NUMBER OF LPT (0-2) 

If you have one or two line pnnters, type 11 . You are only able to use one line 
printer with STUDENTSYS. dtherwise, type 0 1 . 

• ENTER COLUMN SIZE DEVICE #} (80 OR 132) 

If the paper in your line printet- is about l()..in. wide, enter SOl . If the paper is 
about IS-in. wide, enter 132 1 : 

• DATA CHANNEL LINE PRiNTER? ("0" = NO "}" = YES) 

If your line printer is a data chiannel printer, type 11 . Otherwise, type 0 1 . 

• 
'----./.,' 



• ENTER NUMBER OF CDR (0-2) 

Press the RETURN or CR key ( 1 ). 

• ENTER NUMBER OF PLT (0-2) 

Press the RETURN or CR key (1 ). 

• ENTER NUMBER OF MCA (0-2) 

Press the RETURN or CR key (1 ). 

• QTY? ("0" = NO "1" = YES) 

Press the RETURN or CR key ( 1 ). 

• ULM? ("0" = NO "1" = YES) 

Press the RETURN or CR key (1 ). 

• ALM? ("0" = NO "1" = YES) 

Press the RETURN or CR key () ). 

• SECOND TTY? ("0" = NO "I" dYES) 

-lnataIJatIon of a Student Svatem 

If you have two or more interactive terminals, type 11 (this will work on most 
systems). Otherwise, if you only have one terminal, type 0 1 . 

• CORE DUMP FACILITY? ("0" = NO "I" = LPT "2" = MTA 
"3" = 6030 "4" = 6(97) 

3-13 

If the system comes down unexpecteply, the. core dump program can copy the 
computer's memory state to whatever device you specify. You can choose only 
one answer. Type 0 1 if you don't want the core dump; 1 1 to dump to the line 
printer; 2 1 to dump to mag tape drive 3 (the dump program gives you a chance 
to dial 3 before you dump); 31 to dump to single-density diskette 3 (the dump 
program gives you a chance to dial 3 before you dump); or 4) to dump to 
double-density diskette. 

If you answer 2 1 , the program asks whether the device is primary or secondary; 
-answer 01 . 

If you answer 3) or 4 1 to the core dump question, the program asks whether 
the dump should go to the primary or secondary controller. Answer according 
to your system. 

If you answer 4) to the core dump question, the program asks 'for the unit 
number that will receive: the core dump. Answer according to your system. 
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The core dump question is the last question in the system generation dialog. Now 
the program is creating STUDENT$YS. The entire process tues a few minutes, so 
don't be alarmed by the delay. Soon, the program will return control to the RDOS 
Starter System, which issues the prompt: 

R 

Now type: 

DIR %MDIR%l 
R 
LINK STUDENTSYS.SV SYSGEN:STUDENTSYS.SV 1 
R 
LINK STUDENTSYS.OL SYSGEN:STUDENTSYS.OLl 
R 

At this point you are still running ~nder the starter system. In the next module, 
Module 4, you willieam how to start up STUDENTSYS. 

The last step in this module is to shut down the starter system. Type: 

RELEASE %MDIR% 1 
MASTER DEVICE RELEASED 

This concludes Module 3. Continue; now to Module 4, System Start Up and Shut 
Down. I 
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Module 4 
System Start Up and Shut Down 

Introduction 
This module describes the steps necessary to properly "start up" and "shut down" 
an ROOS system on a NOVA or ECl.IPSE computer. 

Learning Objectives 
Upon successful completion of this module you will be able to: 

1. List the three major steps involved· in bringing up an ROOS system. 

2. Given an example of a typical co,figuration, show the steps .that are necessary 
to perform an automatic program load. 

3. Identify the meaning of the folloWing terms: 

System ~onsole 
Bootstrap Loader 
Alpha Lock Key 
Bootstrapping 

4. Show the command that will bring RDOS down correctly. 

Resources 
1. ROOS Student Guide, Module 4 

2. Audiocassette tape for Module 4 

3. DGC Disc Drives - Operator's Manual 

.. :,.1.' 

:.~ .... 
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Module Oulline 
1. The Three Steps for Starting Up RDOS 

a. Powering Up the Equipment 
b. Loading the Disc 
c. Bootstrapping 
• Automatic Program Load 
• Loading Your RDOS Sys~em 

2. Shutting Down RDOS 

a. Release Command 

3. Module Quiz 

Directions 
Tum to Figure 4.1 and listen to the audiocassette tape for Module 4. 
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BEFORE START UP 

MAIN MEMORY 

? • 

AFTER START UP 
MAIN MEMORY 

PORTIONS OF 
RDOSSYSTEM 
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System Start Up and Shut Down 

DISC 

TAILORED RDOS 

SYSTEM 

(STUDENTSYS) 

DISC 

~ :::: 
TAILORED RDOS 

SYSTEM 

(STUDENTSYS) 

"- -
Figure 4.1 The Goal of Starting Up the System 

Starting Up RDOS 

i 

POWER UP EQUIPMENT 

1 
LOAD THE DISC THAT 
CONTAINS RDOS 

! 
'Boor THE SYSTEM 
'BOOI§!RAPPING': 
READ THE OPERATING SYSTEM 
FROM THE DISC INTO MAIN 
MEMORY 

CS-009J8 

Figure 4.2 Three Major Steps Involved in Bringing Up the Syt't1Hll 

4-3 
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l~ _____________________________ ~_ __---------------------------~J 

4 CONSOLES 
lONE OF WHICH IS THE SYSTEM CONSOLE) 

Figure 4.3 Typical Configuration 

• System Console - Bootstrapping causes RDOS to be activated on this console 
(also called "master" console or "background" console). 
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Preliminary Steps Prior to Bootstrapping 

Power Up tbe Equipment 
1. CPU 

a. Front Panel: Power ON/OFF, switch to ON position 
(Review Figure 2.37 if necessary) 

2. Terminals (Consoles) 

a. Power ON 
b. Mode switch to ON LINE 
c. If upper- and lower-case, press ALPHA LOCK 
(Review Module 2 discussion on terminals) 

3. Line Printer 

a. Power ON 
b. Mode switch to ON LINE 

Load the Disc 
1. The Disc 

a. Load the disc - wait for READY light. 
b. If the disc has a thumbwheel, unit-number selector, make sure it is set to O. 
(Review DOC Disc Drives - Operator's Manual or Figure 2.34 as necessary.) 

Automatic Program Load 
Q. How do you get a program into memory? 

A. By another program that already resides in memory. 

Q. But, how do you get that program into memory? 

A. Automatic Program Load: 

A program called the Bootstrap Loader is supplied in Read-Only Memory 
(ROM). The program can be automatically loaded into memory. Once it is in 
memory, it begins a sequence of operations that load successively more powerful 
programs until RDOS is loaded. 

Q. How do you initiate automatic program load? 

A. If your system console is a Propammed Console, follow the directions in the 
sections Automatic Program Load with Programmed Console and Bringing Up 
Your RDOS System. 

·If your system console is not a programmed console, then follow the directions 
in the sections Automatic Program Load with Hardware Data Switches and 
Bringing Up Your RDOS System. 

------------ -----~---------,---
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Automatic PrOIJ'8lD Load with Programmed Console' 

C5-00940 

Figunt 4.4 Front Panel - NOVA 4 

If you have a programmed console. it should display some numbers followed by an 
exclamation point. "'-../ j 

O! 

Cs-00941 

Figura 4.5 Programmed Console 
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I; Check the table of disc controller device codes to fmd the octal device code, 
which corresponds to the disc drive that contains your RDOS system. 

Table 4.A Disc Controller Device Cod. 

Disc Type nn - (octal) 

Fixed-Head 

Modal 8063-a4 

Controller 1 28 , 
Controller 2 68 

Model 6001-80(8 

Controller 1 20 
Controller 2 S) 

Moving-Head 

Modal 8080-6061, fDfI, 8122 

ControHer 1 XI 
Controller 2 87 

All Other Diles 

Controller 1 33 
Controller 2 73 

2. Type in: lOOOnnL 

Where nn is the octal device code of the disc drive in your system (i.e., for 
Model 6060 on Controller I, type lOOO27L). . 

3. Read the section, Bringing Up Your RDOS System. 
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Automatic Program Load with Hardware Data Switches 
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2 DATA SWITCHES 

RESET SWITCH 
CS-00942 

Figure 4.6 Front Panel - ECUPSE 

PRlOAD SWITCH 

1. Check the table of disc controller device codes to fmd the disc drive model 
number that contains your RDOS system. Set the hardware data switches as 
shown in the right-hand column of Table 4.B (i.e., Model 6060 Controller 1: 
Switches 0, 11, 13, 14, 15 are up; the others down). 

Table 4.B Disc Controller Device Cod .. 

With hardware data switch .. , 
nn .. set th ... switch .. up 

Disc Type (octall (others down). 

Rxed-Head 

Model6Q63.6064 . 
Controller 1 26 0, 11, 13, 14 
Controller 2 66 0, 10,11, 13, 14 

Model 6001-6008 

Controller 1 20 0, 11 
Controller 2 60 0, 10, 11 

Moving-Heed 

Model 6060-6061, 
6087,6122 

Contro"er 1 27 0, 11, 13, 14, 15 
Controller 2 67 0, 10, 11, 13, 14, 15 

All Other Discs 

Controller 1 33 0, 11, 12, 14, 15 
Controller 2 73 0, 10, 11, 12, 14, 15 

2. Lift the RESET switch up. 

3. Lift the PRLOAD switch up. 

4. Read the section, Bringing Up Your RDOS System. 



Bringing Up Your RDOS System 
1. For either type of configuration the system console will display: 

FILENAME? 

2. Answer by typing the name of your tailored RDOS system. For examplet the 
name of the system that is generated in Module 3 is STUDENTSYS. (R.emember 
ALPHA LOCK should be on.) . 

FILENAME? STUDENTSYSl 

~. If the RDOS system you specify is foundt it will display: 

FILENAME?STUDENTSYSl 
RDOS REV X.xx (x.xx is the revision number) 
DA TE (MIDIY)? 

4. Enter the current date in the correct format: 

FILENAME? STUOENTSYSl 
RDOS REV X.xx 
DA TE (MIDly)? 42791 

S. RDOS asks for the current time. Enter the time in 24-br format: 

FILENAME? STUDENTSYSl 
RDOS REV X.xx 
DATE (MIDIY)?4 2 791 
TIME (H:M:S)? 13 101 (Hours in 24) 

6. The RDOS ready prompt R: 

FILENAME?STUDENTSYS1 
RDOS REV X.xx 
DA TE (MIDIY)? 4279 1 
TIME (H:M:S)? 13 101 
R 

Shutting Down RDOS 

To bring down RDOS: 

1. Enter RELEASE % MDIR%l 

2. And RDOS responds MASTER DEVICE RELEASED 

3. Remove disc (see DGC Disc Drives - Operator's Manual) 
4. Power down the equipment. 
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Module 4 
Quiz 

1. List the three major steps necessary to start up an ROOS system. 

a. 
b. 
c. 

Complete the following sentences: 

2. The procedure that reads RDOS from disc and loads it into memory 
is called ________________ _ 

3. When RDOS is started up, it is activated at the ________ console. 

4. The program, supplied in ROM, which begins a sequence of operations that 
load successively more powerful programs, is called the ________ _ 

5. When you press on a terminal, all the letters that you 
type are entered in uppercase. This is the only way you can enter information 
when you are starting up the system. 

6. The command used to shut down an RDOS system is _________ _ 

7. Given the following information, answer either Part A or B. 

Imagine that an RDOS system called "QUIZSYS" has been previously 
generated. This system resides on a disc that has been loaded in a Model 6050 
Disc Drive on Controller 1. 

Table 4.C Disc Controller Device Codes 

With hardware data switches, 
nn ,. set th_ switches up 

Disc Type (octal) (others downl. 

Fixed-Head 

Model 6063-6064 

Controller 1 26 0, ", 13, 14 
Controller 2 66 0, 10, ", 13, 14 

Model 6001-6008 

Controller 1 20 0, 11 
Controller 2 60 0, 10, 11 

Moving-Head 

Model 6060-6061, 
6067,6122 

Controller 1 27 0, ", 13, 14, 15 
Controller 2 67 0,10, ", 13, 14, 15 

All Other Discs 

Controller 1 33 0, 11,12,14,15 
Controller 2 73 0, 10, ", 12, 14, 15 
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A. Hardware Data Switches 

/' --:-, ""'\ 

. JC) [,jA T.t. GENERAL. CO~POR"'TlON 

,,@ . 

CS-00943 

ECLIPSE 

Figure 4.7 Front Panel - ECLIPSE 

Indicate on the front panel above: 

1. Which data switches should be in the up position. 

2. Which other two switches must be lifted, and in what order to perform 
automatic program load. 

What should you enter in response to the prompt: 

FILENAME? ________________________ _ 

B. Programmed Console 

Indicate what must be entered to perform an automatic program load: 

What should you enter in response to the prompt: 

FILENAME? ________________________ __ 

Check your answers with those given in Appendix A: Quiz Answers. Score one 
point for each correct answer. The maximum score is 8 points. Mastery level is 7 
points. If you achieve mastery level, you may continue on to Module 5. Otherwise, 
review the material presented in this module before continuing. 



\ 
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Module 5 
Command Line Interpreter 

Introduction 
The Command Line Interpreter (CLn is a program supplied by Data General that 
acts as an interface between you and RDOS. It ~cepts commands that you enter at 
a terminal and translates them into RDOS operations. You can perform a Wide 
variety of tasks with the CLI. This module is primarily concerned with the CLI's 
general features, however, some specific, simple commands are discussed. How the 
CLI responds to errors, correction methods, and advanced CLI features that can 
minimize typing and provide additional power and control over RDOS are also 
discussed. 

Learning Objectives 
Upon successful completion of this module you will be able to: 

1. Predict the consequences of example dialog between the CLI and a system user. 

2. Match the following CLI commands, punctuation, and control sequences with 
the functions they perform: 

Table 6.A 

Command Punctuation Control Sequence 

GTOD Delete or Rubout CTRL-A 

STOD Backslaah 1\ ) or Shift L CTRL-S 

SDAY Semicolon I;) CTRL-Q 

GSYS Up' Arrow It) CTRL-Z 

CREATE Parentheses I I CTRLL 

XFER Angle Brackets < > 
DELETE Commercial at sign (@) 

TYPE . MC extension 
PRINT Carriage Retum ( 1·) 
LOG 
ENDLOG 
MESSAGE 
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3. Identify the meaning of the following terms: 

Resources 

Argument 
Local Switch 
Global Switch 
LOG.CM 
CLI Variables 
Macro 
Indirect File 

1. RDOS Student Guide, Module 5 

2. Audiocassette tape for Module 5 

3. RDOSIDOS User's Handbook 

Module Outline 
1. Command Line Format 

2. Some CLI Commands 

3. Recording CLI Dialog 

4. Error Handling 

5. Control Sequences 

6. Advanced Features 

7. CLI Variables 

8. Indirect Files and Macros 

9. Lab Exercise 

10. Module Quiz 

Directions 
Turn to Figure 5.1 and listen to the audiocassette tape for Module 5. 
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COMMAND 
LINE 

INTERPRETER 
(CLI) 

Figure 5.1 The Command Une Interpret. 

• File Management 

• Invoke Programs 

• Manage System Environment 

Command Una In~ 5-3 

For information on all eLI commands, refer to the RDOSIDOS User's Handbook 
located in the back sleeve of this Student Guide. 
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Command Line Format 
The general format of the CLI is: 

R 
COMMAND LINE 1 
CLI response 
R 

A. COllUlWld is the name of the command. It specifies the opention to be 
performed. 

R 
COMMANDl 
CLI response 
R 

B. ArpmeDts represent fdes or other information that the command operates on. 
One or more spaces. or a single comma. separates the command from its 
arguments and multiple commands from each other. 

R 
COMMAND argument(s)l 
eLI response 
R 

C. A 'Global Switcb applies to the command itself. not to any argument in the com
mand line; it immediately follows the command and consists of a slash (I) 
followed by a letter. 

R 
COMMAND/ global-switches argument(sU 
CLI response 
R 

D. A Local Switcb follows an argument; it modifies that argument only. A local 
switch consists of a slash (I) followed by either a number or a letter. 

R 
COMMAND/global-switches argument(s)/Iocal-switchesl 
CLI response 
R 



Some CLI Commands 

GTOD 
Format - GTOD 

Function - Display the current time of day and date. 

GSYS 
Format - GSYS 

Comnand Line Interpreter 5-& 

Function - Display the name of the current operating system. 

Example Dialog 
FILENAME? STUDENTSYS 1 
MAPPED ECLIPSE RDOS REV 6.61 
DATE (MIDIYj? 5 21 801 
TIME (H:M:Sj? 13 10 00 1 
R 

GTODl 
05121180 13:12:30 
R 
GSYSl 
STUDENTSYS 
R 
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STOD 

SDAY 

Format ...... STOD[hour] {minute] {second] 

Function ...... Set the 24-hr system clock. You can separate arguments with either a 
space or comma (but not a colon). 

Format ...... SDAY month day year 

Function ...... Set the system calendar. You may give the year as eit'ler two or four 
digits (e.g., n or 19m. You can separate arguments with either a space or a 
comma (but not a colon). 

Example Dialog 
R 
GTODl 
OS/21180 13:12:30 
R 

SDAY 522 801 
R 
STOD 1500 001 
R 

GTODl 
OS/22/80 15:00:31 
R 
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CREATE 
Format - CREATE filename1{. . . jilenamenJ 

Function - Create one or more sequentially organized files. 

Example Dialog 
R 

DELETE 

CREATE FILE1l 
R 
CREATE FILE2 FILE3 FILE4l 
R 
CREATE, FILE5, FILE6 FILE7l 
R 

Format - DELETE filename1! .. . jilenamenJ 

Function - D~lete one or more files. 

Global Switches 

I C - Repeat each filename and wait for the deletion to be confirmed. A 
carriage return deletes the file; any other key does not. -

I L - List the deleted files on $LPT. 

IV - Verify deleted files on the console. 

Example Dialog 
R 
DELETE FILE1 FILE2l 
R 
DELETE/V FILE3 FILE4l, 
DELETED FILE3 
DELETED FILE4 
R 
DELETE/VIC FILE5 FILES FILE7l 
FILE5:* 
DELETED FILE5 
FILE6: 
FILE7:* 
DELETED FILE7 
R 



XFER 
Format - XFER sourcefilenarne destinationfilename 

Function - Copy the contents of sourcefilenarne to destinationfilename. 

Global Switches 

I A - Perform an ASCII transfer. 

IB - Append the source file to the destination file. 

Example Dialog 
R 

CS.()()945 

CREATE MYFILEl 
R 

A. XFER/A/B/$m MYFILEl 
THIS SENTENCE IS1 
CONTAINED IN MYFILE 1 

B. XFERI A/BI MYFILE $TTOl 
THIS SENTENCE IS 
CONTAINED IN MYFILE 
R 

C. XFER/A/B MYFILE $LPTl 
R 

Control-Z 
(and Control-L 
if necessary) 

MYFILE 

~ 
~ 

Figure 5.2 XFER Command Exampllsli 

~---.......- / 



TYPE 
Format - TYPE filename1 [ .. . /ilenamenJ 
Function - Copy an ASCII filename(s) on the console. 

PRINT 
Format - PRINT filename1 [ .. . /ilenamenJ 
Function - Print the contents of ASCII filename(s) on the line printer. 

Example Dialog 
R 

1. TYPE MYFILEl 
THIS SENTENCE IS 
CONTAINED IN MYFlLE 
R 

2. PRINT MYFILE 1 

R ~~ 
~ I~ -1). ,..1./ 

,z,tJ-' 1 ",{': 
/.. J 

3. PRINT MYFILE/3 YOURFILE 1 +"- Local Switch Usage 
R 

._----------------------,----------
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Module 5 
Exercise 1 

True or False? 

Command UN InterpNter 5-11 

1. All eLI commands must be terminated with a carriage return. 

2. All eLI commands require at least one argument. 

3. A global switch modifies a eLI command. 

4. A local switch modifies an argument only. 
, 

Name the source flle and the destiDation ftle in the following eLI command line: 

XFERI A/B/$TTI EXAMPLE 

5. Source Fi~: _____ _ 

6. Destination File: _____ _ 

Write two eLI commands that may be used as alternatives to the following 
commands: 

7. PRINT EXAMPLE __________ _ 

8. TYPE EXAMPLE __________ _ 
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Module 5 
Exercise 1 Answers 

1. True 

2. False 

3. True 

4. True 

S. Source File: STTI 

6. Destination Flle: EXAMPLE 

7. XFER! AlB EXAMPLE SLPT 

8. XFER! AlB EXAMPLE STTO 



Recording eLI Dialog 
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Soft-Copy System Terminal 

Command Line Inter'pfeta 5-13 

A PERMANENT RECORD 
OF ell DIALOG 

I 

Figure 5.3 Hard-Copy Terminal 

LOG.eM: A file that contains your dialog with the eLI (Le., an the commands you 
enter and eLI's responses). 
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LOG 

ENDLOG 

Format - LOG[passwordj[directoryIOj 

Function - Open the log file, LOG.CM, and start recording CLI ,dialog. password 
is up to 10 alphanumeric characters and prevents LOG.CM from being closed in
advertently. LOG.CM can be closed only by an ENDLOG command containing the 
password (if it was given in the LOG command). LOG.CM can be printed or deleted 
only after it has been closed. 

Global Switches 

I H - Place a header at the beginning of the LOG file; include directory, system, 
and date information .. 

IT - Trace the execution of CLI commands, including in directs and macros. 
Before executing each command, the CLI outputs the command to LOG.CM. 
AIl trace lines are printed as = = > traceline. 

Format - ENDLOG[passwordj 

Function - Close the log file opened by a previous LOG command, and terminate 
recording of CLI dialog. password must match the password given in the LOG 
command, if any. 

Example Dialog 
FILENAME? STUDENTSYS1 
MAPPED ECLIPSE RDOS REV 6.61 
DATE (!YfIDIY)? 5 21 801 
TIME (H:M:S)? 13 10001 
R 
LOG/H1 
R 

{a day's worth of eLI dialog} 

ENDLOG1 
PRINT LOG.CM1 
DELETE LOG.CMl 
RELEASE %MDIR%l 
MASTER DEVICE RELEASED 
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Error Handling 
Correcting typing mistakes before you press carriage return: 

A. One Character at a Time - Press the DEL or RUBOUT key to sequentially 
erase characters from right to left. On hard-copy devices, each press of DEL or 
RUBOUT echoes as a backarrow (~) or as an underscore (_). 

R 
CLREAD_TE FILEAl ~ = CREATE FILEA} 
R 

B. Delete an Entire Line - Press backs lash ( \) or SHIFf and L to delete an 
entire line. 

R 
CEADE FILEA\ 
CREATE FILEAl 
R 

Normal Error Handling 
A. R 

CREATE FILEBl 
R 
CREATE FILEB 1 

\ FILE ALREADY EXISTS.~ FILEB I ,.. .... 
(reason) (argument that 

caused the 
problem) 

Unknown Command 
Is interpreted as a command to execute a program. 

B. R 
CEATE FILECl 

\ FILE DOES NOT EXIST.A eEATE.Sf) 
.' ¥ (reason) (program that 

caused the error) 

A complete list of eLI error messages is contained in the RDOSIDOS User's 
Handbook. 
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Control Sequences 
CTRL-A: Stops execution of any eLI command. 

R 
TYPE GETTYSBURGl 
FOUR SCORE AND SEVEN YEARS AGO 
OUR FOREFATHERS BROUGHT FORTH 
ON THIS CON +-Control-A pressed here 

INT 
R 

CTRL-S: Temporarily stops output to console. 

CTRL-Q: Resumes output to console. 

CTRL-Z: Terminates input from SITI with the XFER command. 

CTRL-L: Form Feed (clears display screen). 

Programmed Consoles Only (!prompt) 
BREAK key: Stops execution of all software. 

Uppercase P: Resumes execution of software. 



Advanced Features· 
Several Commands on One line 

The semicolon (;) deHmits a cOJl1l1lal1d to the CLI; you can then type another 
command on the same line. No commands are executed until you press caniaae 
return. 

DELETE FILEA;CREATE FILES FILECl 

Long Command Lines 
An up arrow ( t ) (SHIFT -N or SHIFT -6 key) typed immediately before a caniaae 
return allows you to span one or more commands over several input lines. 

DELETE TESTA TESTB t 1 
TESTC TESTD 1 

Writing Compact Command Lines 
Angle brackets ( ) and parentheses ( ) allow you to enter complex commands to 
the CLI in an abbreviated form. The CLI will expand these command lines 
according to certain rules and then try to execute the expanded lines. 

Parentheses 
Parentheses expand a command line into Multiple Command Lines. You can place 
multiple commands or arguments in parentheses and separate them with commas. 

A. Multiple Commands 

(PRINT,DELETE) LOG~CMl expands to 

B. Multiple Arguments 

CREATE FILE(1,2,3H expands to 

PRINT LOG.CMl 
DELETE LOG.CM 1 

CREATE ALEll 
CREATE FILE21 
CREATE FllE31 

Angle Brackets 
C. The arguments enclosed in anale brackets are expanded into a Sinale Command 

Line. 

CREATE FILE (1,2,3)1 expands to CREATE FILE1 FILE2 ALE31 
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General Rules 
You must match each opening parenth~is with a dosing parenthesis, and each 
opening anaIe br~ket with a dosing bracket. Parentheses can appear within angle 
brackets (i.e., < ( » and vice versa, « », but you cannot overlap the sets; < ( » is 
illegal). 

Rules fer Parelltheses 
Parentheses expand a single command line into multiple command lines. 

1. Each argument or conmumd within parentheses must be separated by commas. 

CREATE FILE(1,2 3)J 

does not create FILE3. 

2. You can use more than one set of parentheses in a single line. When the eLI 
encounters more than one set of parentheses in a line, it extracts arguments in 
tum from each set of parentheses. 

(PRINT,DELffi) (FILEA, FILEB)! 

expands to 

PRINT FILEA 
DELETE FILEB 

3. Arguments not in parentheses are executed as usual. 

(PRINT,DELffi) A (B,Cn 

expands to 

PRINT A B 
DELETE A C 

4. Parentheses cannot be nested. 

PRINT FILE(A, B( 1 ,2,3', C, 1 

ERROR ff! 

S. After each argument in a set of parentheses has been used once, no argument on 
that string will be used again. 

(PRINT,DELETE,TYPE) (A,BH 

expands to 

PRINT A 
DELETE B 
TYPE 

ERROR !!! TYPE requires an argument. 
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Rules fOr Angle Brackets . 
Arguments enclosed in angle brackets are expanded into a single command line. 

1. You can separate each argument within angle brackets from the next with one 
or more commas or spaces. 

CREATE FILE(1,2 3)1 

expands to 

CREATE FILE1 FILE2 FILE3 

2. . Multiple commas or spaces indicate a null argument. 

CREATE FILE (1,2,) 1 

expands to 

CREATE FILE1 F1LE2 FILE 

3. You can use multiple sets of angle brackets in command lines. 

CREATE TEST(12) TESTA (1 2)1 

expands to 

CREATE TEST1 TEST2 TESTA1 TESTA2 . 
4. You can nest angle brackets to any depth. When you nest angle brackets. the 

eLi expands the innermost level first, then proceeds toward the outermost level. 
Within each level, arguments are expanded left to right. Within nested brackets. 
a left or right bracket delimits each bracketed string. 

PRINT (TEST(01 02 03»1 

expands to 

PRINT (TEST01 TEST02 TEST03) 

expands to 

PRINT TEST01 TEST02 TEST03 
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MESSAGE 
Format - MESSAGE textstring 

Function - Display a message on the console, or insert a message for later display. 
You can use any ASCII character except carriage returns ( ! ) or semicolons (;) in 
textstring. 

If you place textstring in quotes (' '), it will be returned precisely as entered. If you 
omit quotes, the CLI will interpret certain characters (e.g., @) as commands; also 
other characters (including parentheses and angle brackets) are illegal. 

Global Switch 

I P - Pause after displaying textstring and display the message STRIKE ANY 
KEY TO CONTINUE the system will take no action until a console key is 
pressed. 

Example. Dialog 
R 
MESSAGE "HELLO THERE" 1 
HELLO THERE 
R 
MESSAGE WELCOME TO RDOS 1 
WELCOME TO RDOS 
R 



Examples 
Com.,.a Command Lines with the Message Command 

R 
MESSAGE (0,1,2) (A,S,C)) 
OA 
1B 
2C 
R 

R 
MESSAGE (0, 1,2><A,B,C>l 
OA OB oe 1A 1B Ie 2A 2B 2C 
R 

R 
MESSAGE (0,1,2) <A,B,C>l 
OA OBoe 
1A 1B 1C 
2A 2B2C 
R 

R 
MESSAGE (0,1,2> (A,B,C) l 
OA 1A 2A 
OB 1B2B 
oe 1C2C 
R 

R 
MESSAGE (A,B,(O, 1,2)C>l 
ABOC 
AB1C 
AB2C. 
R 
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Module 5 
Exercise 2 

True or False? 
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1. The file LOG.CM is automatically opened and closed by the system 
during system start up and shut down. 

2. A CLI command cannot span more than one line. 

3. Several CLI commands can be typed on a single line if they are 
separated by a semicolon (;). 

4. You can delete an entire CLI command line by typing SHIFf 6. 

5. If the CLI cannot obey a command for any reason, it will usually 
display an error message followed by the argument that caused the 
problem. 

Match the following control sequences with the function each performs: 

6. CTRL-L 

7. CTRL-A 

8. CTRL-Z 

9. CTRL-S 

10. CTRL-Q 

a. Stops the execution of any CLI command. 
b. Temporarily stops output to the console. 
c. Resumes output to the console. 
d. Terminates input from the keyboard with XFER command. 
e. Clears display screen" 

Complete this chart by showing how the CLI will expand the compact lines given: 

Compact Command 

11. (PRINT,TYPE) FILEX 

12. TYPE FILE(X, V ,Z) 

13. (CREATE,DELETE) (X,V) 

14~ CREATE FILE<X,V,Z> 

expands to 
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Module 5 
Exercise 2 Answers 

1. False 

2. False 

3. True 

4. False 

5. True 

6. e 

7; a 

8. d 

9. b 

10. c 

11. PRINT FILEX 
TYPE FILEX 

12. TYPE FILEX 
TYPE FILEY 
TYPE FILEZ 

13. CREATE X 
DELETE Y 

14. CREATE FILEX FILEY FILEZ 
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eLI Variables 
When the eLi encounters a legal variable, it replaces the variable name with its 
current value. 

Table 5. B A Partial List of CLI Variables 

Example Dialog 
R 

When the CLI 
encounters 
this variable 

name: 

%OATE% 

%GCIN% 

%GCQUT% 

%MOIA% 

%TIME% 

It inserts this value: 

Today's date, in the form mm-dd-yy. 

The input consol4 name (a.g.,$TTlI 

The output console nama (a.g.,$TTOI 

The master directory name (e.g.,OPOI 

Tha tima of day, in the form hh:mm:ss. 

MESSAGE TODAY'S DATE IS %DATE%l 
TODA Y'S DA TE IS 05-21-80 
R 
MESSAGE THE CURRENT TIME IS % TIME%l 
THE CURRENT TIME IS 15:43:01 
R 
MESSAGE YOU INPUT CHARACTERS FROM %GCIN%l 
YOU INPUT CHARACTERS FROM $TTI 
R 
MESSAGE CHARACTERS j\RE OUTPUT TO %GCOUT% 1 
CHARACTERS ARE OUTPUT TO $TTO 
R 
RELEASE %MDIR%l 
MASTER DEVICE RELEASED 
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Indirect Files and Macros 
Create a fIle that contains a group of commands. Thereafter, reference these 
commands bY'simply using the name of the fIle. 

Indirect Files 
R 
XFERI A %GCIN% DOWN l 
MESSAGE STARTING SYSTEM SHUTDOWN AT %TIME%l Create 
ENDLOG) the fIle 
(PRINT,DELETE) LOG.CM) 
MESSAGE/P WAIT UNTIL PRINTING STOPS THEN) 
RELEASE %MDIR%) 

R 
CTRL-Z 

@DOWN@l .... ....-----Indirectly 
STARTING SYSTEM SHUTDOWN AT 17:31:34 execute fIle 
WAIT UNTIL PRINTING STOPS THEN contents 
STRIKE ANY KEY TO CONTINUE. Press any 
MASTER DEVICE RELEASED key 

Macros (.Me Extension) 
R 
XFERI A %GCIN% DOWN.MC) 
MESSAGE STARTING SYSTEM SHUTDOWN AT %TIME%) 
ENDLOG) Create 
(PRINT,DELETE) LOG.CM) the file 
MESSAGE/P WAIT UNTIL PRINTING STOPS THEN 1 
RELEASE %MDIR%) 

CTRL-Z 
R 
DOWN) ..... ....-----Execute the 
STARTING SYSTEM SHUTDOWN AT 17:31:34 macro 
WAIT UNTIL PRINTING STOPS THEN 
STRIKE ANY KEY TO CONTINUE · ..... ....-.----Press any 
MASTER DEVICE RELEASED key 

/ 
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Macros are self-contained; the name of the macro must be the fIrst word in the 
command line. A macro cannot be used as an argument to another CLI command. 

Indirect Files can be used as an argument to another CLI command: 

R 
XFERI A $TTI FILEAl 
HELLO I'M FILEAl 
t ctrl-Z} 

R 
XFERI A $TTI FILES 1. 
HELLO I'M FILEBl 
t ctrl-Z} 

R 
XFERI A $TTI FILEC 1 
HELLO I'M FILECl 
tctrl-Z} 

R 
XFER/A $TTI GROUPl 
(FILEA,FILEB,FILEC)l 
t ctrl-Z} 

R 

TYPE GROUPl 
(FILEA,FILEB,FILEC) 
R 

TYPE @GROUP@l 
HELLO I'M FILEA 
HELLO I'M FILEB 
HELLO I'M FILEC 
R 

The me UP .MC: 

..... -------- Direct 

..... ~------ Indirect 

LOG/H;DELETE NAME. TP 
MESSAGE ENTER YOUR NAME AND THEN PRESS CPRL-Z 
XFERI A O!oGCINOJo NAME. TP 
MESSAGE WELCOME TO %GSYS% @NAME.TP@ 
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Execution of UP .Me after a bootstrap: 

FILENAME? STUOENTSYS 1 
MAPPED ECLIPSE RDOS REV 6.12 
DATE (MIDIY)? 521 801 
TIME (H:M:S)? 13:22:001 
R 
UP} 
ENTER YOUR NAME AND THEN PRESS CTRL-Z 
BILL1 
t ctrl-Z} 

WELCOME TO STUDENTSYS BILL 

Table S.C CLI Punctuation 

Symbol Function Example 

lor 1 The carriage retum kay ( 11 tarminatal CREATE A B 1 
an input command line and activates the CREATE A Bl 
CLI. The CTRL and L keys (! I have the 
same effect. 

\ The SHifT and L keys or backslash kay (\ I CCREAGE\ 
delete an entira line. 

RUBOUT The RUBOUT or DEL kay (echoed as __ or - CC-READ-l'E 
or on teletypewritersl arasaa the last character 
DEL entered. On CRT displays the last cheracter will 

disappear each time you prasa RUBOUT. 

The comma or space is used to separate DELETE A,B1 
0 arguments. Extra spaces have no effect. DELETE A B1 

DELETE A 81 

I The slash kay befora a character specifies DELETEIV Al 
a switch. 

; The semicolon (;1 delimits a command to CREATE A; 
CLI; you can then type another command TYPE B1 
on the line. No commands ara executed until 
you enter a carriage retum. 

t The SHIFT and N or SHlfT-6 kays ( t I followed 
immediately by RETURN can extend command 
lines over multiple lines. -

.) 
I 

This command addt or ramoves the tima of .1 
day to the prompt. 14:34:54 

R 

( 1 t'arenthasas and angle brackets are used (PRINT,DELETEll 

<> wl,en entering compact command lines to LOG.CM 
Clio CREATE (A,B,C,O) 

.SRl 

@ Comm,'rcial at signs indicate the content TYPE @FOO@l 

. MC of a file, rather than the filename itself . OAYSENO 1 
The .Me ~xtension designates a macro file. 

II" Quotatior: ',arks delimit a literal text string. MESSAGE "HEllO"l 
Thev are r'nc ~t useful with the MESSAGE com-
mand. 

% Percent signs en -lose a ell-defined RELEASE "-'oMOIR% ! 
variable. 
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Directions: The following Lab Exercise provides practice in the CLI commands and 
concepts presented in this module. You may refer to either the information 
presented in the Student Guide or the RDOSlDOS User's Handbook. 

If you have a computer running RDOS that is available for your use, then enter the 
commands that will perform the operations described below. The CLI will tell you 
if you do something wrong. If you don't have a computer, write the commands in 
the space provided. Check your answers with those provided at the end of the lab. 

1. Start recording the CLI dialog in the log file. 

2. Create a me called MINE that contains the sentence: THIS IS MY FIRST 
FILE. (Don't forget the CTRL-Z and the switches.) 

3. Use the XFER command to: 

a. Display the contents of MINE on the terminal. 

b. Send a copy of MINE to the line printer. 

4. Use alternative commands to perform the functions described in Question 3. 

a. 

b. 

S. Copy the contents of MINE into a new me MYCOPY. 

6. Use the XFER command and a CLI variable to display the contents of 
MYCOPY on the terminal. 
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7. Deiete MINE and send the delete verification to the line printer. 

8. Create a macro that will display in meaningful sentences the date, time, and 
name of the system directory. This macro will be executed by typing the word 
FACTS. 

9. End the recording of CLI dialog. 

10 Print the log fIle. 

11. Delete the log fIle and MYCOPY in one command line. 
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Lab Exercise Answers 

1. LOG/H or LOG/HlT, or either followed by a password. 

2. CREATE MINE or 
XFERI AlB STTI MINE 
THIS IS MY FIRST FILE 
~ ctrl-Z} . 

3. a. XFERI AlB MINE STTO 
b. XFERI AlB MINE SLPT 

4. a. TYPE MINE 
b. PRINT MINE 

or 

5. CREATE MYCOPY or 
XFERI AlB MINE MYCOPY 

6. XFERI AlB MYCOPY ."OCOUT.,. 

7. DELETE/L MINE 

8. XFERIA STTI FAcrs.MC 

XFERI A STTI MINE 
THIS IS MY FIRST FILE 
{ctr1-Z1 

XFERI AlB MINE 'ltOCOUT'It 

XFERI A MINE MYCOPY 

MESSAGE TODAY'S DATE IS ."DATE'" 
MESSAGE THE CURRENT TIME IS ."TIME." 
MESSAGE THE MASTER DIRECTORY IS ."MOIR.,. 
~ ctrl-Z \ 

9. ENDLOG or ENDLOG followed by password given in Question 1. 

10. PRINT LOG.CM or XFERI AlB LOG.CM SLPT 

11. DELETE LOG.CM MYCOPY, or 
DELETE (LOG.CM,MYCOPy), or 
DELETE (LOG.CM MYCOPY), or 
any of the above with IV, IC, ILglobai switches •. 
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Module 5 
Quiz 

Given the following eLI dialog, show the eLI's response and explain the 
consequences: 

l.R 
SOAY 7 4 801 
MESSAGE %OATE%) 

eLI response: _____ _ 
Explanation: _______ , _____________ _ 

2. R 
XFER/A/B %GCIN% $LPT) 
THIS IS A TEST 1 
{ctrl-Z} 

eLI response: _____ _ 
Explanation: ____________________ _ 

3. R 
CREATE TEST1) 
XFER/A %GCIN% TEST1J 
eLI response: _____ _ 

Explanation: 

4. R 
XFERI A $TTI ONE) 
TWO) 

{ctrl-Z} 
R 
XFERI A $TTI TWO) 
I'M FILE TWO) 
{ctrl-Z} 

R 
TYPE @ONE@) 

eLI response: _____ _ 

Explanation: ____________________ _ 



5. R 
XFER/A $TTI T2.MCl 
(CREATE,DELETE/V) F(t,2) 1 
{ctrl-Z} 

R 
T21 

CLI response: ______ _ 
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Explanation: _______________________ _ 

Match the following CLI commands, punctuation, and control sequences with the 
functions they perform. 

6. STOD a. Displays the name of the current operating system. 

7. TYPE b. Sets the 24-hr system clock. 
c. Creates one or more files. 

8. CTRL-A d. Copies the contents of one file into .another file. 

9. . MC Extension e . Starts the execution of a CLI command. 

DEL or RUBOUT Key 
f. Prints the contents of a file on the line printer. 

10. g. Begins recording CLI dialog in the log file. 
11. LOG h. . Deletes one character in a command line. 

12. Semicolon (;) i. Displays the contents of a file on the terminal. 
j. Stops execution of any CLI command. 

13. GTOD k. Required on all macros. 
14. XFER 1. Temporarily stops output to the console. 

15. CTRL-L 
m. Separates CLI commands on the same line. 
n. Expands a command line to multiple command lines. 

16. Backslash (\ ) or Shift L o. Clears the display screen. 

17. CREATE p. Displays a message on the console. 

END LOG 
q. Causes the CLI to access the contents of a file, rather 

18. than the file itself. 
19. GSYS r. Deletes one or more files. 

20. SDAY s. Displays the current time and date. 
t. Stops the recording of CLI dialog. 

21. Angle Brackets < > u. Terminates input from $TTI with the XFER command. 

22. DELETE v. Resumes output to the console. 

23. Carriage Return 1 
w. Allows a command to span more than one line. 
x. Expands arguments in a single command line. 

24. CTRL-Z y. Sets the system date. 

25. CTRL-S z. Deletes an entire command line. 

26. MESSAGE 

27. PRINT 

28. CTRL-Q 

29. Parentheses ( ) 

30. Up Arrow (t ) 
31. Commercial at sign (@) 
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Complete the following sentences: 

32. A command line's represents a file or other informa-
tion, which the command operates on. 

33. A file that contains CLI commands and ihe name of which ends with .MC is 
called a ___ _ 

34. As an alternative to the type of fIle described in Question 33, you can use 
an file, which does not require a .MC extension and 
may be used as an argument to another eLi command. 

35. A switch modifies a CLI command. 

36. A switch modifies an argument in a command line. 

37. You can record CLI dialog in a special fIle maintained by RDOS 
called ___ _ 

38. You can access certain system information, such as current time or master direc-
tory name, using , which are enclosed in percent signs. 

Check your answers with those given in Appendix A: Quiz Answers. Score one 
point for each correct answer. The maximum score is 38 points. Mastery level is 33 
points. If you achieve mastery level, continue on to Module 6. Otherwise, review the 
material presented in this module before continuing. 
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Secondary Storage 

Introduction 
This module is concerned with the management of information stored on secondary 
storage devices. As you know, RDOS supports the two most common types of 
secondary storage: magnetic tape for sequential access and magnetic disc for direct 
access. Both provide versatile and economical methods for the long term storage of 
large amounts of information. The fust part of this module is concerned with discs; 
the second part deals with magnetic tape storage. 

Learning Objectives 
Upon successful completion of this module you will be able to: 

1. Differentiate among contiguous, sequential, and random flies. 

2. Differentiate among primary partitions, secondary partitions, and s~bdirectories. 

3. Identify and use the CLI commands that perform the following functions: 

Bootstrap a program 
Create a list of fIlenames 
Create a contiguous me 
Create a sequential fIle 
Create a random me 
Create a secondary partition 
Create a subdirectory 
Display the name of the current directory 
Display t~e name of the last directory 
Display the name of the master directory 
Display disc space information 
Display directory me information 
Copy a me from one directory into another directory . 
Create a link entry 
Remove a link entry 
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Change a me's attributes 
Change a file's link attributes 
Transfer files to and from magnetic tape drives 
Initialize a directory or device " 
Release a directory or device 

4. Identify the meaning of the following terms: 

Disc Block 
Logical Block Address 
Master Directory 
Current Directory 
Initialization 
Directory Specifier 
Link Entry 
Resolution File 
Characteristics 
Attributes 
Templates 
MAP. DR 
SYS.DR 
User File Description 
Hash Value Offset 
Frame Size 
Disc Editor 
Dump Format 
Copy Format 
Logical End of Tape 

S. Describe the function of a link entry. 

6. Identify the important features of file characteristics and attributes. 

7. Use CLI templates to match filenames. 

8. Identify the features of selected RDOS internal data structures. 

9. Identify the purpose and function of filename hashing. 

10. Reference a file on magnetic tape. 

11. Identify the characteristics of magnetic tape storage. 

Resources 
1. RDOS Student Guide, Module 6 

2. Audiocassette tape for Module 6 

"\ 
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Module Outline 
1. Disc Organization 

a. Physical/Logical Organization 
b. File Types 
c. Exercise 1 
d. Directory Structures 
e. CLI Directory Commands 
f. Exercise 2 
g. Directory Specifiers 
h. Link Entries 
i. Initialization and Release 
j. Exercise 3 
k. Filename Characteristics and Attributes 
1. Filename Templates 
m. Exercise 4 
n. Lab Exercise 
o. Introduction to ROOS Internals 
p. Exercise 5 

---.~ 

q. Disc Editor 
r. Exercise 6 

2. Magnetic Tape Secondary Storage 

a. Sequential Organization 
6. Referencing File on Tape 
c. Disc/Tape Transfers 
d. Exercise 7 

3. Module Quiz 

Directions 
J 

Tum to Figure 6.1 and listen to the audiocassette tape for Module 6. 
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Disc: Organization 

CS.fXJ947 

Figure 8.1 Magnetic Disc 

Physical Organization 
Platter - Record-shaped plate coated with magnetic material. 

Track - Concentric rings of data. 

Sector - 256 words of data. The smallest addressable unit of information. 

Logical Organization 
Block - Primary logical unit of data, 256 words long. 

LBA - Logical Block Address. A unique logical address for each disc block. De
rived from the physical disc's sector, track, and surface number. 

Files - Sequential, random, and contiguous. 



Contiguous Disc File 

CCONT 

Example 

LOGICAL 
BLOCK 
ADDRESS 

1000 

1001 

1002 

1003 

CS..(}()9t18 

RELATIVE BLOCK 
o 

RELATIVE BLOCK 
1 

RELATIVE BLOCK 
2 

RELATIVE BLOCK 
3 

F'lgure 8.2 Contiguous Disc RIe Structure 

• A Contiguous File is a fIXed number of blocks located at an unbroken series of 
logical block addresses. 

• The Relative Block Number denotes the relative position of each block within its 
disc fIle. 

• Contiguous Files provide the Jastest possible access to data. 

• File size is fIXed at the time of creation and cannot.be subsequently altered. 

Format - CCONT filename, b1kct11 .. . /ilenamen blkctnl 

Function - Create one or more contiguously organized flIes. You specify the length 
in blocks in blkct. 

Global Switches 

IN - Do not zero each block in the new flIes (by default the system zeros 
each). 

CCONT MYC 41 
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Sequential Disc Files 

LOGICAL BLOCK 
ADDRESS 

r--

~ 

-

-+ 

CS-00949 

228 

118 

228 

RELATIVE BLOCK 
o 

RELATIVE BLOCK 
1 

RELATIVE BLOCK 
2 

Figure 6.3 Sequential Disc File Structure 

• Expandable. 

• The logical block addresses of a sequential file are seldom contiguous (blocks 
are seldom physically adjacent). 

• The last word (or two) of each block is reserved for a link to the next block. 

• RDOS can step sequentially forward or backward through the file. 
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Random Disc Files 

FILE INDEX DATA BLOCKS 

BLOCK O'S ADDRESS WORD 0 

BLOCK 1'S ADDRESS • 
• 

BLOCK 2'S ADDRESS ~ • 
• 

• • 
• • 
• • 
• • 
• • 
• • 

BLOCK 254'S ADDRESS WORD 255 

r-- LINK 
• 
• 
• 

.4 BLOCK 255'S ADDRESS ..... WORD 0 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 

• • • • 
LINK WORD 255 

INDEX ENTRIES ARE TWO WORDS FOR SOME DISCS. 

RELATIVE 
BLOCK 0 

RELATIVE 
BLOCK 2 

CS-00950 

Figure 6.4 Random Disc File Structure 

• File index contains logical block addresses of actual data blocks. 

• Last entry in file index block is a link to the next file index block, as required. 

• Best compromise between access time and efficient use of available disc space. 

CRAND 
Format - CRAND filenamel [. . . /ilenamenJ 

Function - Create one or more randomly organized files. 

Example 
CRAND MYRl 
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Module 6 
Exercise 1 

1. The primary logical unit of data on a disc is 2S6 words long and is called a 

2. Each such logical unit has an associated address called its ______ _ 

In Questions 3 through S, one or more answers may be correct. 

3. Which of the following are characteristics of random (ties? 

a. The last word of each block points to the next data block. 
b. The best compromise between fast access.and efficient use of disc space. 
c. Index block(s) contain LBAs of actual data blocks. 

4. Which of the following are characteristics of sequential rtles? 

a. The best Compromise between fast access and efficient use of disc space. 
b. Expandable. 
c. The last word of each data block points to the next data block. 

S. Which of the following are characteristics of contiguous rtles? 

a. Consists of a fixed number of physically adjacent disc blocks. 
b. Size cannot change after creation. 
c. Allows the fastest possible access to data. 

6. What is the CLI command that creates a contiguous file? 

7. What is the CLI command that creates a random rtle? 

8. What is the CLI command that creates a sequential rtle? 

) 
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Module 6 
Exercise 1 Answers 

1. Block 

2. Logical Block Address (LBA) 

3. b, c 

4. b, c 

s. a, b, c 

6. CCONT 
7. CRAND 
8. CREATE 

"'---< 
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Disc Structures 

CS..()()9j/ 

Disc Directory: An index that tists information about a group of fIles. which occu
pies a portion of available disc fIle space. 

1. Partition: A fixed portion of total disc space. 

• Primary Partition: Total storage area on each disc. 

• Secondary Partition: A fixed portion of the primary partition. 

2. SQ.bdirectory: A variable portion of a partition. 

o INDICATES A SECONDARY PARTITION 

c .... _.-J) A SUBDIRECTORY 

"-_ ....... 1 A DATA FILE 

Figure 8.5 Example Disc Structure 

PRIMARY PARTITION 

/ , ~ 
FILES SECONDARY PARTITION SUBDIRECTORY 

/ \ \ 
SUBDIRECTORY FILES FILES 

/ 
CS-009j1 FILES 

Figure 8.8 Directory Hierarchy 

• 
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Table U Prim.,., Pardtlons - R...ved ,...... 

Dlae DrIve 

Modell 8001-81X18 
RxedHeed 

ModeI81183/8OM 
Rxed ... 

ModIt 8D8D/8OI1If!l11I1I8122 
Multiple PIefter PacIca 

ModIt 8045 .tee 
lI06O,eD70,G34A 

Moving Heed 
n.. uniIa hIM two 
IogiceIy dIatInct dIIca 
eech: The top dI8c .. 
I'8ITICMIbIe CIftridge, the 
bottom diec is ftxed and 
cannot be removed. 

Ottw typIa of Moving.-
Heed dIIcI and diskettes. 

PrIm.,., Controller 

OKa 

OSO 
OS1 
OS2 
OS3 

OZD 
OZ1 
OZ2 
OZ3 

Ramovable Portion-
OPO 
OP1 
OP2 
OP3 

Rxed Portion-
OPOF 
OP1F 
OP2F 
OP3f 

OPO 
OP1 
OP2 
OP3 

SECONOPART 

SUBDIR 
I FILE3 I 

SUBOIRA) 

Ftgure 6.7 Generic Name: Ou 

Secondary Controller 

OK1 

OS4 
OSS 
OSS 
OS7 

OZ4 
DZ& 
DZ8 
DZ7 

OP4 
OPS 
OPS 
OP7 

OP4F 
OPSF 
OP8F 
OP7F 

OP4 
OPS 
OPS 
OP7 

NOTE: This course uses the generic name Dxx. Substitute the name that applies to your disc. 



Disc Terminology 

Initialization - Opens a partition or subdirectory so that you can access the fIles or 
subdirectories contained within (partial initialization). 

Master Directory - The partition that holds the current ROOS system is usually 
DPO. DPOF. DZO. or DSO. but may also be any primary partition listed in 
Table 6.A or a secondary partition within one of these primary partitions. 

Current Directory - ROOS directs its attention to this directory. It only searches 
for fIles in this directory unless you have told it to search elsewhere. Only one direc
tory is the current directory ata given time. 

Current and Master Directories 

GDIR 
Format - GDIR 

Function - Display the name of the current directory. 

MDIR 
Format - MDIR 

Function - Display (on the console) the name of the current master directory. 

Tab ..... cuv ........ 

WhentheCU 
.. countera 
thl.".,.... .. 
Nlme: It I ...... thIa v ..... : 

%GOtR% The cunant directory nama. 

%MOIR% Tha meater direc:tary nama 
la.g., CPOI. 
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Example Dialog 
FILENAME? STUDENTSYS 1 
MAPPED ECLIPSE RDOS REV 6.61 
DA TE(MIDIY)? 625801 
TIME(H:M:S)? 8:05:001 
R 
LOG/Hl 
R 
GDIRl 
Dxx 
MDIRl 
Dxx 
MESSAGE THE CURRENT DIRECTORY IS %GDIR%l 
THE CURRENT DIRECTORY IS Dxx 
R 
MESSAGE THE MASTER DIRECTORY IS %MDIR%l 
THE MASTER DIRECTORY IS Dxx 
R 

v .. CURRENT 01 RECTORY 

CS-00954 

Figure 6.8 The Current and Master Directory 



Creating a Subdirectory 
Example ~alog 

CDIR 

CREATE FILE1l 
R 
XFER/A/B $TTI FILE1l 
I'M FILE ONE 1 
{ctrl-Z} 
R 

Format - CDIR directoryname 

Figure 6.9 Creating a FOe 

Function - Create an ROOS sub"directory. The CLI assigns the . DR extension to 
directoryname. 

Example Dialog 
CDIR SUBDIRA 1 

Figure 6.10 Creating a Subdirectory 
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Creating a Secondary Partition 
DISI( 

CPART 

Format - DISK 

Function - Display the decimal count of the number of blocks used and the 
number still available in the current partition or diskette. If the current directory is 
an RDOS subdirectory the size of the parent partition is indicated. 

Format - CPART partitionname blocks 

Function - Create an RDOS secondary partition, with a .DR extension, as a con
tiguous me whose length in blocks is given by blocks; blocks must be more than 48. 
If blocks is not an inteaer multiple of 16, it is truncated to the next lower multiple. 

EuIIlple DiaIoI 
R 
DISK1 
LEFT: 7185 USED: 2591 
R 
CPART SECONDPART 5001 
R 
DISKl 
LEFT: 6689 USED: 3087 
R 

CS-00957 

SECONDPART.DR 

Figure 6.11 Creating a Secondary Partition 

''----/ 



Cbanging tbe Current Directory 
DIR 

LDIR 

Format - DIR directory 

Function - Change the current directory to directory, initializing the new directory 
if necessary. 

Format - LDIR 

Function - Display the name of the last current directory (the directory last 
specified in a DIR command). 

Table I.e eu Varleb .. 

When the eu 
encounters 
this varleble 
name: It I.,..,.. this value: 

%LDIR% The name of the previous 
current directory. 

Example Dialog 
DIR SECONDPARTl 
R 
GDIRl 
SECONDPART 
R 
DISKl 
LEFT: 475 USED: 21 
R 
LDIRl 
Dxx 
R 
MESSAGE THE LAST DIRECTORY WAS %LDIR%l 
THE LAST DIRECTORY WAS Dxx 
R 
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VSECONOPART.DR 

Figure 6.12 Changing the Currant Directory 

CREATE FILE21 
XFER/A/B $TTI FILE2l 
I'M FILE TWOl 
{ctrl-Z} 
R 
TYPE FILE21 
I'M FILE TWO 
R 
TYPE FILE1l 
FILE DOES NOT EXIST: FILE} 
R 

VSECONDPART.DR 

, 

f :qure 6.13 Creating Another File 

"----< 



CDIR SUBDIRI 

DIRSUBDIRI 

CREATE FILE31 
XFER/AIB $TTl FILE3i 
I'M FILE THREEI 

tctrl' Z } 

CS-0096O 

SECONDPART.DR 

V'SUBDIR.DR 

I FlLE3 I 

Figure 6.14 Completing the Diac Structure 

8-1. 





Module 6 
Exercise 1 

S.OOlldlt., Stcnge 8-21 

1. Before you can access the files contained in a directory, the directory must first 
be opened. This process is called ___________ _ 

2. The directory holds the current operating system. 

3. When it looks for files. RDOS directs its attention to the _______ _ 
directory. 

In Questions 4 through 6, one or more answers may be correct. 

4. Which of the following are characteristics of a primary partition? 

a. Represents the total area for storage on a disc 
b. May contain a secondary partition 
c. May contain a subdirectory 
d. May reside in a secondary partition 

5. Which of the following are characteristics of a secondary partition? 

a. May reside in the primary partition 
b. May contain a primary partition 
c. Is a fixed portion of the total amount of disc space 
d. May contain subdirectories 

6. Which of the following are characteristics of a subdirectory? 

a. May reside in a primary partition 
b. May reside in a secondary partition 
c. May reside in another subdirectory 
d. A variable portion of a partition 

Name the CLI commands that perform the following functions: 

7. Display the name of the master directory. _______ _ 

8. Create a subdirectory. _______ _ 

9. Change the current directory. _______ _ 

10. Display the name of the last current directory. _______ _ 

11. Create a secondary partition. _______ _ 

12. Display the name of the current directory. _______ _ 

13 . .Display disc space information. _______ _ 
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~/. 
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Module 6 
Exercise 2 Answen 

1. Initialization 

2. Master 

3. Current 

4. a, b, c 
s. a, c, d 

6. a, b, d 

7.,MDJR 

8. CDIR 

9. DIR 

10. LDIR 

11. CPART 

12. GDIR 

13. DISK 
~/ 
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Directory Specifiers 

Example Dialog 
GDIRl 
SUBDIR 
R 
TYPE FILE3l 
I'M FILE THREE 
R 
TYPE FILE21 
FILE DOES NOT EXIST: FILE2 
R 
TYPE FILE11 
FILE DOES NOT EXIST: FILEI 
R 
TYPE Dxx:FILE11 
I'M FILE ONE 
R 
TYPE Dxx:SECONDPART:FILE21 
I'M FILE TWO 
R 

Secondary StanIge 8-23 

Directory Specifier - The names of a file's parent directories in descending order 
separated by colons (:). 

SECONDPART.DR 

VSUBDIR.DR 

I FIU3 I 

Figure 6.15 Example Disc Structure 



Link Entries 
LINK 

F _ LINK [linkname{directory.1resfilenamel 
ormat lresfilename/2 J 

Function - Create a link entry in the current directory to a resolution file 
(resfilename' or to another link entry. Use the rust format if: 

1. You want your link's name to differ from the resolution file's name; or 

2. The resolution file is not in the current directOry's parent directory. 

Use the second format to link to a file in the current directory's parent directory. 
The parent directory holds the current directory. This form gives the link the same 
name as the resolutionflle. 

Example Dial0l 1 
GDIRl 
SUBDIR 
R 
TYPE FILE11 
FILE DOES NOT EXIST: FlLEI 
R 
LINK Fl Dxx:FILE11 
R 
TYPE Fl1 
I'M FILE ONE 
R 

Figure 6.16 A Link Entry - File 1 



Example Dlaloll 

• 

LINK FILE2/21 
R 
TYPE FILE21 
I'M FILE TWO 
R 

Figure 8.17 A Unk Entry - File 2 
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Figure 6.18 DELETE Removes the Resolution File (Part AI 

• 

The command DELETE F1l removes the file, not the link. 

(SUBOIRA.OR) 

Figure 6.12 DELETE Removes the Resolution File (Part B! / . 
/ 



Removing a Link 
UNUNK 

Format - UNLINK Iinkname1/ .. : IinknamenJ 

Function - Delete link entries from any directory. The resolution fde is unaffected. 

Global Switches 

Ie - Display each link name on the console and wait for confirmation that the 
link is to be unlinked. Type RETURN to remove the link entry or any other key 
to retain the link entry. 

I L - Ust deleted fdes on SLPT (overrides IV). 

IV - Verify deletions on the console. 

Local Switches 

IN - Do not delete links matching this name. 

Figure 6.19 Removing a Unk (Pan A) 

The command UNLINK FILE21 removes the link. 

Figure 6.19 Removing a Unk (Pan B) 

SECONDPA.RT.DR 

.; SUBDIR.Dk 

I FILE3 I 
I F1 I 
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Disc Initialization and Removal 
INIT 

. RELEASE 

F _ INIT [taped rive } 
ormat \"ldirectoryspecijier:Jdirectory 

Function - Initialize a tapedrive or directory for 1/0 access. In RDOS, 
directoryspeci./ier can be: 

dirl:subdirJ 

You can omit directoryspecijier if directory is a direct subordinate to the current 
directory. 

A file in a directory cannot be accessed until its directory and all superior directories 
are initialized. 

Global Switches 

IF - Full initialization, clearing all information from the directory. This 
destroys all existing files. On Tl disc, INIT/F writes a new file directory and 
storage map. On a tape, INIT/F writes two EOFs (logical EOT) at the beginning . 

Format - RELEASE 
[ taped rive } 
\.. diskdirectolY. 

Function - Logically remove an initialized tape drive ,or directory from the system. 
RELEASE tapedrive rewinds the tape on tapedrive. You must REL"'EASE a disc 
before physically removing it from its drive. 

To shut down the system, release the master directory. Releasing the master direc
tory releases all initialized directories and tape drives. In a dual-program environ
ment, the master directory cannot be released from the foreground, or while the 
foreground is running. 



Example Dialog 
DtR Dxxl 
R 
TYPE FILE21 
FILE DOES NOT EXIST: FILE2 
R 
TYPE SECONDPART:FILE21 
I'M FILE TWO 
R 
LINK FILE2 SECONDPART:FILE21 
R 
TYPE FILE21 
I'M FILE TWO 
R 
RELEASE SECONDPARTl 
R 
TYPE SECONDPART:FILE21 
NO SUCH DIRECTORY: SECONDPART:FILE2 
R 
TYPE FILE21 
NO SUCH DIRECTOR Y.' FILE2 
R 
INIT SECONDPARTl 
R . 

TYPE SECONDPART:FILE21 
I'M FILE TWO 
R 
TYPE FILE21 
I'M FILE TWO 
R 
RELEASE Dxx 1 
MASTER DEVICE RELEASED 

Figure 6.20 Example Disc Structure 

SecondIry Storage 8-29 
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STUDENTSYS Disc Structo~ 
Subdirectories in the Primary Partition 

• SYSGEN contains the programs used to generate the tailored operating system. 
The actual system itself also resides here. 

• UTIL contains utility programs supplied by Data General. 

Files in the Primary Partition 

• STUDENTSYS.SV. STUDENTSYS.OL are links that point to the actual 
operating system. 

====D 

STUDENiTSYS.SV 

STUDENTSYS.DL 

c::::> 
OTHERI§ RODS 
FILES 

SYSOEN.DR t 
RDOS 

,..--_ _. SUilotRECTORlfS 

( UTIL.DR ) 

Figure 6.21 Student Disc Structure 

~/. 
I 



Module 6 
Exercise 3 

Secondary Storage 8-31 

1. One way to reference a file that is outside of the current directory is to use a ___________ -!. which lists the names of the file's parent 
directories in descending order, separated by colons (:). 

2. Another way is to use a link entry. Describe how a link entry works. 

~~------------~-

Name the CLI commands that perform the fonowing functions: 

3. Create a link entry. 

4. Remove a link entry. 

S. Initialize a directory. 
//-~ 

6. Release a directory. 



Module 6 
Exercise 3 Answers 

1. Directory Specifier 

2. A link entry is a file in one directory that points to a file in another directory. 

3. LINK 

4. UNLINK 

s. INIT 

6 .. RELEASE 
i 
j 

1 
.j 

'~ 



Properties of FUes 
Characteristics are determined when you create a me. 

Code 

c 
o 

l 

T 

Y 

I 

~ 

ContIguoua FIle 

Random File 

Sequendel FIle 

Unk Entry 

Partition 

Subdirectory 

Attributes protect a file; some may be changed. 

Table I.E Attrfbutee 

P A. .,.,..,...,.t file. No one can delete or 
rename it. 

A A. read-protected file. No one can ~ or 
make copieII of this file. 

W A. wnt.proteCted file. No one can modify 
thie file. lit can be deIeted.1 

N Protected from linking. No one can use 
this fie as a I'8IOIution file in a Unk entry. 

S A. "1I/N8" lexec:utabIet file. No file Can be 
executed without the S attribute. You can 
deny eXlCute IICC8II by removing the S at" 
tribute. 

7 First uaer-defined attribute. 

lit Second ueer-dafined attribute •. 
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Changing a File's Attributes 

CHATR 

Format - CHATR filename! {:} attrib! [ .. . filenomen {~ .. . atlribsni 

Function - Add or remove file access attributes (attribs) to a file. To add an attri
bute, precede it with a plus sign ( + ); to remove an attribute, precede it with a 
minus sign (-); to remove all attributes enter 0 as an argument; to retain all exist
ing attributes use an asterisk (*). 

Attributes 
N - Do not allow linking to this file (actually the link can be created, but not 
used). 
P _ Make this a permanent file. A file cannot be deleted or renamed while it 
has this attribute. 

R - Read protect this file. No one can read or copy it while it has this 
attribute. 
W - Write protect this file. No one can modify this file while it has this attri
bute. (It can be deleted.) 

S - Designate this a save (executable) file. You can deny execute access to a 
save file by removing its S attribute. If you remove it no one can execute the 
file. 



~--, 

Example Dialog 
DIR SECONDPARTl 
R 
CRAND TEST) 
R 
XFER/A/B $TTI TEST) 
THIS IS A TEST FilE) 
{ctrl-Z} 
R 
TYPE TEST} 
THIS IS A TEST FILE 
R 
CHATR TEST Rl 
R 
TYPE TESTl 
FILE READ PROTECTED: TEST 
R 
CHATR TEST +W) 
R 
XFERI AlB $TTI TEST} 
THIS IS LINE TWO) 
FILE WRITE PROTECTED: TEST 
R 
CHATR TEST 01 
R 
XFER/A/B $TTI TEST) 
THIS IS LINE TWO 1 
{ctrl-Z} 
R 
TYPE TEST) 
THIS IS A TEST FILE 
THIS IS LINE TWO 
R 
CHATR TEST P 1 
R 
DElETE/V TEST 1 
PERMANENT FILE: TEST 
R 
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Changing a File's Link Access Attributes 

, CHLAT 

Format - CHLA T filename1 {~} attrib{ .. . /ilenamen {~ } '" attribsnJ 

Function - Add or remove link access attributes to a resolution file. This controls 
the type of operations link users can perform on this file from other directories. To 
add an attribute. precede it with a plus sign ( +); to remove an attribute, precede it 
with a minus sign ( -); to remove all attributes enter a 0 as an argument; to retain 
all existing attributes use an asterisk (.). 

Attributes 

N - Do not allow linking to this file (actually, the link can be created, but not 
used). 

P - Make this a permanent file. Link users cannot delete or rename a file while 
it has this attribute. 

R - Read-lock this file. Link users cannot read this file (but can execute it) 
while it has the R attribute. 

S - Designate this a save file. 

W - Write-lock this file. Link users cannot modify this file while it has the W 
attribute. (They can, however. delete it if they DELETE the link.) 

Example Dialog 
GDIRl 
SECONDPART 
R 
CHLAT TeST .RW 1 
R 
TYPE TESTl 
THIS IS A TEST FILE 
THIS IS LINE TWO 
R 
DIR Dxx 1 
R 
LINK TESTLK SECONDPART:TEST 1 
R 
TYPE TESTLK l 
FILE READ PROTECTED: TESTLK 
R 



Listing File Information 

LIST 
Format - LIST [filename 1 .. . filenamenJ 

Secondary Storage 8-37 

Function - List information from any directory about one or more of its files or 
link entries. This can include file size, access attributes. link access attributes. ftle 
creation date and time, date last opened. file starting address. and file use count. tf 
you omit an argument. the system lists all nonpermanent files and link entries in the 
current directory. For link entries. link entry names, directory specifiers. and resolu
tion file are listed. An @ precedes the resolution file if it is in the link directory's 
parent directory. The link access attributes, if any. are preceded by a slash (I). 

Global Switches 

I A - List all files, permanent and nonpermanent. 

18 - List only the filenames. 

IC - List creation time (mo/day/yr/hr:min). 

IE - List all file information. (Overrides 18, IC, IF, 10. and IU.) 

IF':"" List logical address of first block in file, or if unassigned. list O. 

I K - Do not list links. 

I L - List to line printer. 

IN - List links only. 

10 - List date file last opened (mo/day/yr). 

IS - Sort list alphabetically. 

I U - List file use count. 

Local Switches 

I A - List only files created or modified this date or after. The argument has 
the form: mm-dd-yy; mm and dd can be one or two digits. 

18 - List only files created or modified before this date. The argument has the 
same form as local switch I A. 

IN - Do not list files matching this name. 

Example Dialog 
LIST I E TEST 1 
R 
LIST I EI A TEST 1 

\ TE!T ! ~ tD~RW, 

Filename Size Attributesl 
in Characteristics 

Bytes 

06127/80 14:44 
\. J .... 

Creation Date 
and Time, or Date 

and Time Last 
Modified 

07101180 [0027771 0 
\ <or 

J \ 'I '-.,.J ... 
Date LBA Fde 
Last tJse 

Opened Count 
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8 32KW (MAX) 
. j 

CPU 
MAIN 

MEMORY 

Os o 
CS·OI024 

Figure 9.18 Standard Conflgwation 

The Mapping Unit 

CPU 

CS·OI025 

.-

MAPPING -- MAIN 
UNIT MEMORY 

Figure 9.17 Configuration with a Mapping Unit 

1024K WORDS 
(MAX) 

o 

• NOVA Series - Memory Management and Protection Unit (MMPU) 

• ECLIPSE Series - Memory Allocation and Protection Unit (MAP) 
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LOGICAL ADDRESS 
1Z015s 

!UUTJI 10 BITS 
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I 0 I ri It t; \"'(!1 0 \ 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 \11 ,\ 0 I , I 

LoGICAL 
PAGE 

5 
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15 
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Figure 9.22 MAP Translation Table 
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Figure 9.23 Effect of MAP Translation 
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Module 9 
Exercise 2 

Match the following terms with their correct meaning. 

a. MMPU 
b. MAP 
c. Logical Address 
d. Logical Address Space 
e. Physical Address Space 
f. Remap 

Memory Management 9-21 

1. 

2. 

3. 

__ The actual amount of memory in a computer configuration. 

__ The name of the mapping unit in ECLIPSE computers. 

__ A change in the values in the MAP table. 

4. 
5. 
6. 

__ The total amount of space available to a program. 

__ The addresses used by a programmer. 

__ The name of the mapping unit in NOV A computers. 
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Module 9 
Exercise 2 Answers 

1. e 

2. b 

3. f 

4. d 

5. c 

6. a 
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Memory Management in a Mapped RDOS System 

128K 

EXTENDED 
MEMORY 

IiZK 

32KW < USER 
SPACE 

20K 

MAPPED 
RDOS 

o ' 

C5-0IlJ4 

Figure 9.26 Extended Memory 

Techniques for Using Extended Memory 
• Virtual Overlays - Hold executable code in extended memory, then logically 

load it into user space. 

• Window Mapping - Hold data in extended memory, then logically load it into 
user space. 

CPU MAP 

PHYSICAL 
MEMORY 

MAPPED 
RDOS 

EXTENDED 
MEMORY 

USER 
SPACE 

LOGICAL TRANSFER: ADDRESSES OF DATA ARE CHANGED. NO DATA 
IS ACTUALLY TRANSFERRED. 
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Figure 9.27 Logical TranSfers 
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Virtual Overlays 
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Window Mapping 
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Figure 9.30 Window RemapPing 

Memory Protection 
MAP Features 

• MAP's main function: Address Translation 

• Memory Protection Features: 

1. 110 Instruction Protection: Prohibits machine level 1/0 wlten MAP A or MAP 
B is enabled; causes a TRAP. 

2. Address Validity Protection: Prohibits memory references outside the range of 
valid addresses; causes a TRAP. -

, 
----// 



Module 9 
Quiz 
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·''In Question:; 1 through 5, one or more answers may be correct ... • 

1. Which of the following are characteristics of chaining? 

a. Program segments must be serially executable. 
b. One segment is always memory resident during execution. 
c. Shared data must be stored on disc. 
d. Each segment overwrites the segment currently in memory. 

2. Which of the following are characteristics of swapping? 

a. Program segments must be serially executable. 
b. Shared data must be stored on disc. 
c. One segment controls the loading of all the others. 
d. The memory image of the calling program is saved on disc during execution. 

3. Which of the following are characteristics of overlays? 

a. Each segment is processed separately by a translator and then integrated by 
RLDR. 

b. One segment is always memory resident during execution. 
c. Overlays are loaded into memory nodes. 
d. Program segments must be serially executable. 

4. Which of the following are characteristics of virtual overlays? 

a. Extended memory is used to hold executable code. 
b. Virtual overlays are logically transferred to user space by remapping. 
c. The code in a program written for disc overlays need not be changed to be 

used with virtual overlays. 
d. Virtual overlays are not actually transferred to memory nodes. 

5. Which of the following are characteristics of window mapping? 

a. Data is stored in extended memory. 
b. Data is actually transferred to user space. 
c. Access to extended memory is accomplished by a remap. 
d. During execution, the program controls where in memory the window looks. 
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Identify which of the following characteristics correctly describes the program 
created by the following RLDR command by answering questions 6 through 12 as 
either true or false. 

RLDR YEAR [SPRING,SUMMER,WINTER]lV [FALL] 

6. The main program's disc filename is YEAR.SV. 

7. Two overlay files, SPRING.OL and FALL.OL are created. 

8. SPRING, SUMMER and WINTER are held in extended memory. 

9. There are two memory nodes. 

10. SPRING, SUMMER, WINTER and FALL all share a node. 

11. Access to code in SPRING is faster than access to code in FALL. 

12. FALL is stored on disc. 

13. Assume that a logical address is in page 3 at offset 2. Given the following. 
MAP table, what would the physical address be? 

Physical Address Page ___ • offset __ _ 

31 

3 

2 

1 

o 
CS-O/JJ9 

95 

• 
• 
• 
• 

67 

66 

65 

64 

Figure 9.31 MAP Table 
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Complete the following sentences: 

14. The actual amount of physical memory in a computer is referred to as 
__________ address space. 

15. When you write a program, reference memory by using 
___________ addresses. 

16. The total amount of address space available to a program is called 
________ ~ address space. 

17., Changing the values in a MAP table is referred to as ________ _ 
18. data transferred this way is said to be transferred. 

19. The mapping unit in a NOVA computer is called 

20. The mapping unit in an ECLIPSE computer is called 

21. The area of memory that receives an overlay is called 

22. The area of memory that is beyond the user's logical address space is called 

List two memory protection features of the MAP. 

23. 

24. 

Check your answers with those given in Appendix A: Quiz Answers. Score one 
point for each correct answer. The maximum score is 24 points. Mastery level is 20 
points. If you achieve the mastery level, proceed to Module 10. Otherwise, review 
the material presented in this module before continuing. 
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Module 10 

Dual Programming 

Introduction 
RDOS is a dual-programming operating system. This means that two programs can 
coexist in memory and appear to execute simultaneously, while RDOS apportions 
CPU time and disc I/O time between them. In this way, the hardware resources of 
the computer system can be utilized more efficiently. It is possible to have dual pro
gramming in a system that has a mapping unit, as well as in one that does not. The 
setup for each environment is different. This module concentrates on mapped dual
programming systems, but also describes an unmapped environment. 

Learning Objectives 
Upon successful completion of this module you will be able to: 

n 

1. Identify the characteristics of a mapped dual-programming system. 

2. Identify the characteristics of an unmapped dual-programming system. 

3. Name the CLI commands that perform the following functions: 

Display memory allocation 
Divide memory into foreground and background regions 
Execute a program in foreground 
Display whether or not a program is running in foreground 
Terminate a foreground program 

4. In a system configured with a secondary interactive terminal running CLI, give 
the reserved filenames for the second terminal's input and output portions. and 
the foreground's logfile. 

Resources 
1. RDOS Student Guide, Module 10 

2. Audiocassette tape for Module 10 
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Module Outline 
1. Dual·Programming Concepts 

2.· Dual Programming in a Mapped System 

a. CLI Commands 
b. Memory Allocation 

3. Dual Programming in an Unmapped System 

4. Module Quiz 

Directions 
Turn to Figure 10.1 and listen to the audiocassette tape for Module 10. 
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Figure 10.1 Multi-Programming Operating System 
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Dual-Programming Concepts 
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Dual Programming on a Mapped System 
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CLI Commands for Dual Programming 
GMEM (mapped RDOS only) 

Format - GMEM 
Function - Display the current memory allotment to background and foreground 
regions. The size is given in pages (l,024 words). 

SMEM (mapped RDOS only) 

EXFG 

FGND 

Format - SMEM background-pages 

Function - Set the amount of memory that is available to the background pro
gram; the foreground program will receive the remainder. When you boot RDOS, it 
gives all available memory to the background. Enter the number, of decimal pages 
you want for background. 

Format - EXFG savefilename 

Function - Execute a savefile in foreground. You must have established 
foreground memory with the SMEM command. 

Global Switch 

IE - Give foreground and background equal priority (by default, foreground 
has priority). 

Format - FGND 

Function - Describe whether or not a foreground program is running. FGND 
returns one of two messages: NO FOREGROUND PROGRAM RUNNING or 
FOREGROUND PROGRAM RUNNING. 

CONTROL SEQUENCE: CTRL-F 
Function - Terminate the program running in foreground. 



Example of Dual-Programming Dialog 
A .. 

• (Bootstrap) 

GMEM l 
BG: 234 FG: 0 
R 

B. SMEM 32l 
R 
GMEMl 
BG: 32 FG:202 
R 
FGNDl 
NO FOREGROUND PROGRAM RUNNING 
R 

C. EXFG/E CLI.SVl 
R 
FGND 1 
FOREGROUND PROGRAM RUNNING 
R 

D.{ ctrl-F } 

FG TERMl 
FGNDl 
NO FOREGROUND PROGRAM RUNNING 
R 

Dual Programming 10-7 
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Figure 10.5 eLi in Foreground and Background 

• Foreground is a separate User Program in High Memory. 

• Background is a separate User Program in Lower Memory. 

• Each communicates via the eLi to their respective consoles. 

• RDOS preserves all facilities for both programs. 
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Figure 10.6 Dual Programming in an Unmapped Machine 
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Module 10 
Quiz 

In Questions 1 through 5, identify the characteristics of a mapped dual
programming system by answering true or false. 

1. A program developed for background can be executed in the foreground 
without any modification to the program code. 

2. The grounds are protected from one another by a hardware boundary. 

3. When RDOS is booted, all memory is allocated to the foreground. 

4. Before executing a program in foreground, you must allocate foreground 
memory. 

5. A program developed for the background must be reprocessed by the 
RLDR before it can be executed in the foreground. 

In Questions 6 through 10, identify the characteristics of an unmapped dual
programming system by answering true or false. 

6. A program developed for background can be executed in the foreground 
without any modification to the program code. 

7. The grounds are protected from one another by a hardware boundary. 

8. When RDOS is booted, all memory is allocated to the foreground. 

9. Maximum memory space of 32K words must be shared by RDOS, the 
background, and the foreground. 

10. A program developed for the background must be reprocessed by the 
RLDR before it can be executed in the foreground. 
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In ()uc'>lJons 11 through 15, write the CLl command that performs the correspond-
ing function. . 

II. Display memory allocation. 

12. Divide memory into foreground and background regions. 

13. Execute a program in the foreground. ______ _ 

14. Display whether or not a program is running in FG. 

15. Terminate a foreground program. ______ ~ 

In a system configured with a secondary interactive terminal that is running CLl, 
give the reserved filename for the following devices and file. 

16. The second terminal's keyboard. ______ _ 

17. The second terminal's display. ______ _ 

18. The foreground's logfile. ______ _ 

Check your answers with those given in Appendix A: Quiz Answers. Score one 
point for each correct answer. The maximum score is 18 points. Mastery level is 15 
points. If you achieve the mastery level, proceed to Module 11. Otherwise, review 
the material presented in this module before continuing. 
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Module 11 

System Generation and Maintenance 

Introduction 

In any computer installation, individual users often need different hardware" or soft
ware support for their programs. Moreover, the configuration and scope of a proj
ect at a given installation may change over time. Ideally, each installation should 
have several RDOS operating systems, each tailored to a specific type of applica
tion. The procedure that allows you to generate a tailored RDOS system is called 
System Generation. The first part of this module describes System Generation con
cepts and procedures. 

Once a system has been generated, certain procedures should be followed to ensure 
efficient and trouble-free operation. In the second part of this module you will see 
how to improve RDOS's efficiency, how to back up discs,. and how to treat system 
failures. 

Learning Objectives 
Upon successful completion of this module you will be able to: 

1. List the six major steps involved in the installation of a tailored RDOS system. 

2. Given an example configuration, answer selected questions concerning the 
installation of an RDOS system tailored to that configuration. 

3. Distinguish among the four types of files created by the System Generation 
program. 

4. List the three types of multiplexors supported by RDOS. 

5. Distinguish among Direct Block 110, Buffered 110, and SPOOLing. 

6. Distinguish among a Trap, an Exceptional Status Failure, and a Crash. 

7. Distinguish among the utilities BURST, DBURST, and OWNER. 
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8. Identify the meaning of the following terms: 

SYSGEN 
Update 
Tuning 
Tuning Report 
Starter System 
System Stacks 
System Buffers 
System Cells 
System Fault 
System Call 
System Task 
Core Dump 
Software Trouble Report 
Primary Console 
Secondary Console 

9. Identify the CLI commands that perform the following functions: 

Resources 

Perform system generation 
Stop spooling 
Disable spooling 
Enable spooling 
Turn tuning on 
Turn tuning off 
Print the tuning report 
Clear afile's use count 

1. RDOS Student Guide, Module 11 

2. Audiocassette tape for Module 11 
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Module Outline 
1. Installation and Generation 

a. Concepts 

• Configurations 

• 1/0 Requests 

• Tuning 

b. Exercise 1 

c. Starter System Installation 

• Magnetic Tape 

• Diskette 

d. System Generation 

e. Updates 

f. Exercise 2 

2. Maintenance 

a. Tuning 

b. System Abnormalities 

c. Disc Backup 

3. Lab Exercise 

4. Mod~le Quiz 

Directions 
Turn to the section Software Release beginning on the next page, and start the 
audiocassette tape for Module 11. 
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Software Release 
RDOS Flavors 

c 
n 

~. 

o 

URDOS Unmapped NOVA 

MRDOS Mapped NOV A 

NRDOS Mapped NOV A 3 or NOVA 4 

BRDOS Unmapped ECLIPSE 

ARDOS Mapped ECLIPSE (S200 or C3(0) 

ZRDOS Mapped ECLIPSE (Any other ECLIPSE) 

RDOS RELEASE 

MAG TAPE 

C7 -
DISKETTE TAPE CASSETTE 

PRODUCT 
RELEASE 

NOTICE 

CS-00935 

Figure 1 1 . 1 Software Release 
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Figure 11.2 Installation of a Tailored System 
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Multiplexors 

I 
Table 11.A Multiplexors 

Model Device Cod .. 

Number Name Mnemonic Primary Secondary Supports 

4255-4258 Asynchronous ALM 34 74 1-64 full- or half-
Line Multiplexor duplex lines 

4060-4063 Asynchronous aTV 30 70 
Communications 
Multiplexor 

Universal ULM 34 74 16 half-duplex asynch 
Line Multiplexor lines or 8 full-duplex 

asynch lines and/or 2 
synchronous lines 

• Half-duplex - Data flows in only one direction at a time. 

• Full-duplex - Data flows in two directions simultaneously. 

• Each ALM, QTY, or ULM line is a filename in the form of: 

QTY: xx (Primary Controller) 
QTY 1: xx (Secondary Controller) 
where xx: 0 .. 63 

• Modem - A device that allows the transmission of data over long distances. 
(See Appendix D.) 
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CLI Spooling Commands 

SPKILL 

SPOIS 

SPEBL 

Format - SPKtLL devicename, ... 

Function - Delete the spool queue to devicename(s). Spooling resumes at the next 
command to the device . 

. Example - SPKtLL $LPT 1 . 
Stop spooling data to the line printer. Data on the output spool is lost. 

Format - SPOtS devicename1· .. 

Function - Disable spooling on one or more spoola.ble devices. Normally, the 
spooling is enabled to the following device names: $DPO, SLPT, SLPTI, SPTP, 
$PTPI, $TTO, $TIOI, $TIP, and $TIPI. You can disable spooling on any of 
these by entering its device name in an SPDIS command. The plotter (SPL T. 
$PL TI) is spoolable, but is initially spool-disabled. 

Example - SPOtS $LPT 1 
Disable spooling to the line printer. If output is currently being spooled to the 
device, the command takes effect after the current spool is completed. 

Format - SPEBL devicenamel' .. 

Function - Enable spooling on a spoolable device. 

Example - SPEBL $LPTl 
Resume spooling data output to the line printer. 

The Tuning Feature 
Tuning - Allows RDOS to monitor its own performance and suggest a more 
efficient system. 

Stacks, Cells, Buffers - Memory resident software data structures. 

Tuning Report - Results of efficiency test are stored here. 

Fault - Request for system resource that cannot be granted because the resource is 
not available. 
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System Stacks 
System Call - A request to RDOS for use of its resources. Like a subroutine call, 
except that the called routine is part of RDOS instead of your program. 

System Task - The execution path of the set of instructions generated by a system 
call; ROOS can service several system calls in parallel. 

System Stack - A data base used by ROOS to service each system task; one stack 
per concurrent system task. 

Example 
Two users concurrently issue system calls. 

Two system tasks are outstanding. 

To service both tasks in parallel, RDOS needs two stacks. 

TabJe11.B System Stack Requi"""enu 

System Stacka 

System Minimum Recommended 

Unmapped 1 2-

Mapped 2 3-

Extended BASIC unmapped 2 4 or more 

Extended BASIC mapped 3 5 or more 

·Plus one additional stack for every task that wiD be running concurrently. 

System Cells 

, 

System Cell - A table that RDOS uses to save information about the state of 
system tasks. They are also used for temporary data storage. 

SYSGEN automatically allots three cells for each stack. 

Recommended Extra Cells 
Two extra cells for each active SPOOL request (except for system console). 

One extra cell for each active system call. 

, 
" , 

~' .. / 
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@ADEQUATE CELL APPORTIONMENT 
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System Buffers 
System Buffer 

• Receives system overlays. 

• Buffers 110 operations (temporary storage). 

• SYSGEN automatically allots a minimum of six buffers or two per stack, 
whichever is greater. 

Additional Buffers 

• Extra buffers increase speed, decrease memory. 

• Guidelines. 

Table 11.C Buffer Guideline. 

Memory Size Extra Buffers 

20K 0 

24K 4 

32K or more a 
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1. Below are the six major steps involved in installing a custom-built RDOS 
system. Number the steps in the correct order. 

___ Perform system generation. 

___ Utilize your custom-built system. 

___ Install the starter system. 

___ Tune the system. 

___ Determine the correct RDOS flavor. 

___ Update your system. 

True or False? 

2. The RDOS starter system supports all devices on any hardware 
configuration that supports RDOS. 

3. In a hardware configuration that includes two consoles, one console, 
called the primary console, usually operates in the background; the 
other, called the secondary console, operates in the foreground. 

4. The three multiplexors supported by RDOS are: ALM, QTY, ULM. 

5. With SPOOLed 1/0, data is transferred directly between memory and a 
line printer .. 

6. A system call is a request to RDOS for the use of its resources. 

7. A system task is the execution path of the set of instructions generated 
by a system call. 

8. RDOS uses system cells and system stacks to service system tasks. 

9. A system buffer is an area in main memory that holds system overlays. 
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Module 11 
Exercise 1 Answers 

1. 3 Perform system generation. 
5 Utilize your custom-built system. 
2 Install the starter system. 
6 Tune. the system. 
1 Determine the correct RDOS flavor. 
4 Update your system. 

2. False 

3. True 

4. True 

5. False 

6. True 

7. True 

8. True 

9. True 

I 
,~-, 

/ 
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DETERMINE THE CORRECT 
FLAVOR OF YOUR MACHINE 

l 
INSTALL THE STARTER 
SYSTEM FROM MAGNETIC 
TAPE OR DISKETTE 

I 

• 
PERFORM SYSTEM 
GENERATION(SYSGEN) 

/,-- ~ 
UPDATE (PATCH) YOUR 
CUSTOM·BUILT SYSTEM 

~ 
UTILIZE YOUR 
CUSTOM·BUILT SYSTEM 

~ 
TUNE YOUR 

- CUSTOM·BUILT SYSTEM 
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", 

Figure 11.6 Installation of a Tailored RDOS System 
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• 
POWER UP EQUIPMENT 
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DISC INTO DRIVE UNIT 0 

~ 
TURN SYSTEM CONSOLE 
ONLINE AND ALPHA 
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• MOUNT RELEASE TAPE 
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DISKETTE DRIVE 
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~ 

liliSTALL STARTER 
SYSTEM 

t 

LOAD REMAINING FILES 
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Figure 11.7 Installing the Starter System 
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\\' here Do I Go from Here? 
1 , Load the Starter System. Read either a. or b. 

a. Loading the RDOS Starter System from Magnetic Tape, beginning on page 
11-18. 

b. Loading the RDOS Starter System from Diskette, beginning on page 11-29. 

2. Read Building a Tailored RDOS System, beginning on page 11-46. 

3. Read Updating Your Tailored System, beginning on page 11-63. 

4. Do Exercise 2 that follows the section, Updating Your Tailored System. 

Stop the audiocassette tape now, and read the text. Do the exercise as instructed. 
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Loading the RDOS Starter System from Magnetic Tape 

The RDOS Tape 
When you receive your RDOS system on magnetic tape, Data General supplies a 
tape with eight or more files. Each of these tape files (described in Table 11.0) has 
one or more programs in it. If you received the INFOS file system (commercial 
ECLIPSE systems only), your tape has more than eight files; you'll be using them 
as described below. 

INFOS system generation is beyond the scope of this course. If you have an RDOS
INFOS system, follow the directions in the Data General publication How to Load 
and Generate Your RDOS System, (093-000188-02), and also the release notices sup
plied with the software. 

Table 11.0 ROOS Magnetic Tape File Structure 

File 
Number Program Names File Contents 

0 TBOOT.SV A short program that you use to read in 
other files from this magnetic tape. 

1 CLI.SV, CLI.OL, CLI.ER Programs that make up the ROOS 
BOOT.SV Starter System (but are not readable 
BOOTSYS.SV by TBOOT.SV). 

2 BOOTSYS.SV The ROOS Starter System in a form 
that TBOOT.SV can read. 

3 BOOTSYS.OL 

4 OKINIT.SV A disc initializer program that you must 
run to prepare the disc before you put 
any ROOS system on it. TBOOT.SV can 
read this file. 

5 BOOT.SV This program installs a bootstrap loader 
on the disc, after which you can start up 
ROOS directly from the disc using the 
computer front panel switches. 
TBOOT.SV reads BOOT.SV. 

6 R DOS Utilities The appropriate utility programs for your 
license (assemblers, text editors, debug-
gers, etc.) are in this file. Load them 
onto the disc using the ROOS Starter 
System. 

7 SYSGEN programs Load these R DOS System Generation 
programs onto the disc using the ROOS 
Starter System; then execute them to 
generate your tailored ROOS system. 

INFOS only 

8 INFOS Libraries and INFOS needs these language 
Parameter files libraries and files. 

9 INFOS Utilities These programs help you work with 
INFOS . 

10 Release Notice 
. 

Latest notes on your system, in 
machine-readable format. 
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Preliminary Steps 
This section assumes that you have already performed the following preliminary 
steps: 

a. Your equipment is powered up. 

b. You've loaded a disc into disc drive unit 0 and the drive is ready. 

c. All your consoles are online and in ALPHA LOCK. (Actually, you will only be 
using the system console. To discover which console is the system console, 
power them all up and find the one that displays the messages described in the 
following steps.) 

Program Load 
As seen from the tape file organization, you have to read TBOOT.SV into the com
puter before you can read and execute any of the other programs from the magnetic 
tape. To do so: 

1. a. Remove the write-enable plastic ring from the tape, if this has not already 
been done. (This protects the tape from accidentally being written on.) 

b. Select unit 0 on the tape drive you will use, and make sure that no other 
drive has the same number. 

c. Mount and thread the tape. 

2. Using the tape drive panel switches, LOAD the tape and set the unit ON LINE. 
The READY, WRITE LOCK, and BOT lights should be lit. 

3. If your computer has a programmed console, go to Step 4. If it has numbered 
data switches and automatic program load, go to Step 5. If it has data switches 
and lacks automatic program load, go to Step 6. 

4. The display terminal or printing system console should show a number and an 
exclamation point (!) prompt. (If not, flip the computer power switch OFF and 
ON.) Type: 

100022L 

on the system console and go to Step 7; 

5. With hardware data switches and automatic program load, set the data switches 
to 1000228 (switches 0, 11, and 14 up, the others down). Lift the RESET switch, 
then the PROGRAM LOAD switch. Go to Step 7. (On a SUPERNOVA, set the 
switches to 000228, lift RESET, and press CHANNEL START.) 
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6. Without auto program load, you'll key a two-word program into the switches. 
Follow these steps (they are listed here, then you are referred to this section 
later). 

a. Set the computer's front-panel data switches to 0003768 (switches 8 through 
14 up, others down). 

b. On. a NOVA 3 machine, lift the EXAMINE switch and hold it up. Verify 
that the lamps that are lit match the switches set in the up position. Release 
the switch. For other machines, lift the EXAMINE switch and verify that 
the lamps lit match the switches set. 

c. Set the data switches to 0601228 (switches 1, 2, 9, 11, and 14 up, others 
down). 

d. On a NOVA 3 computer, lift the DEPOSIT switch and hold it up. Verify 
that the lamps lit match the switch settings, and release the switch. On other 
machines, . lift the DEPOSIT switch. Verify that the pattern in the DATA 
lights matches the data switch setting. 

e. Set the data switches to 0003778 (switches 8 through 15 up, others down). 

f. On a NOV A 3 machine, depress the DEPOSIT NEXT switch and hold it 
down; verify that the lamps lit match the switch settings, and release the 
switch. For other machines, depress the DEPOSIT NEXT switch. Verify 
that both the ADDRESS and DATA lights match the switch settings .. 

g. Set the data switches to 0003768 (put down switch 15). Lift and release the 
RESET switch, then the START switch. You are now executing a two-word 
program that you just loaded into the computer's memory. 

7. The computer now reads TBOOT .SV (the first file) from the magnetic tape, and 
executes the TBOOT.SV program. TBOOT.SVtypes out: 

FROMMTO: 

on the system console. 

The Disc Initializer 

After TBOOT.SV has typed 

FROMMTO: 

8. Type in your response, as shown in the following example: 

41 

Pressing the RETURN key tells the computer to accept the value preceding the 
" 1 ". If you make a typing mistake while typing in an answer, but before press
ing RETURN, press the DEL or RUBOUT key to erase the bad characters one 
by one. DKINIT echoes an underscore (_) for each character erased. 
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You have asked TBOOT to read and execute the tape file that holds 
DKINIT.SV, the Disc Initializer program. You'll see the tape moving as 
TBOOT.SV loads the file into the computer. TBOOT then directs the computer 
to execute DKINIT .SV. 

DKINIT.SV types out: 

DISK INITlALIZER - REV xx (xx = revision number) 
DISK DRIVE MODEL NUMBER? 

9. It's asking you for the Data General model number of your disc drive. Type in 
the correct number from the third column of Table 11.E. 

lf you type an unidentifiable model number, or give an illegal response to any 
of the DKINIT.SV questions, the program types out an appropriate error 
message and repeats the question. 

DKINIT then types: 

DISK UNIT? 

which is a request for the name of your disc. 

Table 11.E Disc Model Numbers 

DGC Model 
Number Disc Drive Type Type I" 

6001-6008 Fixed-head NOVADISK (no cartridge). 60011 to 
0.13 megabyte (Mb) to 2 Mb. 60(8) 

6063 or 6064 Fixed-head (no cartridge). for 1 Mb 6(63) 

for 2 Mb. 6(64) 

4047 A. 40478 Front-loading cartridge. 2.4 Mb. 4047 ) 

4237.4238 4237) or 
4238) 

6046 series Top-loading cartridge with fixed disc. 6046 ) 
10Mb. 

4234A Top-loading cartridge with fixed disc. 4234) 
10Mb. 

6070 Top-loading cartridge with fixed disc. mro) 
20 Mb. 

6099 Sealed moving-head disc. 12.5 Mb. 6(99) 

4048A Top-loading pack (6 platters). 6.2 Mb. 4(48) 

4051A Top-loading pack (11 platters). 25 Mb. 4057 ) 

4231 A Top-loading pack (11 platters). 92 Mb. 4231) 

6060 Top-loading pack (11 platters). 96 Mb. Em)) 

6061 Top-loading pack (11 platters). Double 6(61) 
density. 109 Mb. 

6067 Top-loading pack (5 platters). 50 Mb. &l671 
6122 Top-loading pack (11 platters). Xl7 Mb. 6122) 
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10. Type in the correct name from the third column of Table II.F; e.g., DPO 1. 

11. Then DKINIT requests a command, and you type: 

COMMAND? FULLl 

With this response you request a full initialization of the disc. DKINIT.SV will 
fully check out your disc, detect any portions that will not retain information 
and mark them so that RDOS will bypass them. It also constructs and saves on 
the disc certain tables that RDOS needs. 

DKINIT.SV asks you several questions during this initialization. These are more 
fully explained in Chapter 11 of How to Load and Generate Your RDOS 
System, (093-000188-02). For the moment, key in only the answers in the dialog 
shown in the DKINIT .SV dialog following and take it on faith that the pro
grams work. 

The program takes some time to check out each pattern successively, so don't be 
alarmed when you have to wait. Typical time for a test pattern is up to 90 sec 
for a single front-loading disc, and up to 2-1/2 min for each 4234A disc. If you 
have a very large disc, like a 6061, the time per pattern can exceed a half-hour. 
While initializing a large disc, you may want to leave the computer and do 
something else. You can do so after the first pattern runs without error 
messages. 

When you complete the following DKINIT .SV dialog, the disc is fully initialized 
and the computer halts. 

Table 11.F RDOS Disc Names 

DGC Model 
Number Disc Drive Type Type In 

6001-6008 Fixed-head NOVADISK (no cartridgel. DKOl 

6063/6064 Fixed-head (no cartridgel, 1 or 2 Mb. DSO! 

4047A,40478 Front-loading cartridge, 2.5 Mb. oPOl 
4zr7,4238 

6045,4234A, Top-loading cartridge 5 Mb or 10 Mb per 
6070 disc.-

Unit name of cartridge oPOl 
Unit name of fixed disc OPOFl 

6099 Sealed moving-head disc, 12.5 Mb. opal 

4048A Top-loading pack (6 plattersl, 6.2 Mb. oPOl 

40SlA Top-loading pack (11 plattersl, 25 Mb. oPOl 

4231 A Top-loading pack (11 platters), 92 Mb. oPOl 

6060/6061, Top-loading pack (11 plattersl, 96, 190, or ozol 
6122 2nMb. 

6067 Top-loading pack (5 platters I. 50 Mb. OZOl 

- Each disc on these top-loaders is logically distinct, and you will run OKI"'. r on each one. 
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UKI~IT .SV Dialog 
COMMAND? FULL 1 
COMMAND DESTROYS ANY PREVIOUS RDOS DISK STRUCTURE 
RDOS INITIF MUST BE DONE ON DISK AFTER COMMAND 
TYPE CONTROL-A NOW TO ABORT WITHOUT LOSS 

a. NUMBER OF PA TTERNS TO RUN (I-5)? 51 

"*PATTERN #1 (155555)*** 
***PA TTERN #2 (133333)*** 
***PATTERN #3 (066667)*** 
***PATTERN #4 (155556)*·· 
*·*PA TTERN #5 (125252)**· 
"*ALL PATTERNS RUN*** 

b. DO YOU WISH TO DECLARE ANY BLOCKS BAD 
THA T ARE NOT ALREADY IN THE BAD BLOCK TABLE? NO 1 

DEFAULT REMAP AREA SIZE IS xx BLOCK(S) LONG (make note of xx) 
IT NEEDS TO BE A T LEAST n BLOCK(S) LONG (n is the number of bad 
blocks DKINIT found) 

c. REMAP AREA SIZE (TYPE RETURN FOR DEFAULT)? 1 

d. REMAP AREA START BLOCK NUMBER (TYPE RETURN FOR 
DEFAULT)? J 

DEFA ULT FRAME SIZE IS dd 
MIN IS 1, AND MAX IS mmm (dd and mmm vary with the disc.) 

e. DISK FRAME SIZE (TYPE RETURN FOR DEFA UL T)? 1 

FULL DISKINIT COMPLETE 

COMMAND? 

f. For a single disc platter or disc pack, you're done; type STOP 1 and skip the 
rest of the steps. If you are generating STUDENTSYS, type STOP 1 • 

For a dual-platter, top-loader subsystem (Model 6045,6070, or 4234) type 

DISK1 
DISK INITIALIZER REV x.xx 

g. DISK DRIVE MODEL NUMBER? nnnn 1 (original model number) 

h. DISK UNIT? DP1F 1 (DPOF 1 for 4234 discs) 

i. Repeat steps a. through e. to initialize the fixed disc. When DKINIT asks 
COMMAND?, type STOP 1 . 
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Installing the Bootstrap Root 
Next, you want to put the disc bootstrap root on your disc(s). This root helps you 
start systems or program using only the program load switches. The program that 
installs the root is BOOT.SV.As you did with DKINIT, you must bring the 
TBOOT.SV - this time to load the installer portion of BOOT.SV. 

12. Program load your computer. 

a. If it has a programmed console, type: 

l00022L 

on the system console and proceed. 

b. If the computer has data switches and automatic program load, lift the 
RESET switch, then the PROGRAM LOAD switch; proceed. 

c. If the computer has data switches but lacks automatic program load, execute 
Step 6 and return here. 

l3. Once again, TBOOT.SV types: 

FROMMTO: 

Type 5, the file number that contains BooT.SV: 

51 

Your response loads the installer portion of BOOT .SV BOOT says: 

BOOTSTRAP DEVICE SPECIFIER? 

14. Respond with the same disc-identifying name (OPO 1 , OZOJ etc.) from 
Table 11.F that you gave to DKINIT. 

BOOT now says: 

INSTALL BOOTSTRAP (Y OR N)? 

15. Type 

Yl 

and BOOT will say: 

DONE. 
BOOTSTRAP DEVICE SPECIFIER? 

16. Skip this step if you are generating STUDENTSYS. If you have a dual-platter, 
top-loader disc, type OPOF 1 ,then Y, to install the bootstrap on the fixed disc. 
BOOT will then ask SPECIFIER? again. 
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I nstalling the ROOS Starter System 
With the disc(s) initialized and the bootstrap root installed, you can now install the 
RDOS starter System. Once again, you must bring TBOOT.SV in from file 0 of the 
tape to do this. 

17. Program load your computer. 

a. If it has a programmed console, press the BREAK key on your system 
console, then type: 

100022L 

and go on to the next step. 

b. If your computer has data switches and automatic program load, lift the 
RESET switch, then the PROGRAM LOAD switch. 

c. If it lacks auto program load, execute Step 6, then return here. 

18. Once again, TBOOT.SV asks for file number: 

FROMMTO: 

Type 2, the file number that contains the starter system: 

2l 

19. You have directed TBOOT.SV to load the RDOS Starter System into the 
computer. When it is brought in, it requests: 

FULL(F) OR PARTIAL (P OR (CR»)? 

asking you to specify either full initialization or partial initialization for your 
disc. You want full initialization. This corresponds to 'the warning that 
DKINIT.SV gave you: RDOS INITIF MUST BE DONE ON DISK AFTER 
COMMAND. Type: 

Fl 

20. The program then asks: 

INITIALIZING WHAT DISK? 

Respond with the same disc-identifying name (OPO l ,OZO l I etc.) from 
Table 11.F that you gave to DKINIT. 

21. The program then loads additional portions of the RDOS Starter System from 
another file of the magnetic tape and stores them on the disc. 

RDOS next asks for the current date. Type in the date (month, day,· and year) 
as follows: 

DATE (MIDIY)? 1/10/79l 

22. Next, it asks for the time. Type in the time (hours in 24, minutes, seconds), as 
follows: 

TIME (H:M:S)? 14 10 l 
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ROOS then reads file number 1 from the magnetic tape and saves its programs 
on disc. Included is the Command Line Interpreter program CLI, which lets you 
communicate with ROOS from the system console. 

When RDOS types the prompt letter 

R 

your RDOS Starter System is running. It is also stored on the disc with the file
name BOOTSYS.SV. (Its overlay file is stored with the name BOOTSYS.OL.) 
Thus, you can henceforth bring your Starter System into execution directly from 
the disc via the computer front panel switches. 

Transferring the Remaining Tape Files 
You still need to transfer several tape files to your disc; the utility programs you 
received under your license, and the RDOS system generation program and libraries 
you need to generate your tailored system. 

23. First, start recording in the log file. 

LOG/Hl 
R 

records all console dialog in file LOG.CM. 

24. Now, identify the tape drive to RDOS: 

INIT MTOl 
R 

25. Create a directory called SYSGEN and make it your current directory. Type: 

COIR SYSGEN 1 
R 
OIR SYSGENl 
R 

26. Load the SYSGEN programs and the relocatable loader. Type: 

LOAO/V MTO:6 *SYSGEN.SV RLDR.<SV,OL>l 

(The CLI verifies files loaded.) 

R 

27. Load the next tape file. Type: 

LOAD/V MTO:71 

R 
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28. Make the master directory the current directory, and release the SYSGEN 
directory. Type: 

OIR %MOIR%l 
R' 
RELEASE SYSGEN l 
R 

29. Create another subdirectory, UTIL, and make it the current directory. 

COIR UTIL 1 
R 
OIR UTILl 
R 

30. Load the utilities into this directory. 

LOAD/V MTO:61 

R 

31. Make the master directory the current directory, release the tape transport and 
the UTIL directory. 

OIR %MOIR%l 
R 
RELEASE MTO 1 
R 
RELEASE UTILl 
R 

32. Skip this step if you are generating STUDENTSYS. Now, if you have a dual
platter top loader disc, make the fIxed disc available to RDOS and give it a copy 
of BOOT.SV by typing: 

INIT/F OPOF 1 
R 
MOVE/V DPOF BOOT.SV 1 
BOOT.SV 
R 

33. Now close the log file: 

ENOLOG 1 
R 

If you have a teletypewriter as your system console, the typed list of filenames is 
your record of programs loaded. (If your system console is a display terminal, 
you must generate a tailored system before you can PRINT the log file on the 
line printer.) 
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Your RDOS Starter System is now. complete. 

34. If you want to rest for a while, type: 

RELEASE OPO~ (or OZO 1 , etc.) 

This terminates RDOS operations. RDOS displays a sign-off message: 

MASTER DEVICE RELEASED 

You can now flip the disc's LOAD/RUN switch to LOAD, and remove the dis( 
pack or cartridge (if this applies). 

You're done with the magnetic tape, so use the tape drive switches to RESET 
and UNLOAD the tape. Store it safely without inserting a plastic write-enable 
ring. You can now turn the drive OFF, and power down your other equipment. 
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Loading tbe RDOS Starter System from Diskettes 
There are several different types of diskette/disc combinations. In one combination, 
the diskette and disc have separate controllers, which give them different device 
codes. In another combination, the diskette and disc share a controller, which gives 
them the same device code; this adds a few steps to the procedure of loading the 
RDOS Starter System. (The device code is essential, because it is the number you 
will use to program load the computer from diskette or disc.) . 

Generally, assume that your diskette is on its primary controller device code 338. 
(But regardless of your disc/diskette combination and device code(s), you will be 
shown how to discover them and load the ROOS Starter System using them.) 

The RDOS Diskettes 
When you receive your ROOS system on diskettes, Data General supplies RDOS 
software on one to four diskettes. If you have a doubleoodensity diskette drive, this 
software fits on one or two diskettes, depending con your type of computer. If you 
have a singleoodensity diskette drive, the ROOS software fits on three or four disk
ettes, depending on your type of computer. 

Double-density diskettes have two read/write surfaces, thus they hold four· times as 
much as single~density diskettes. A drive that runs one type of diskette cannot run 
the other. 

In this section, you will use every RDOS diskette (one to four) that Data General 
supplies. Table 11.G describes the programs included on single-density diskettes; 
Table 11.H describes the programs included on double-density diskettes. 

Preliminary Steps 
, 

This section assumes that you have already performed the following preliminary 
steps: 

B. Your equipment is powered up. 

b. You've loaded a disc into disc drive unit 0 and the drive is ready. 

c. All your consoles are online and in ALPHA LOCK. (Actually, you will only be 
using the system console. To discover which console is the system console power 
them all up, and find the one that displays the messages described in the 
following steps.) 
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Table11.G The RDOS Single-Density Diskettes 

Diskette Program 
Number Names File Contents 

1 BOOT.SV A program that can install a bootstrap root on Ih .. 

disc and, using this program, can execute oth .. , 
programs in the computer. 

DKINIT.SV A disc initializer program that YOIl must run on a 
hard disc before you can put any programs on II 

FDBOOT.SV A program that copies the starter system. 
FDBOOTSYS.SV, from file 0 on this diskette to 
your hard disc. FDBOOT then invokes the starter 
system. 

0 This file contains the starter system: FDBOOT 
reads and copies it to the hard disc. 

1 Contains system library files that you LOAD onto 
your hard disc. 

2 2 Contains utility programs (text editors, 
assemblers, etc.) that you LOAD onto your hard 
disc. 

3 3 Contains other utility programs and the system 
generation libraries. 

4 4 Contains certain hardware support programs. 
Depending on your hardware, you may not get 
this file or diskette. 

Table 11.H The RDOS Double-Density Diskettes 
" 

Diskette Program 
Number Nam .. File Contents 

1 BOOT.SV A program that can install a bootstrap root on the 
disc and, using this program, can Itxecute other 
programs in the computer. 

DKINIT.SV A disc initializer program that you must run on a 
hard disc before you can put any programs on it. 

FDBOOT.SV A program that copies the starter system, 
FDBOOTSYS.SV, from file 0 on this diskette to 
your hard disc. FDBOOT then invokes the starter' 
system. 

0 This file contains the starter system. FDBOOT 
reads and copies it to the hard disc. 

1 This file contains system library files and utility 
programs ttext editors. assemblers, etc.) that you 
LOAD onto your hard disc. 

2 1 ZRDOS only. This file contains system library files 
for ZRDOS systems. 
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Program Load 

To read programs in from diskette, you must insert the appropriate diskette in 
diskette drive 0 and program load your computer. (For the rest of this section, the 
word "diskette" means a system diskette that you received from Data General and 
"disc" means the hard disc that will hold your tailored system.) 

I. I f your disc drive and diskette drive are on different controllers, make sure both 
drives have unit number 0 selected (if the drives have unit selector). (Only Model 
6098/6099, 6045, or 4234 discs can share a controller with a diskette; if you 
don't have one of these, your disc and diskette are on different controllers. If 
the diskette has its own controller, generally this is the second controller; the 
diskette name is DP4 and its device code is 100073 octal. These will remain con
stant in the future. If the diskette has its own controller, skip t-o Step 3.) 

2. If your disc drive does share a controller with the diskette drive, you must make 
the diskette drive number 0 and the disc drive number 1. 

a. If both disc and diskette have thumbwheel drive number selectors, then you 
have a Model 6045 disc. Dial "0" on the diskette selector and "1" on the 
disc selector; go to Step 3. 

b. If neither disc or diskette drive has a selector, then you have a Model 
6098/6099 sealed disc/diskette subsystem. On this, you must use a switch to 
make the diskette drive number O. 

Pull down the two clips at the side of the disc front panel and remove the 
panel. At the bottom of the disc drive, you'll see a 2-in. cutout in the s,heet 
metal, with arrows and type next to it. Examine this cutout and you'll see two 
small toggle switches. Ignore the left switch (WRITE.PROTECT), and move 
the right switch (DRIVE 0 SELECT) to the left; i.e., to the position marked 
DSKlIFPYO. This makes the diskette drive 0 (name DPO) and the disc drive t 
(name OPt). The diskette will remain DPO and the disc OPt throughout this 
section. 

Leave the disc panel off temporarily and proceed to Step 3. 
c. If the diskette drive has a selector and the disc drive does not, then you have 

a Model 4234 dual-platter disc subsystem. On a Model 4234 disc, there is no 
select switch and the disc is always named DPO/DPOF when it is READY; 
this will require you to execute several extra steps, as noted, in this section. 
To make the diskette drive 0 (required for program load), flip the disc's 
LOAD/RUN switch to LOAD and dial 0 on the diskette selector. 

3. Remove the appropriate Data General-supplied diskette from its envelope. This 
is diskette 1 if you received three or four RDOS diskettes for a single-density 
diskette drive; it is the only ROOS diskette you received if you have a double
density diskette drive. Do not cover the write-protect hole on this diskette. 
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Make sure power is on to the diskette drive. Open the door to the diskette drive 
by pressing the latch button (double-density diskettes) or by depressing the latch 
tab (single-density diskettes). Slide the DG diskette, with its label up and 
heading toward you, firmly into its slot. When it stops sliding, release it and 
close the diskette door. 

4. If your computer has a programmed console, go to Step 5. If it has hardware 
data switches and automatic program load, go to Step 6: If it has data switches 
and lacks automatic program load, go to Step 7. 

5. The display terminal or printing system console should show a number and an 
exclamation point (!) prompt. (If not, flip the computer power switch OFF and 
ON.) Find nn in Table 11.1 and type: 

1000nnL (often, 100033L) 

on the system console. Go to Step 8. 

6. For the computer with data switches and automatic program load, set the data 
switches as shown in Table 11.1. Lift the RESET switch, then the PROGRAM 
LOAD switch. Go to Step 8. (On a SUPERNOVA, set the switches to 000338 
and press CHANNEL START.) 

With hardwar. data switch ... 
set th ... switch .. up. others 

Disc/Diskette n- down: 

Disc and diskette on 1 33 0, 11, 12, 14, 15 
p!imary controller 
(Models 6046. or 
42341. 

Disc and diskette 33 0, 11, 12, 14, 15 
each with primary 
controller . 

Diskette on secondary 73 0, 10, 11, 12, 14, 15 
controller. 

7. Without automatic program load, you'll key a two-word program into the 
switches. Follow these steps (they are listed here, then you art referred to this 
section later). 

a. Set the data switches to 0003768. 
b. Lift the EXAMINE switch, and, on a NOVA 3 computer, hold it up. Verify 

that the lamps lit match the switches in the up position. 
c. Find nn in Table 11.1 and set the data switches to 0601nn8. 
d. Lift the DEPOSIT switch, and, on a NOVA 3, hold it up. Verify that the 

lamps lit match the switches set in the up position. 
e. Set the data switches to 0003778. 
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r. Dcpr~ss the DEPOSIT NEXT switch and, on a NOV A 3, hold it down. 
Verify that the lamps lit match the switch settings. 

g. Set the data switches to 0003768. Lift and release the RESET switch, then the 
START switch. You are now executing a two-word program that you just 
loaded into the computer's memory. 

8. By either automatic program load hardware or your manual two-word program, 
the computer now reads program BOOT.SV in from the diskette and executes it. 
(If nothing happens, open and close the diskette door to reset the read/write 
head and try Step 4 again. If this doesn't work, try Step 4 again, but use the 
device code for the other controller.) 

The bootstrap program asks the question: 

FILENAME? 

The Disc Initializer 
BOOT.SV has typed out: 

FILENAME? 

9. Type in your response: 

DKINITl 

Pressing the 1 (RETURN) key tells the computer to accept the value preceding 
the 1 . If you make a mistake while typing in an answer but before pressing 1 , 
press the DEL or RUBOUT key to erase the bad characters one by one. 
DKINIT echoes an underscore (_) for each character erased. If DKINI'[ stops 
responding altogether after an answer, tum the computer OFF and ON, open 
and close the diskette door, and start again at Step 4. 

You have asked BOOT to read and execute DKINIT.SV, the disc initializer pro
gram. DKINIT types put: 

DISK INITIALIZER REV x.xx (,u = revision number) 
DISK DRIVE MODEL NUMBER? 

10. Skip this step unless you have a Model 4234 disc. With a 4234 disc, dial 1 on the 
diskette drive selector; then flip the disc LOAD/RUN switch to RUN and wait 
for the READY light. 
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11. DKINIT is asking for the Data General model number of your hard disc. Type 
in the correct number from column 3 of Table II.J (e.g., 60991 , 60701 , etc.) 

Table 11.J Disc Model Numbers 

DGC Model 
Number Disc Drive Type Type In 

6001·6008 Fixed-head NOVADISK (no cartridgel, 6001) to 
0.13 megabyte (Mbl to 2 Mb. 6008 1 

6063 Fixed·head (no cartridgel, 1 Mb. 60631 
6064 Fixed-head (no cartridgel, 2 Mb. 60641 
4047 A, 40478 Front-loading cartridge, 2.4 Mb. 40471 
4237,4238 4237 1 or 

423B 1 
6046 Dual·platter disc with top-loading 60461 

cartridge, 10 Mb (5 Mb each disci. 

6070 Dual-platter disc with top-loading 6070 1 
cartridge, double-density, 20 Mb 
(10 Mb each disci. 

6099 Sealed moving-head disc, 12.5 Mb. 60991 
4234 Dual-platter disc with top-loading 4234 ) 

cartridge, 10 Mb (5 Mb each disci. 

4048A Top-loading pack, 6 platters, 6.2 Mb. 40481 
4OS7A Top-loading pack, 11 platters, 25 Mb. 4OS7 1 
4231 A Top-loading pack, 11 platters, 92 Mb. 4231 1 
6060 Top-loading pack, 11 platters, 96 Mb. 6060 1 
6061 Top-loading pack, 11 platters 6061 1 

double-density, 190 Mb. 

6067 Top-loading pack, 5 platters, 60671 
50 Mb. 

6122 Top-loading pack, 11 platters, 61221 
. 

2nMb. 

"
\ 
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If you type in an unidentifiable model number, or give an illegal response to any 
DKINIT question, the program will type out an appropriate error message and 
repeat the question. 

DKINIT now asks: 

DISK UNIT? 

which is a request for the name that identifies your hard disc. • 

12. Find your disc unit name in column 3 of Table I1.K and circle it. You'll be typ
ing in this disc name (or names) twice more in this section. Type in the name 
(e.g., OPO) or OP1 ) ). 

Tabl. 11.K Disc Unit Nam_ 

DGCModei 
Number Disc Drive Type Type In 

6001-6008 Fixed-head NOVAOISK (no cartridge), DKO) 
0.13 megabyte (Mb) to 2 Mb. 

6083 or Fixed-head (no cartridge), 1 Mb DSO! 
6064 or 2 Mb. 

4047A, 40478 Front-loading cartridge, 2.4 Mb. DPO) 
4Z!1,4238 

6070 Dual-platter diac with top-Ioading 
cartridge, double-density, 20 Mb.* 

Unit name of removable cartridge DPOl 
Unit name of fixed disc DPOF)-

6045 Dual-p/atter disc with top-loading cartridge 
and drive saIector, 10 Mb, shares controller . 
with single-denaity diskette.-

Unit name of removable cartridge DP11 
Unit nama of fixed diac DP1Fl 

6099 Sealed moving-head disc, shares DP11 
controller with double-density diskette. 

4234 Dual-platter disc with top-loading cartridge, 
no drive selector, 10 Mb, shar. controU. 
with aingle-denaity diskatte.-

Unit name of removable cartridge OPO) 
Unit name of fixed disc OPOFl 

4048A, 4057 A, Top-loading pack, 6 or 11 platters, oPOl 
or 4231A 6.2 to 92 Mb. 

6060,6061 Top-loading pack, 5 or 11 platters, ozol 
6067 or 6122 5Otoxn Mb. 

-The discs on these top-loaders are logicaUy distinct and you will run OKINIT on each. 
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13. Now, if you entries were correct, DKINIT requests a.command: 

COMMAND? 

Type: 

FUlll 

With this, you request a full initialization of the disc. DKINIT.SV will fully 
check out your disc, detect portions that will not retain information, and mark 
them so that RDOS will bypass them. It will also construct on the disc certain 
tables that RDOS needs. ~ 

DKINIT .SV asks you several questions during this initialization; these are more 
~ fully explained in Chapter 11 of How to Load and Generate Your RDOS 
System. (093-000188-02). For the moment, just key in the answers shown in the 
DKINIT.SV dialog and take it on faith that the program works. Ignore the 
Control-A instruction. 

DKINIT takes some time to check out each pattern, so don't be alarmed when 
you have to wait. Typical time for a test pattern is up to 90 sec for a single 
front-loading disc, and up to 2-1/2 min for a 604S or 4234A disc. If you have a 
very large disc, like.a 6061, the time can exceed a half-hour per pattern. While 
initializing a large disc, you may want to leave the computer and. do something 
else. You can do so after the fIrst pattern runs without error messages. 

After you complete the DKINIT .SV dialog, the disc is fully initialized and the 
computer halts. 

Installing tbe Bootstrap Root 
Next, you'll install the disc bootstrap root on· your disc(s). This root will help 
you start systems or programs using only the program load steps. The program 
that installs the root is BOOT.SV. As you did with DKINIT, you must go 
through the program load steps - this time to load the installer portion of 
BOOT.SV. 

14. Open and close the diskette door. This ensures that. the diskette read/write head 
is at the beginning of the diskette. 

IS. Skip this step unless you have a Model 4234· disc. With a Model 4234 disc, flip 
the disc LOAD/RUN switch to LOAD; then dial "0" on the diskette drive. 
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16. Program load your computer. If it has a programmed console type: 

l000nnL (usually l00033L or see Table 11.1) 

on the system console and proceed. 

11-37 

If the computer has data switches and automatic program load, lift the RESET 
switch, then the PROGRAM LOAD switch; proceed. 

If the computer has data switches but lacks auto program load, execute Step 7 
and return here. 

17. Once again, BOOT .SV types: 

FILENAME? 

(If nothing happens, execute Steps 14 and 16 again.) 

18. Type: 

BOOT 1 

This reads in the installer portion of BOOT .SV. BOOT says: 

BOOTx.xx 

BOOTSTRAP DEVICE SPECIFIER? 

19. Skip this step unless you have a Model 4234 disc. With a 4234 disc, dial 1 on the 
diskette drive; then flip the disc LOAD/RUN switch to RUN and wait for the 
READY light. 

20. Respond with the same disc-identifying name (DPOl , DPl 1 , DZO 1 , etc.) from 
Table I1.K that you gave the DKINIT. 

BOOT now says: 

INSTALL BOOTSTRAP (Y OR N)? 

21. Type: 

Yl 

and BOOT will say: 

DONE 

BOOTSTRAP DEVICE SPECIFIER? 

22. Skip this step if you are generating STUDENTSYS. If you have a dual-platter 
top-loader disc, type DPl F 1 , then Y, to install the bootstrap root on the fIXed 
disc. (Or, for a Model 4234 disc, type DPOF 1 and Y.) BOOT will then ask 
SPECIFIER'? again. 
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DKINIT.SV Dialog 
COMMAND? FULL 1 
COMMAND DESTROYS ANY PREVIOUS RDOS DISK STRUCTURE 
RDOS INITIF MUST BE DONE ON DISK AFTER COMMAND 
TYPE CONTROL-A NOW TO ABORT WITHOUT LOSS 

a. NUMBER OF PATTERNS TO RUN (I-5)? 51 

.... ·PATTERN #1 (155555)* .... 

...... PA TTERN #2 (133333)*"· 

...... PATTERN #3 (066667)*·· 

···PATTERN #4 (155556)*·· 

...... PA TTERN #5 (125252)*·· 

.... ·ALL PA TTERNS RUN· .. • 

b. DO YOU WISH TO DECLARE ANY BLOCKS BAD 
THAT ARE NOT ALREADY IN THE BAD BLOCK TABLE? NOl 

DEFAULT REMAP AREA SIZE IS XX BLOCK(S) LONG (make note of xx) 
IT NEEDS TO BE A T LEAST n BLOCK(S) LONG (n is the number of bad 
blocks DKINIT found) 

c. REMAP AREA SIZE (TYPE RETURN FOR DEFAULT)? 1 ~ 

d. REMAP AREA START BLOCK NUMBER (TYPE RETURN FOR 
DEFAULT)? 1 

DEFAULT FRAME SIZE IS dd 
MIN IS 1, AND MAX IS mmm (dd and mmm vary with the disc.) 

e. DISK FRAME SIZE (TYPE RETURN FOR DEFAULT)? 1 

FULL DISK INIT COMPLETE 

COMMAND? 

f. For a single disc platter or disc pack, you're done; type STOP 1 and skip the 
rest of the steps. If you are generating STUDENTSYS, type STOP 1 and skip 
the rest of the steps. For a dual-platter top-loader subsystem (Model 6045, 6070, 
or 4234) type: . 

DISK 1 
DISK INITIALIZER REV X.xx 

g. DISK DRIVE MODEL NUMBER? nnnn 1 (original model number) 

h. DISK UNIT? DP1 F 1 (DPOF 1 for 4234 discs) 

i. Repeat Steps a. through e. to initialize the fixed disc. When DKINIT asks 
COMMAND?, type STOP 1 . 

-.;:. 
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Installing the RDOS Starter System 
With the disc(s) checked out and the bootstrap root installed. you can now install 
the ROOS Starter System. 

23. BOOT is still asking for SPECIFIER? Get your diskette name from Table Il.L 
and force BOOT to ask FILENAME by typing the diskette name and N: 

name 1 (usually, OPO 1 ) 

INSTALL BOOTSTRAP (Y OR N)? 

24. Type: 

Nl 

FILENAME? 

25. Answer BOOT's FILENAME? query by typing: 

SYSl 

BOOT now uses link SYS to load FDBOOT. which in tum loads the starter 
system and executes it. This may take 3 or 4 min. (If you get a FILE DOES 
NOT EXIST message from SYS 1 try Steps 23 and 24 again.) 

Eventually, the starter system will come up and type out: 

NO VA RDOS REV x.x (x.x is the revision number) 
DISK ID? 

26. Type in the same hard-disc name (OPOl • OP1l , OZD 1 • etc.) from Table Il.K 
that you gave to DKINIT. 

The starter system then asks: 

FULL INIT (YIN)? 

Table11.L Diskette Nama before System Generation 

If you progl'llm load .. from code: The diskette "name" Is: 

100033 on all but 4234 systems DPO 

100033 on 4234 Systems OPt 

100073 on all but 4234 Systems DP4 

100073 on 4234 systems DPS 

27. It' s asking whether or not you want an RDOS full initialization on the hard 
disc. You want a full initialization from RDOS; this corresponds to the warning 
DKINIT gave you: RDOS INITIF MUST BE DONE ON DISK AFTER 
COMMAND. Type: 

Yl 
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The starter system now does an INIT IF and copies itself from the diskette to 
the disc. It then executes itself from the disc. This takes 2 or 3 min. You will see 
the messages: 

MASTER DEVICE RELEASED 

NOVA RDOS REV X.x 
DATE (MIDIY)? 

The diskette has been released and the starter system is now running from the 
hard disc .. 

28. Enter the current date in the format (month day year); either a space or slash 
can separate your entries. For example: 

·110791 

TIME (H:M:S)? 

29. Enter the time in the format "hours minutes seconds." Hours should be in 
24-hr form; either a space or colon can separate your entries. The seconds entry 
is optional; for example: 

14101 

Now the starter system invokes the Command Line Interpreter (CLI). The CLI 
allows you to communicate with· RDOS from the console. The CLI prompt is: 

R .~/. 

With the CLI running, you can load the rest of the files. from the system 
diskette(s). The original diskette 1 is still in DP1; it contains more files to be 
loaded. 

30. Start recording the log file by typing: 

LOG/Hl 

This records all CLI dialog (including filenames loaded) in disc file LOG.CM. 

31. Next, initialize the diskette so that you can load files from it. The diskette-name 
is the name shown in Table It.L. It is usually DPO, but with a 4234 disc it is 
DPt. Type: 

IN IT diskette-name 1 
R 

(usually INIT OPO) . 

32. Now, create a directory called UTIL and make it your current directory. (Load 
utility programs into this directory.) Type: 

COIR UTILl 
R 
DIR UTILl 
R 

33. If you received one or two RDOS diskettes, you have a double-density drive; go 
to Step 40. If you received three or four diskettes go to Step 34. 
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Loading the Remaining Files from Single-Density Diskette 
34. Load the first file from diskette I. Here, diskette-name is the name shown in 

Table Il.L. It is usually OPO, but with a 4234 disc it is OPI. Type: 

LOAO/V diskette-name: 1 1 (usually OPO:1) 

(The eLI displays filenames as it loads onto hard disc. Wait for the R prompt.) 

R 

35. Now, get back to the master directory, release the UTIL directory, create 
another directory SYSGEN, and make it the current directory. Type: 

OIR %MOIR%l 
R 
RELEASE UTlll 
R 
COIR SYSGEN 1 
R 
OIR SYSGEN l 
R 

36. In this step you will load all the files necessary for system generation into the 
current directory SYSGEN. These files are: 

I. ALMSPD.SR 
2. ALMSPO.RB 
3. RLOR.SV 
4. RLOR.OL 
5. ·SYSGEN.SV (where • is the RDOS flavor) 
6. Several system generation library files. 

These files may be located on any of the remaining diskettes. To find them all, 
you need to execute the following command three times, once for each of the 
remaining diskettes: 

LOAO/V diskette-name:x ALMSPO.(SR,RB) RLOR.(SV,OL) - .LBt l 
*SYSGEN.SV 

(diskette-name is the name shown in Table 11. L. It is usually OPO, but with a 
4234 disc it is OPI. x is 2, 3 and 4.) 

Since these files are distributed over the three diskettes, you may see some error 
messages. For example: 

FILE NOT FOUND: ALMSPD.SR 
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'" 

As long as you type the command exactly as shown, these errors are of no 
consequence. Do Steps a~ b. and c. 

a. Remove diskette 1 from the drive; don't RELEASE it first. 
Insert diskette 2 into the drive and type: 

LOAD/V DPO:2 ALMSPD. <SR,RS) RLDR. (SV,Ot..> - .LB *SYSGEN.SV 1 

(or OP1:2 with a 4234 disc) 

R 

b. After rec~ving the R prompt, remove diskette 2 from the drive and insert 
diskette 3. Don't RELEASE the drive.' Type: 

LOAO/V OPO:3 ALMSPO.(SR,RB) RLOR.(SV,OL) - .LB *SYSGEN.SV 1 

(or OP1:3 with a 4234 disc) 

R 

c. After receiving the R prompt, remove diskette 3 from the drive and insert 
diskette 4. Don't RELEASE the drive. Type: ' 

LOAO/V OPO:4 ALMSPO.(SR,RB) RLOR.(SV,OL) - .LB *SYSGEN.SV 1 

(or OP1:4 with a 4234 disc) 

R 

37. You've just loaded all the system generation files. Next load the utilities. First, 
make the master directory the current directory, release the SYSGEN directory, 
and make UTIL the current directory. Type: 

OIR %MOIR%J 
R 
RELEASE SYSGEN 1 
R 
DIR UTIL~ 
R 

38. Now you're ready to load the utility programs, which are alSo dispersed over 
three diskettes. To avoid some duplication, you need to execute the following 
command three times, once for each remaining diskette: 

LOAD/V diskette-name:x ALMSPD.(SR,RS) IN - .LB/N *SYSG,EN.SV/N 1 

(diskette-name is the name shown in Table 11.L. It is usually DPO, but with a 
4234 disc it is DP 1. x is 2, 3 and 4. Again some errors may be reported. Do 
Steps a, b and c.) 
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a. Diskette 4 is now in the drive. Type: 

LOAO/V OPO:4 ALMSPO.<SR,RB) IN - .LB/N *SYSGEN.SV/Nl 

(or OP1:2 with a 4234 disc) 

R 

b. After receiving the R prompt, remove diskette 4 from the drive and insert 
diskette 3. Don't RELEASE the drive. Type: 

LOAO/V OPO:3 ALMSPO.(SR,Re) IN - .LB/N *SYSGEN.SV/N 1 

(or OP1:3 with a 4234 disc) 

R 

c. After receiving the R prompt, remove diskette 3 from the drive and insert 
diskette 2. Don't RELEASE the drive. Type: 

LOAO/V OPO:2 ALMSPO.(SR,RB) IN - .LB/N *SYSGEN.SV/N 1 

(or OP1:4 with a 4234 disc) 

R 

39. Now release the UTIL directory and go to Step 45. 

OIR %MOIR%l 
R 
RELEASE UTIL 1 
R 

Loading the Remaining Files from Double-Density Diskette 
40. Your current directory is UTIL and now you are ready to load the utility pro

grams. Type: 

LOAO/V OPO:1 ALMSPO.(SR,RB) IN - .LB/N *SYSGEN.SV/N ) 

(eLI verifies files as it loads them) 

R 

41. Now, get back to the master directory, release the UTIL directory, create 
another directory SYSGEN, and make it the current directory. Type: 

OIR %MOIR%l 
R 
RELEASE UTILl 
R 
COIR SYSGEN 1 
R 
OIR SYSGEN 1 
R 
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42. In this step, load all the system generation files. Type: 

LOAD/V DPO:1ALMSPD.(SR.,RB)- RLDR.(SV,OL) - .LB *SYSGEN.SVl 

(or OP4: 1, see Table It.L) 

43. Perform this step ooly if you are using a Mapped ECLIPSE other than ao S200 
or C300 (Le., perform this step if youtre using ZRDOS). Load the ZROOS file _ 
from the second diskette. Type: 

DIR %MDIR%l 
R 
RELEASE DPOl (or DP4:1, see Table Il.L) 
R 

Now remove diskette 1 from the diskette drive and insert diskette 2 in 
diskette drive O. 

INIT OPOl (or OP4:1, see Table 11.L) 
R 
DIR SYSGEN) 
R 
LOAD/V DPO:11 

R 

(eLi verifies files as it loads them.) 

44. Now get back to the master directory and release SYSGEN. 

DIR %MDIR%l 
R 
RELEASE SYSGEN 1 
R 

The Final Steps 

4S. Now, if you have a dual-platter top-loader disc, make the fixed disc available to 
RDOS and give it a copy of BOOT .SV by typing: 

INIT/F DP1F 1 (OPOF 1 for a 4234 disc) 
R 
MOVE/V OP1F BOOT.SVl (DPOF for a 4234 disc) 
BOOT.SV 
R 

. / J 
~.,-.-' 



46. To close the log file, type: 

ENDLOG 1 
R 
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If your system console is a keyboard/printer, the typed filenames are your 
record of the files loaded. If your console is a display terminal, you must 
generate a tailored system before you can print the log file on the line printer. 

47. You've finished loading the starter system files and are nearly done with the 
starter system procedure. Release the hard disc by typing: 

RELEASE %MDIR% 1 

RDOS will then sign off by typing: 

MASTER DEVICE RELEASED 

48. If the disc and diskette share a controller, make the disc into drive 0 and the 
diskette drive 1 (except for a 4234 disc, which is already drive 0). 

a. If both disc and diskette drive have a drive selectOl, dial 0 on the disc and 1 
on the diskette. 

b. If neither disc or diskette has a drive selector, tum to the disc front panel. 
Move the right-hand toggle switch marked DRIVE 0 SELECT, to the right; 
i.e., to the DSKO/FPYl position. Replace the front-panel cover on the disc 
drive. 

You've finished the starter system procedure. For the first controller, the diskette 
name is now DPl and will remain DPl unless you change it, either with the toggle 
switch or diskette thumbwheel. For the second controller (code 73l the diskette 
name is DPS. 

The "disc" name is DPO, or, if the disc and diskette are on separate- controllers, the 
name you gave DKINIT; e.g., DSO or DZO. (For a DP type of disc on the second 
controller, the disc name is DP4.) 

Remove the diskette from its drive and replace it in its outer envelope. You're done 
with DG-supplied RDOS diskettes and can store them in a safe place. 
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Building a Tailored RDOS System 

Disc Bootstrap 
If you don't have a system running, you must bootstrap one into execution. For 
your first system, you'll bootstrap the RDOS Starter System. In fact, the following 
bootstrap instructions apply to any RDOS system on the disc, and you'll be using 
them whenever you bring up RDOS. 

1. Power up all equipment if it is not already ON. Put the system console and line 
printer (if any) ON LINE. Stop the computer, either by pressing the keyboard 
BREAK key (programmed consoles) or the front-panel STOP switch (hardware 
data switches). 

2. Insert the disc pack or cartridge into drive 0 (if applicable). Flip the 
LOAD/RUN switch to RUN and wait for the READY light. 

3. Program load your computer from disc: 

a. If you have a programmed console, type 1000nnL on the system c~nsole. See 
the second column of Table I1.M for nn. 

b. If you have hardware data switches and automatic program load hardware, 
set the data switches to l000nn; see Table 11.M for nn. Lift RESET. then 
PROGRAM LOAD. Go to Step 4. 

c. If you do not have automatic program load hardware: .--..--/ 
a Set the data switches to 0003768 (switches 8 through 14 up, others down); 

then lift EXAMINE. 
a Set the data switches to 0601nn. (See Table I1.M for nn.) Lift DEPOSIT. 
a Set the data switches to 0003778 (switches 8 through 15 up, others down). 

Then depress DEPOSIT NEXT. 
a Set the data switches to 0003768 (put down switch 15) and lift RESET, then 

START. 

Table11.M Disc Controller Device Cod .. 

With hardware data switch .. , 
nn = set th ... switches up loth .... 

Disc Type lactaU downl. 

Fixed-Head 
Model 6063-6064 

Controller 1 26 0,11,13,14 
Controller 2 66 0, 10, 11, 13, 14 

Model 6001-00IJI 
Controller 1 20 0, 11 
Controller 2 60 0, 10, 11 

Moving-Head 
Model 6060-6061, 
6067/6122 

Controller 1 27 0, 11, 13, 14, 15 
Controller 2 67 0, 10, 11, 13, 14, 15 

Other Discs 
Controller 1 33 0, 11, 12, 14, 15 
Controller 2 73 0, 10, 11, 12, 14, 15 
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4. Step 3 brings BOOT .SV off disc and into execution. It then asks: 

FILENAME? 

If you have an upper/lowercase console, hold down the SHIFf key, then type 
the name of the system or program you want to execute. For your first system, 
this is: 

BOOTSYS I (or FBOOTSYS I for diskette) 

Program BOOT.SV reads the system you specify into the computer, then 
relinquishes control to RDOS. 

5. RDOS requests the current data (month, day, and year) and time (hours in 24, 
minutes, and seconds). Provide these in the format of the following example: 

NOVA RDOS REV xx (xx = revision number) 
DATE (MIDIY)? 1 1079) 
TIME (H:M:S)? 16531 
R 

6. The R prompt indicates that the RDOS eLI is in control and ready to accept 
commands. The first command you' enter makes the subdirectory SYSGEN the 
current directory. This is where you will generate your tailored system. Type: 

Multiplexors 

DIR SYSGENl 
R 

SYSGEN asks questions about QTY, ALM. and ULM multiplexors. If you specify 
one of these, it then asks questions about line speed and interrupt characters. For 
your first system. you can default these. Later, if you decide on special char
acteristics for your multiplexed lines, read the section on multiplexors in Chapter 2 
of the RDOS Reference Manual or the relea~e nOTice supplied with your software. 

If you want the new RDOS system to support Business BASIC, do not specify a 
multiplexor to SYSGEN. Business BASIC has its own multiplexor driver. For 
Extended BASIC. do ,>pecd\, a multiplexor to SYSGEN. if you want tile new system 
to support a multiplexur. 
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System Generation 
The R prompt indicates the ROOS Command Line Interpreter will now accept a 
command. Your command, of course, is to generate a new ROOS system. The 
system-generation command is: 

ISYSGEN- For an INFOS-ROOS system; 
BSYSGEN For an ECLIPSE system without INFOS: 
NSYSGEN For a mapped NOVA 3 or NOVA 4 system; 

or 
SYSGEN For all other NOVA systems, 

{~;;:~N~ SYS.(SV IS SG/V LM/L) l 
NSYSGEN 
SYSGEN 

*INFOS system generation is beyond the scope of this course. The ISYSGEN 
command is shown here only for the sake of completeness. If you have an ROOS
INFOS system, follow the directions in the Data General publication How to Load 
and Generate Your RDOS System, (093-000188-02) and the release notice supplied 
with the· software. 

Tpe ROOS system you generate will be stored in the disc file SYS.SV (rather than 
BOOTSYS.SV or FBOOTSYS.SV, which is the ROOS Starter System name). Its 
overlays will be stored in SYS.OL, the SYSGEN load map in SYS.LM and the 
SYSGEN dialog (see below) in SYS.SG. 

In place of SYS as your system filename, you can type any other unique and pre
viously unused filename, perhaps one that identifies your tailored system. For 

exam{~I;~SGEN } 
BSYSGEN NICKSSYS.(SV/S SG/V LM/L)l 
NSYSGEN 
SYSGEN .' 

However, SYS is conveniently the default name for disc bootstrapping. Do not 
generate a system with the same name as an existing system or program; this will 
delete the existing system or program and replace it with the new system. 
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All of your answers to SYSGEN are numeric and in decimal. If you default any 
answer by typing only RETURN ( 1 ), SYSGEN accepts this as a "0" answer. 
Although bullets (e) identify the questions that follow in this section, no bullets 
appear on the system console. 

SYSGEN first says: 

type SYSGEN REV XX.xx 
VALID ANSWERS ARE IN PARENTHESES 
RESPOND ACCORDINGL Y 

e MAPPED SYSTEM? ("0" = NO "J" = YES) 

Answer 1 1 if you wish to generate a mapped system. If you answer 0 1 
SYSGEN skips to the "CORE STORAGE" question. For a mapped NOVA 
system, SYSGEN skips to the "NUMBER OF CHANNELS BACKGROUND" 
question. 

INFOS SYSGEN asks the next question; ECLIPSE SYSGEN skips it: 

e PROCESSOR TYPE? ("I" = CI300 "2" = CI330 "3" = C/350) 

Answer with the type of ECLIPSE computer you have. If you answer 3 1 , 
"~~ SYSGEN skips to the "BURST MUL TIPLEXOR" question. 

ECLIPSE SYSGEN wants to know about your computer type: 

e S/250 OR CI350 TYPE PROCESSOR? (HO" = NO "J" = YES) 

Answer 1 1 to generate a system for an S12S0 or C/3S0; SYSGEN then asks the 
next two questions. Answer 0 1 to generate a system for C/IS0, S/200 or S1230, 
or C/300 or C/330. If you answer 0 J , SYSGEN skips the next two questions. 

e BURST MULTIPLEXOR CHANNEL (BMC) (HO" = NO HJ" = YES) 

A burst multiplexor is a device for handling disc data; up to four Model 
6060/6061-6067 or 6063/6064 discs can be attached to it. It is available as an 
option with certain mapped ECLIPSE machines. Answer 1 1 if you have one or 
more Model 6060 series or 6063 series discs attached to a burst multiplexor; 
otherwise answer 0 1 . If you answer 1 1 , SYSGEN will later ask you about 
discs wired to the BMC. 

e ARRA Y PROCESSOR? (HO" = NO "J" = YES) 

e 

If your main ECLIPSE computer is attached to an Array Processor, answer 
1 1 . All answer reserves 4K of the ECLIPSE memory for the AP, and allows 
remapping of data between the main processor and the AP. If you do not have 
an AP, or if a Satellite Processor and not the main computer is attached to the 
AP, answer 0 1 . In either case, SYSGEN skips the next question. 

S1200 OR C1300 MAP? ("0" = NO "]" = YES) 

Answer 11 to generate a system for an ECLIPSE SI200 or C/300 processor. 
Answer 01 for a C/ISO, S/130, S1230, or C/330. If you answer 0 1 , SYSGEN 
goes back to the previous question, "ARRAY PROCESSOR?" 
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• MAXIMUM NUMBER OFCHANNELS BACKGROUND WILL USE (/-255) 

Answer with the maximum number of hardware 1/0 channels you will need to 
execute your background·mode programs. Each channel is a gateway to an input 
or output device or file. If any of your programs explicitly address channels by 
number, type the highest number addressed (in decimal), even if this exceeds the 
number of channels used. RDOS will not run a program that requests more 
channels (or a channel with a higher channel numbe~) than the number you have 
selected with your answer to this question. 

The Command Line Interpreter requires 14 channels, thus the new system will 
not run if you answer less than 14l . If you will be running Extended BASIC, 
you typically will need five channels plus a number of channels equal to the 
maximum number of files that can be open at one time by all BASIC users. The 
COBOL compiler, if you have it, requires a minimum of 25 channels; the RPG 
<;ompiler requires 27 channels. 

If you're not sure how many channels you will need, and you're not running 
COBOL or RPG, then try 16l . This will accommodate most software. Then 
you can use the tuning option explained later to devise a more precise number 
after you have been running your ROOS system for awhile. 

• MAXIMUM NUMBER OF CHANNELS FOREGROUND WILL USE (0-255) 

See the previous question to determine the number of channels you need. 
Extended BASIC, COBOL, and RPG require the same number of channels in 
both background and foreground modes. If you type 0 l , you will have no 
foreground mode, because reading programs from disc requires at least one 
channel. When unsure of what you need, try 16l . 

If you specified an unmapped system, SYSGEN asks: 

• CORE STORAGE (IN THOUSANDS OF WORDS, 16-32) 

Type the amount of memory storage your system has, in mUltiples of 1024 
words; e.g., type 20 if you have 20,480 words. 

• NUMBER OF NO VADISK CONTROLLERS (0-2) 

A NOVADISK is a Model 6001-6008 fixed· head disc. There are two types of 
fixed·head discs; the other type is the Model 6063/6064, which SYSGEN asks 
about next. Answer with the number of 6001-6008 discs you want this system to 
support. 
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If you have.O or 2 of these discs, SYSGEN skips the next question. 

• DEVICE PRIMARY ('0") OR SECONDARY ("I")? 

Answer 01 if your 6001-6008 disc is wired to the first device code; answer 11 
for the second device code. The primary disc has device code 208 and disc
identifying mnemonic OKO; the secondary disc has device code 608 and 
mnemonic OK1. 

• NUMBER OF 6063/6064 DISK CONTROLLERS (0-2) 

The 6063/6064 is the other, newer type of fixed-head disc. Answer 0 1 , 1 1 , or 
21 , depending on the number of controllers you have for 6063/6064 drives. 
Each controller can handle up to four drives. 

If you have one 6063/6064 controller, SYSGEN asks: 

• DEVICE PRIMARY ('0") OR SECONDARY (HI")? 

Answer 01 if your 6063/6064 controller is connected to the first device code; 
answer 1 1 for the second device code. The first controller has device code 268; 
it controls drives named OSO, OSI, OS2, and OS3. The second controller has 
device code 668; it controls drives named 0S4, OSS. OS6, and OS7. 

• NUMBER OF DEVICES FOR CONTROLLER #1 (1-4) 

Answer with the number of disc drives connected to the first controller. 

If you specified two 6063/6064 controllers, SYSGEN repeats this question for 
the second controller. 

• NUMBER OF 6060/6061/606716122 DISK CONTROLLERS (0-2) 

Answer 0 1 , 1 1 , or 21 , depending on the number of controllers you have for 
6060/606116067/6122 series disc drive consoles. These drives hold multiple
platter disc packs. The primary controller has device code 278 and controls con
soles OZO, OZI, OZ2, and OZ3; the secondary controller has device code 678 
and controls consoles 0Z4, OZS, DZ6, and OZ7. 

If you answer 1 1 , SYSGEN wants to know: 

• DEVICE PRIA.fARY ("0") OR SECONDARY (HI")? 

Answer 01 if your 6060/606116067/6122 controller is wired to the first device 
code (278); answer 1 1 for the second device code (678). 

• NUMBER OF DEVICES FOR CONTROLLER #1 (1-4) 

Respond with the number of 6060/6061/6067/6122 disc consoles connected to 
the first controller. 

If you specified two 6060/6061/6067/6122 controllers, SYSGEN repeats this 
question for the second controller. 

• NUMBER OF OTHER TYPES OF MOVING-HEAD DISK CONTROLLERS 
(0-2) 

This question covers the remaining models of discs. It includes all sealed 
moving-head discs, top-loading disc drives, and diskettes. Be sure to specify the 
number of non-6060 series controllers in the system, not the total of moving
head discs. 
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If you have no other types of moving-head disc, SYSGEN skips the next five 
questions. If you answer 1 l , SYSGEN requests: 

• DEVICE PRIMARY ("O") OR SECONDARY (<<I")? 

Generally, your moving-head disc controller will be primary, so answer 0 1 . If 
you know for certain that it is connected to the second controller, answer 1 1 . 
The primary moving-head disc controller has I/O device code 338 and the disc
identifying mnemonics DPO, OPt, DP2, and DP3 for drives 1 through 4, 
respectively. The secondary controller has device code 738 and mnemonics OP4, 
DP5, OP6, and DP7 for the second set of devices I through 4, respectively. 

• NUMBER OF DEVICES FOR CONTROLLER #1 (1-4) 

Each sealed moving-head disc, each dual-platter top-loader disc subsystem, and 
each diskette drive counts as one device. 

Give the number of drives connected to the first controller. 

• TOP LOADER(S}? ("0" = NO «I" = YES) 

If you have Model 6045, 6070, or 4234A top-loading cartridge disc drives 
connected to the first controller, answer 1 1 ; otherwise answer 0 1 . These drives 
include a built-in nonremovable disc and your answer identifies the extra storage 
to SYSGEN. The removable disc has mnemonics OPO, OPt, DP2, or DP3; the 
fixed disc has the same mnemonic but with the suffIx F; i.e., OPOF through 
DP3F. . 

If you specified two moving-head disc controllers, SYSGEN asks the two questions: 

• NUMBER OF DEVICES FOR CONTROLLER #2 (1-4) 

• TOP LOADER(S} ("0" = NO "I" = YES) 

to which you respond as you did to the questions about the first controller. The 
second "other" type of disc controller has device code 738' For the second 
controller, the removable disc has mnemonics DP4, DP5, D~6. or OP7; the 
fixed disc (if any) has the same mnemonics, but with the F suffIx: DP4F 
through DP7F. 

• ENTER BAD BLOCK POOL SIZE IN BLOCKS (0-512) 

RDOS needs a bad block pool in memory to pass over unusable disc storage. 
The bad block pool must be large enough to hold the bad blocks for all discs on 
your system; e.g., if you have two top-loaders (four discs) and .each disc has 
three bad blocks, the bad block pool must contain at least 12 blocks t'o allow all 
four discs to be initialized at the same time. 

Ideally, you should enter the same value OKINIT assigned to the disc when you 
defaulted the OKINIT "DEFAULT REMAP AREA SIZE?" question. If you 
don't remember the DEFAULT size and DKINIT, ran all patterns without an 
error, try 121 for each disc unless you have large discs. With one or more large 
discs (Model 6060/606116067/6122), try 60 1 . ---../ 
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8 DUAL PROCESSORS (lPB)? ("0" = NO "1" = YES) 

Respond with 11 if your system has two computers connected by an Inter
Processor Buffer; otherwise type 0 1 . 

8. ENTER NUMBER OF STACKS (1-10) 

8 

ROOS can concurrently operate a number of 1/0 peripheral devices equal to the 
number of stacks you select. One stack is minimum in an unmapped system; 
spooling requires an additional stack, and each multiple concurrent task requires 
another stack. (Spooling saves output intended for a slow peripheral, such as a 
line printer, on the disc until the peripheral device is ready to accept it.) In a 
mapped environment, you need one stack each for background· and foreground 
program, one stack for spooling, and an additional stack for every task that will 
be running concurrently. 

ROOS automatically allots two extra system buffers for the fourth and each 
additional stack. 

If you are running Extended BASIC, you need at least two stacks in an unmap
ped system and three stacks in a mapped system. However, system efficiency 
increases substantially. if you allocate additional stacks (five or more recom
mended in a mapped system) when supporting multiple BASIC terminals. See 
Table l1.N for stack recommendations. 

Table 11.N Syltem Stack Requirements 

System Stacks 

Sy81em Minimum Recemmended 

Unmapped 1 2 

Mapped 2 3 

Extended BASIC unmapped 2 4 or more 

Extended BASIC mapped 3 50r more 

INFOS 3 5 

ENTER NUMBER OF EXTRA CELLS (0-64) 

ROOS runs more efficiently if you specify two extra cells (data buffers of 16 
memory. words each) for each simultaneous spooling device, except the system 
console. For example, if you have a system with one paper tape reader, one 
paper tape punch, one line printer, and one magnetic tape controller (which may 
have multiple drives), you would specify eight extra cells. An INFOS system 
requires four cells in addition to spooling requirements . 

.. 
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• TUNING ("0" = NO "/" =. YES) 

RDOS provides a self-monitoring feature called tuning. If you type.11 , and 
later turn tuning on. RDOS will record how often it needs a system stack, cell 
or system buffer (see below) but cannot get one because not enough were 
allocated at SYSGEN time. This information is kept in disc file SYS.TU (or 
sysname.TU if you named your RDOS sysname). You can PRINT this file at 
any time; or. at some future time when you ate generating a new RDOS system. 
you can tell SYSGEN to ob~ain a corrected number of stacks, cells, and buffers 
by analyzing this file, and to use the tuning values in place of your typed 
answers. This self-tuning feature is most useful for tailoring an RDOS system 
that will be dedicated to a particular application. When tuning is on, it con-

. sumes one system buffer. For further information on tuning, consult the RDOS 
Reference Manual. 

If you request tuning. SYSGEN asks: 

• SHALL TUNING BE WITH("1") OR WITHOUT ("0") OVERLAY 
REPORT? 

The overlay report is appended to disc file SYS.TU (or your systemname.TU). 
In this file, RDOS keeps count of the number of times it needs each system 
overlay but must read it in from the overlay file because it is not core-resident. 
SYSGEN cannot use the overlay report to generate a more efficient system. But 
you can examine the report and decide if any overlay files are so frequently 
needed that you should allocate extra buffer space (see below) for them. When 
tuning is on and you have chosen an overlay report, the overlay report feature 
uses two extra system buffers. 

• ENTER NUMBER OF EXTRA BUFFERS REQUIRED (0-63) 

Extra buffers allow disc data and overlay files. which would otherwise be 
swapped out to disc, to remain core-resident. The more extra buffers you 
allocate, the faster and more efficiently RDOS will run because disc swapping 
time is reduced. Each extra buffer takes an additional 270 words and reduces 
the amount of memory available for your program by that much .. 

ROOS automatically allots a minimum of six buffers, or two pt!r stack. 
whichever is greater. 

Blof.:k I/O operations (rewrds that you read from. or write to disc in multiples 
of 256 words) reduce the need for extra buff;;:rs. because RDOS does not use 
buffers for these. Conversely. adding users to a multiterminal Extended BASIC 
system increases the need for extra buffers if you wam to maintain reasonable 
system response at the terminals. If you are unsure of how many extra buffers· 
to allocate. use Table 11.0 as a guide. 

Table 11.0 Extra .Bufter Guidelines 

Memory Size Type In 

20K o! • 
24K . 4 : 

J2r cr qlfJlr:" fl : 
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You can then use tuning to pinpoint your requirements more precisely. 
Allocating more than 2S extra buffers does not measurably improve system 
performance. 

• MAXIMUM NUMBER OF SUBDIRECTORIES/SUBPARTITIONS 
A CCESSIBLE A T ONE TIME (0-64) 

RDOS allows you to divide each physical disc (called a primary partition) into 
sections called subpartitions or secondary partitions. Each subpartition can have 
one or more subdirectories. You can address each of these "directories" from 
the console or from your programs, as if it were a self-contained disc drive. 

The utility programs (Macroassembler, Text Editors, FORTRAN, etc.) do not 
require subdirectories. 

For Extended BASIC the installation's System Manager usually assigns a fixed
length subpartition to each BASIC user; so normally your answer will be the 
maximum number of terminals the Extended BASIC system supports, plus one 
for the shared library (usually kept·in a subdirectory) and one for each disc 
(itself a directory) that contains any or all of these. 

• ENTER NUMBER OF CONTROLLERS FOR MTA (0-2) 

Be sure to enter here the number of magnetic tape controllers. not the number 
of tape drives. Each controller can support up to eight drives. 

If you have one magnetic tape controller. SYSGEN asks: 

• DEVICE PRIMARY ("0") OR SECONDARY ("I")? 

The first controller has 110 device code 228 and the tape drives have identifying 
mnemonics MTO through MT7. The secondary controller. had device code 628 
and the tape drive mnemonics are MTlO through MTl7. If you.have two con
trollers. one is by definition primary and the other is secondary. ' 

SYSGEN then asks you to: 

• ENTER NUMBER OF DEVICES FOR CONTROLLER #1 (I-8) 

If you have a second controller. SYSGEN asks: 

• ENTER NUMBER OF DEVICES FOR CONTROLLER #2 (I-8) 

Key in the number of magnetic tape drives attached to t~e respective controllers. 

• ENTER NUMBER OF CONTROLLERS FOR CTA (0-2) 

Cassette controller 1 has device code 34g and the cassette drives have identifying 
mnemonics CTO through CT7. Controller 2 has device code 748 and the cassette 
drive mnemonics are CTlO through CTl7. 
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If you specify only one controller, SYSGEN wants to know: 

• DEVICE PRIMARY ("0") OR SECONDARY ("/")? 

Then for one or two controllers, SYSGEN requests you to: 

• ENTER NUMBER OF DEVICES FOR CONTROLLER #/ (1-8) 

• ENTER NUMBER OF DEVICES FOR CONTROLLER #2 (1-8) 

Respond in each case with the number of cassette drives attached to the 
controller. 

• AUTO RESTART ON POWER FAIL? ("0" = NO "/" = YES) 

Specify whether or not you want to have this option. 

• OPERATOR MESSAGES ("0" = NO "/" = YES) 

I f you will be executing programs that use RDOS system or task calls to send 
messages to and retrieve messages from the system console, then answer 1 1 . 
Neither the system utilities nor Extended BASIC need this feature. 

• RTC? ("0" = NO "I" = YES) 

Specify whether or not you have Real-Time Clock hardware. 

If you have a clock, SYSGEN asks the next two questions. 

• DEVICE PRIMARY ("0") OR SECONDARY (HI")? 

The primary Real-Time Clock has 110 device code 148; the secondary clock has 
code 548. In either case, SYSGEN will ask you this question and the following 
question for only one clock, and RDOS will see only the one clock you identify 
during SYSGEN. 

• ENTER RTC FREQ (1 = 1OHZ,2 = 50HZ, 3 = 60HZ, 4 = 100HZ, 
5 = 1000HZ) 

Unless you want a special frequency for programs you code yourself, answer 11 
for a 10 Hz clock. Extended BASIC, COBOL, and RPG expect and use 10 Hz 
frequency. If you are synchronizing with the ac line frequency, then type 21 if 
you have 50 Hz power and 3 1 if you have 60 Hz power. 

• ENTER NUMBER OF PTR (0-2) 

If you specify one paper tape reader, it has 1/0 device code 1~8 and identifying 
mnemonic PTR (filename $PTR); the second reader has code 528 and mnemonic 
PTRI (filename $PTR1). 

• ENTER NUMBER OF PTP (0-2) 

The first paper tape punch has device code 138 and identifying mnemonic PTP 
(filename $PTP); the second has code 538 and mnemonic PTPI (filename 
$PTPI). 

\ 
) 
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• ENTER NUMBER OF LPT (0-2) 

The first line printer has device code 178 and identifying mnemonic LPT (file
name $LPT); the second has code 578 and mnemonic LPTI (filename SLPTl). 

I f you have one or two printers, SYSGEN asks two or four of the following 
questions, respectively: 

• ENTER COLUMN SIZE DEVICE #1 (80 OR 132) 

Specify the column size of your first printer. 

• DA TA CHANNEL LINE PRINTER? ("0" = NO "1" = YES) 

If your first (or only) line printer is a data channel printer, type 11 . Otherwise, 
type 01 . 

• ENTER COLUMN SIZE FOR DEVICE #2 (80 OR 132) 

Specify column size for SLPTI. 

• DA T A CHANNEL LINE PRINTER? ("0" = NO "I" = YES) 

Answer t 1 if your second printer is a data channel printer; otherwise 0 1 . 

Next, SYSGEN asks: 

• ENTER NUMBER OF CDR (0-2) 

The first punched or mark-sense card reader has device code 168 and identifying 
mnemonic CDR (filename SCDR); the second has code 568 and mnemonic 
CDRI (filename SCDRl). 

• ENTER NUMBER OF PLT (0-2) 

The device code for the first incremental plotter is 158 and its identifying 
mnemonic is PL T (filename SPL T); the second plotter has code 558 and 
mnemonic PLTI (filename SPLT1). 

• ENTER NUMBER OF MCA (0-2) 

If you answer 2 1 , the first Multiprocessor Communications Adapter has device 
code 068 and 078 and mnemonics MCAT and MCAR for transmitter and 
receiver, respectively. The second adapter has codes 468 and 478. and 
mnemonics MCAT} and MCARI. 

If you specify only one MCA link, then SYSGEN asks: 

• DEVICE PRIMARY ("0") OR SECONDARY ("I")? 

To determine which set of codes and mnemonics to assign to the link. 
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• QTY? ,.'0" = NO "1" = YES) 

Answer 1 1 only if you want the new system to support a Type 4060 Asyn
chronous Data Multiplexor (but, for BASIC systems, see note under "Multi
plexors," earlier). Answer '01 if you do not want 4060 support; SYSGEN then 
skips to the "ULM" question. 

• DEVICE PRIMARY (HO'') OR SECONDARY ("I")? 

The primary 4060 is on device code 308 and has mnemonic QTY; the secondary 
unit is on code 708 and has mnemonic QTYI. The multiplexed lines have 
filenames QTY:xx or QTYl:xx, primary and secondary, where xx is the line 
number, 0 to 63. 

After you answer this question, SYSGEN skips to the "NUMBER OF LINES" 
question. 

• ULM? (HO" = NO HI" = YES) 

A ULM (Universal Line Multiplexor) is a multiplexor that fits into a computer 
chassis instead of a separate communications chassis. A ULM can handle up to 
four asynchronous full-duplex lines or up to eight half-duplex. asynchronous 
lines; it can also handle two synchronous lines. ROOS supports only the asyn
chronous lines. To support the synchronous lines, you must use other DO soft
ware, like the Communications Access Manager, with RDOS. 

If you want the new system to support an ALM multiplexor or no multiplexor, 
answer 01 ; SYSGEN then skips tothe "ALM" question. To ha~e it support a 
ULM, answer 11 ; but, for BASIC systems, see note under "Multiplexors," 
earlier. If you specify a ULM, SYSGEN asks: 

• DEVICE PRIMARY (HO") OR SECONDARY (HI")? 

The primary ULM is on device code 348, the secondary is on code 748. ULM 
mnemonics are ULM and ULMl, for primary and secondary devices; but the 
filenames of multiplexed lines are QTY:xx and QTYl:xx, respectively, where xx 
is the line number. 

SYSGEN now asks about line speed: 

• LINE SPEED (BITS/SEC)? (HI" = 19200 H2" = 50 "3" = 75 H4" = 134.5 
H5" = 200 H6" = 600 H7" = 2400 "8" = 9600 H9" = 4800 HIO" = 1800 
HlJ" = 1200 "12" = 2400 H13" = 300 HI4" = 150 HI5" = lJO) 

Your answer selects the baud line speed for all asynchronous lines. (But it will 
not override the line speed set by hardware jumpers, if any.) Generally. a higher 
line speed means faster response to multiplexed terminals, but it also means that 
the main processor must service mOre interrupts in a given amount of time. If 
there are too many interrupts at a time, the system will report input buffer 
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overflow errors, and input characters may be lost. Good general answers are 7 1 
(2400), 91 (4800), or 8 1 (9600). For minirilUm screen service time. you can try 
a very high baud rate; then if input characters are lost, generate another RDOS 
system with a slower rate. 

Alternatively, later. you can select a speed for each line by editing the 
ALM/ULM multiplexor source ftle, ALMSPD.SR, with a text editor, then 
assembling the edited ALMSPD.SR file with the macroassembler. Future 
SYSGENs will then use your custom ALMSPD binary file to implement the line 
characteristics you want - because the line speed declared in the ALMSPD ftle 
overrides the speed you give to SYSGEN. 

After you answer this question, SYSGEN skips to the" ANY MODEMS?" 
question. 

• ALM? ("0" = NO "]" = YES) 

Answer 1 1 if you want the new system to support a Type 4255 through 4258 
Asynchronous Line Multiplexor (but, for BASIC systems, see the note under 
"Multiplexors," earlier). If you don't want ALM support. SYSGEN skips to the 
"SECOND TTY" question. If you do want it, SYSGEN asks: . 

• DEVICE PRIMARY ,.'0") OR SECONDARY ("]")? 

The primary ALM is on device code 348 and has the mnemonic ALM; the 
secondary ALM is on code 748 and has the mnemonic ALMI. The ftlenames of 
ALM lines are QTY:xx and QTYl:xx for the first and second ALM, where xx is 
a line number from 0 to 63. 

• ENTER ALM CLOCK FREQUENCY (0-3) 

An ALM has four clocks, and each is jumpered for a specific line speed. 
Choose the clock whose frequency matches the baud rate of your terminals. 
Often, DG jumpers the ALM clocks according to customer specification; but, if 
you are unsure of what clock to specify, try 0 1 . 

Later, you can select a specific clock for each line by editing the multiplexor 
parameter source ftle, ALMSPD.SR. with a text editor. then assembling the 
edited ALMSPD.SR ftle with the macro assembler. Future SYSGENs will then 
use your custom ALMSPD binary ftle to implement the line characteristics you 
want - because the clock specification declared in the ALMSPD file overrides 
the clock you give to SYSGEN. 

If you answer 1 to either the ULM or ALM question, SYSGEN asks: 

• ARE THERE ANY MODEMS? ("0" = NO "]" = YES) 

Modems are beyond the scope of this course; however, information concerning 
system generation with modems can be found in Appendix D. 
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If you answer 1 to any of the QTY, ALM or ULM questions, SYSGEN asks: 

• NUMBER OF LINES? (1-64) 

Enter the number of lines connected to your multiplexor. The driver has been 
written to ignore I/O activity on lines beyond the number you SYSGEN. When 
SYSGENing ULM lines in your system do not specify more than 16 lines. 

SYSGEN now asks about interrupt characters for your multiplexed lines . 

• USE DEFAULTALM/QTY INTERRUPT CHARACTERS ("0" = NO 
"I" = YES) 

The default interrupt characters for multiplexed lines are CfRL-A and 
CTRL-C. If you want users on your multiplexed. lines to use these as interrupts, 
type 1 1 . To select one or two different interrupt characters, type 01 . Multiuser 
Extended BASIC systems require ESC (ASCII 27 in decimal) as one of the two 
interrupt characters. 

If you type 0 1 , SYSGEN asks for the new characters: 

• FIRST CHARACTER (ASCII DECIMAL CODE OR "128" = NONE) 

Type in the decimal code of the interrupt character that will replace CfRL-A; 
or type 1281 if you want only one character or none. 

• SECOND CHARACTER (ASCII DECIMAL CODE OR "128" = NONE) 

Respond with the decimal code of the interrupt character that win replace 
CTRL-C, or type 1281 to omit a second interrupt character. 

• NUMBER OF NULLS AFTER CARRIAGE RETURN?(0-256) 

Under some circumstances, certain printing consoles may lose transmitted 
characters as the print head returns to column O. Should this happen, you can 
use this question to specify enough nulls to allow the head to catch up. For your 
first system, try 0 1 ; then, if you lose characters from remote terminals, try 
adding nuns in increments of three . 

• SECOND TTY? ("0" =NO "1" = YES) 

Answer 1 1 if you have a console connected to the second teletypewriter inter
face. Such a console is independent of multiplexors; a system can have one 
primary console or a primary and secondary console with or without a 
multiplexor. The device codes and fllenames of the secondary console are 50g 
and STIll for input and 518 and STTO 1 for output. 

• CORE DUMP FACILITY? ("0" = NO "l" = LPT '"2" = MTA 
"3" = 6030 "4" = 6(97) 

If the system comes down unexpectedly, the core dump program can copy the 
computer's memory state to whatever device you specify. You can choose only 
one answer. Type OJ if you don't want the core dump; 11 to dump to the line 
printer; 21 to dump to mag tape drive number 3 (the dump program gives you -~/ / 
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a chance to dial 3 before you dump); 3 J to dump to single-density diskette 
number 3 (the dump program gives you a chance to dial 3 before you dump); or 
4 1 to dump to double-density diskette. 

If you answer 1 J and you have not SYSGENed any line printer, SYSGEN will 
ask if your line printer is a Data Channel Line Printer. Line printer dumps 
assume the primary line printer. Answer according to your system. 

If you answer 2 1 the program asks whether the device is primary or secondary; 
" answer 0 1 . 

If you answer 3 1 or 41 to the core dump question, the program asks whether 
the dump should go to the primary or secondary controller. Answer according" 
to your system. ' 

If you answer 41 to the core dump question, the program will ask for the unit 
number that will receive the core dump. Answer according to your system. 

The core dump question is the laSt in the SYSGEN dialog. SYSGEN now selects" the 
modules for the new system from the SYSGEN libraries, and tells the Relocatable 
Loader to create the new system. The whole process takes a few minutes, so don't 
be alarmed at the delay. Soon, SYSGEN will return control to the CLI, which issues 
the prompt: 

R 

This indicates that your new system has been built. 

The SYSGEN program itself does not build the new system. After you answer the 
last question, SYSGEN stores the system-creating command line in special file 
CLI.CM; then SYSGEN tells RDOS to execute the contents of me CLI.CM. This 
includes the Loader command that builds the new system. If you're curious about 
the system-creating command line, you can TYPE CLI.CM. 

At this point you are still running under the starter system, since you have just 
generated your tailored system b.ut haven't yet bootstrapped it into operation. 

The bootstrap program looks for your system in the primary partition, but you have 
just generated it in a subdirectory called SYSGEN. Now you will have to create 
links in the primary partition to the system's save and overlay file in the sub
directory SYSGEN. Type: 

DIR %MDIR%l 
R 
LINK SYS.SV SYSGEN:SYS.SV 1 (or substitute your system's 
R name for SYS) 
LINK SYS.OL SYSGEN:SYS.OL 1 
R 
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Bootstrapping Your Tailored RDOS System " 
Now you're ready to start up your tailored system. Df course, you can do this by 
releasing the disc and using program load, as you did previously when you 
bootstrapped the RDOS Starter System. But a better way is simply to type: 

BOOT SYS) (or equivalent flIename) 
MASTER DEVICE RELEASED 
type RDOS REV XX 
DATE (MIDIYj? 

As you have done before, provide the date and time: 

DATE(MIDIYj? 11079) 
TIME (H:M:Sj 17 50 ) 
R 

Congratulations. Your tailored RDOS is now running. 

If the new system doesn't come up, you mayor may not receive an explanatory 
error message. Bring up the starter system, BOOTSYS or FBOOTSYS, as described 
at the beginning of this section. Type" DELETE/V SYS.(LM,SG) 1 to delete the load 
map and dialog flIes, and execute SYSGEN again, using the same sysname to delete 
the defective system flIes. In the SYSGEN dialog, correct the error that prevented 
the new system from running, if the error message informed you what the problem 
was. Then BOOT the new system as above. 

You should next print out and save the load map and SYSGEN dialog, so give the 
command 

PRINT SYS.(SG LM) 1 

(or use the filename you substituted from SYS) to get a listing on the line printer. If 
you have no line printer, key 

TYPE SYS.(SG LM) 1 

(or your equivalent) for a listing on the system console teleprinter. 

Both the SYSGEN dialog and load map are important. The SYSGEN dialog is your 
record of the hardware and software features for which you configured RDDS; you 
can also use the disc stored SYS.SG (or equivalent) file to tune your ROOS system. " 
Data General may from time to time issue corrections to ROOS as binary-word 
patches, and when you patch, you will need the load map to identify where on the 
disc the patch goes. 

When you have an ROOS system running, you can invoke SYSGEN at any time to 
generate a new system. You might want to generate a new system to manage a dif
ferent application, or to tune an existing ROOS system. 
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Updating Your Tailored System" 
This section assumes that you have just generated a tailored operating system and 
have booted that system. The CLI "R" prompt indicates that your system is up and 
running. 

Data General is continuously maintaining RooS. Major revisions, minor revisions, 
and updates all improve its operation. Each new revision and update has an 
associated number. For example: 

Update Number ROOS REVlF ~ 
inor Revision Number 
ajor Revision Number 

Load and generate a version with major and minor revision numbers: 

RooS REV 6.60 

Then, after SYSGEN, add an update: 

ROOS REV 6.61 

Directions similar to the following are supplied with update software: 

To install an update: 

1. Mount update mag tape or insert update diskette. 

2. Create a subdirectory to hold the update files, and then make the new subdirec
tory your current directory: 

CDIR RDOSUD661;DIR RDOSUD6611 

3. Load the file named UPDATE contained on the update mag tape or diskette. 
To do this, use the commands from the set below, which match the medium you 
have: 

From magnetic tape: 

LOAD IV MTx,:O UPDATE 1 

where x is the unit number the tape is on. 

From diskette: (Note: Disable write protect by covering the write protect hole 
with opaque tape.) 

DIR DPx;MOVE/V RDOSUD661 UPDATE;DIR RDOSUD6611 

where x is the unit number of the diskette drive. 

4. Print or type out the instructions in the file UPDATE. 

5. Follow the instructions given in UPDATE to load the remaining update files. 
(An example of a portion of an UPDATE file follows. Always follow the direc
tions in the UPDATE file supplied with your update software. Use the following 
only as an example.) 
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How to Load the Update Files 

1. CRERTE R SUBDIRECTORY TO CONTRIN THE UPDATE FILES AND I'1AI<"E IT YOUR 
'(OUR CURREHT DEFRUL T DIRECTORY. 

NOTE: IF i'OU FOLLOWED THE INSTRUCTIONS ON THE UPDATE NOTICE., 
i'OU HILL HAVE ALREAD\' PERFORft1ED THESE STEPS. 

EXRftPLE: 

R (CLI READY) 
CDIR RDOSUD661 (CREATE UPDATE SUBDIRECTORY.> 

R (CLI READY'> 
DIR RDOSUD661 (ft1AI<"E I T CURRENT DEFAUL T) 

R (CLI READY'> 

2. LORD THE RPPROPRIRTE UPDATE FILES (ACCORDING TO \'OUR SYSTEft1.)~ 

CS-Ol/5/ 

R'> FOR /'tAGNETIC TAPE-
FROtf MTX., WHERE X = UNIT NUMBER "'HERE UPDATE TAPE RESIDES: 

E,'x,'RtfPLE: 

R (CLI READY) 
INIT /'tTX (INIT I'1AG TAPE LINIn 

R (CLI READY'> 
LORD,"V {'tTY.: a (FILES LOADED AND LISTED) 

R (UPDATE FILES LOADED) 

B) FOR DISKETTE-
FRO" DPX., "'HERE X = UNIT NUft1BER "'HERE UPDATE DISKETTE RESIDES: 

E,:";RtfPLE: 

R 
DIR DP,'x; 

R 
f10VE···V RDOSUD661 .. , 

tROOS.PF 

R 

(eLI READr) 
01AI<"E UPDATE DISKETTE CURRENT 
OEFAUL T DIRECTORY.> 
(eLI READY) 
(FILES 1'10(.lEO AND LISTED) 

(UPDATE FILES 1'10(.lEO) 
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How to Apply RDOS Patches 

CS-OII52 

N.B.: RDOS PATCHES /'tUST BE APPLIED TO EVERY SYSTEM THAT IS 
SYSGENED. 

PATCHING \'OUR RDOS SYSTEH INVOLVES THE FOLLQWING GENERAL STEPS: 

1. HAKE THE DIRECTORY IN WHICH YOU HAVE \'OUR RDOS 
LIBRARIES ('"SYSGEN" IN OUR EXAMPLE'> YOUR CURRENT ONE. 

2. SYSGEN A NEW SYSTEM USING THE LIBRARIES IN THIS DIRECTORY. 
BE SURE TO REQUEST A SYSTEH LOAD HAP. 

J. LINK TO THE APPROPRIATE PATCH FILE. 

4. LINK TO THE UTILITY PATCH.SV. 

5. INVOKE THE PATCH UTILITY. 

ASSUHE YOU HAVE SYSGENED AN NRDOS SYSTEM CALLED "NS\'S .... 
WHOSE LOAD HAP NAME IS "NSYS.LMH. THE FOLLOWING IS AN EXAHPLE 
OF WHAT THE PATCH PROCEDURE WOULD BE. 

EXAMPLE: 

R 
DIR SYSGEN 

R 
LINK NRDOS.PF RDOSUD661:NRDOS.PF 
----------------~---------------
R 
LINK PATCH.SV UTIL:PATCH.SV 

R 
PATCH NRDOS.PF/P NSYS/S HSYS.LM/L 

R 

('CLI READY'> 
('GET TO "S\'SGEN"'> 

(' CLI READY.> 
(LINK TO PATCH FILE'> 

(CL I READY.> 
(LINK TO PATCH. SV'> 

(CLI READY'> 
(INVOKE PATCH'> 

(PATCHES BEING INSTALLED'> 
(SYSTEH PATCHED'> 

6. THE PATCH INSTALLATIOH PROCESS MAY CONTINUE BY ASKIHG FOR 
FURTHER INFORMATION. FOR EXAMPLE, THERE MAY BE A PATCH WHICH 
ONLY A CERTAIN SET OF USERS WOULD LIKE INSTALLED. IN 
THIS CASE, YOU HUST RESPOND WITH A '1' (YES'> OR '9' (NO'> 
ANSloiER TO THE QUESTIOH: 

7. YOU HUST SAVE A COpy OF YOUR SYSGEN DIALOGUE .. LOAD MAP AND 
PATCH DIALOGUE ('. PD'> FILE IN CASE \'OU SUBHIT AN STR OR CORE 
DUHP TO DATA GENERAL FOR ANALYSIS. THIS WILL INSURE THAT DATA 
GENERAL CAH TAKE YOUR PATCHES INTO ACCOUNT "'HEN AHAU'ZING 
YOUR SYSTEM. 

8. YOU SHOULD CONTINUE TO UPDATE YOUR RDOS SYSTEHS AS 
THEY ARE GENERATED. THIS CAN BE DONE EASILY BY KEEPING THE 
DIRECTORY RDOSUD661 ON DISK UNTIL THE NEXT UPDATE OR SYSTEM 
REVISIOH IS ISSUED. 

PROBLEMS/STATUS 
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Module 11 
Exercise 1 

System Genenltion and Maintenance 11-tn 

True or False? 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

S. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

___ Befo~e you can put any RDOS system on a disc, you must fIrst initialize 
the disc with a program called the Disc Initializer. 

__ The Bootstrap Root is a program that helps bring RDOS or other 
programs into main memory for execution. 

___ You use the Starter System to load "release" software onto your disc. 

___ All the utility programs are loaded from the release medium into the 
master directory. 

___ The command that you use to invoke SYSGEN is the same, no matter 
what type of computer you are using. 

___ As long as you generate your system in a subdirectory called SYSGEN, 
it is not necessary to create links to it. 

___ The instructions for patching your system are supplied with the update 
software. 

__ ...., It is usually unnecessary to create links when you update your system. 
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Module 11 
Exercise 2 Answers 

1. True 

2. True 

3. True 

4. False 

5. False 

6. False 

7. True 

8. False 
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Files Created during System Generation 

Tuning 

In the subdirectory SYSGEN: 

systemname.SV (Executable Tailored RDOS System) 

systemname.OL (Tailored Overlays) 

systemname.LM (System Load Map) 

systemname.SG (System Generation Dialog) 

I 
-~ 

GENERATE A SYSTEM 
WITH THE TUNING FEATURE 

~ 

TURN TUNING ON 

• 
USE THE SYSTEM 

+ 
TURN TUNING OFF 

+ 
EXAMINE --.,-
sysname.TU 

CS-OJJ53 

Figura 11.8 Tuning 
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TUON 

TUOFF 

TPRINT 

Format - TUON 

Function - Start recording, in the tuning file, the number of system requests and 
system failures for: 

• Any stack 
• Any cell 
• Any buffer 
• Any system overlay 

The tuning file has the name of the current operating system with the . TU 
extension. If it doesn't exist, TUON creates it. 

Format - TUOFF 

Function - Stop recording in the tuning file. This command does not delete the 
tuning file. 

Format - TPRINT [sysname] 

Function - Print the tuning file for sysname. You need not specify sysname. 

If you omit switches, tuning file information is printed on the console and informa
tion on overlays is omitted. 

Global Switches 

/ L - Print the tuning file on the line printer. 
/0- Print the overlay frequency report. 

• Before turning tuning on, delete tuning file of previous system with the same 
name. 

• Do not delete tuning file while tuning is on. 
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E,ample Tuning "Report 

,-I-
I 
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CS·01/54 
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.", 

,,_/ 

Tuned SYSGEN 
1~ Start recording information in the tuning file systemname. TU 

(i.e., OLDSYS.TU). 

TUONl 
R 

2. Run your system long enough to give the tuning file adequate information on 
your application's requirements. Take all the time you need (even days or 
weeks). 

3. Turn off tuning. 

TUOFF 1 
R 

4. Make the system generation subdirectory the current directory. Link to the tun-
ing file, which resides in the master directory. 

DIR SYSGEN 1 
R 
LINK OLDSYS.TU/21 (or equivalent system name) 
R 

5. Generate a tuned system: 

General Form: 

tBSYSGEN} . ~ 

NSYSGEN newsysnamelS oiddiaiogfiielA newdiaiogfiielV tuningfilelT ioadmapjiielL 
SYSGEN 

Example: 

NSYSGEN NEWSYS.(SV/S,SG/V,LM/L) OLDSYS.(TU/T.9G/A) 1 

6. Wait for the R prompt then get a copy of the new SYSGEN dialog. 

R 
PRINT NEWSYS.SG 1 (or TYPE NEWSYS.SG) 
R 

7. Be sure to delete the old tuning report. 

DELETE/V OLDSYS.TU 1 
DELETED OLDSYS. TV 
R 

8. Now create links in the master directory to the .SV and .OL files. 

OIR %MDIR% 1 
R 
LINK NEWSYS.SV SYSGEN:NEWSYS.SV 1 
R 
LINK NEWSYS.OL SYSGEN:NEWSYS.OL 1 
R 

9. Now you can boot the new system. j '--" 

BOOT NEWSYS 1 
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Abnormal Conditions 

Human Errors 
Someone turns off the power to the CPU or master directory disc drive, or presses 
the front panel STOP before releasing the master directory. 

s~ ,tern Errors 
Trap - Violation of MAP, system displays message. 

Exceptional Status* - System displays an error message. 

Crash* - No message displayed. 

*May require full initialization of all discs that were initialized at the time of the 
failure. 

Loss of Disc Integrity 
• Incorrect information in MAP.DR or SYS.SR. 

• Prevent catastrophic loss of data by backing up disc. 

Failure to Release the Master Directory 

Problem - Abnormal shutdown (power off or STOP before releasing maste'r 
directory). 

Solution 

1. Rehome the Disc Read/Write Heads. Toggle the disc switch to go from READY 
state, to LOAD state, back to READY state. 

2. Reboot: PARTITION IN USE - TYPE C to CONTINUE 
C 

3. CLEAR 

Format - CLEAR Uilename} . . . jilenamenl 

Function - Clear the file use count to zero in one or more filenames. The 
command can be issued only from the background CLI when no foreground 
program is running. 

Global Switches 

I A - Clear use count in all files in current directory except CLI.Ol, CLI.ER, 
sysname.Ol, sysname.TU and lOG.CM. 

10 - Set device use counts to zero (RDOS). 

IV - Verify files cleared on the console. (Used with I A.) 
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From each directory that was open: 

CLEAR/A/V/D 1 
CLEAR/V CLI.(OL,ER) J 

From the appropriate directories: 

CLEAR/V systemname.OL 1 
CLEAR/V systemname.TU 1 
CLEAR/V LOG.CM 1 

System Errors 
Traps 

• Violation of MAP 
• (F)BREAK.SV created in the current directory 

(Use the CLl FPRINT command.) 
• Message Fc;>rmat - TRAP PC ACO AC 1 AC2 AC3 

Exceptional Status (Panic) 

• Message Format - 000015 177777 000011 037500 110010 
ACO AC 1 AC2 AC3 error code 

• Error Code - First digit = 1: System call caused failure. 
First digit = 0: Other software or hardware failure. 
(See RDOSIDOS User's Handbook for error code meanings.) 

• Produce a core dump. 

Crash (Hang) 

• No message 
• First try CTRL-A, CTRL-C, CTRL-Q, or CTRL-F 
• Force a core dump: 

1. Press STOP on the front panel. 

2. Record the contents of ac's pc, ion, user mode, carry using the front panel 
switches and lights. 

3. Press RESET. 

4. Enter 11 in the data switches. 

5. Lift EXAMINE, note the number returned in the data lights. 

6. Enter that number in the data switches. 

7. Lift CONTINUE. 

8. The contents of the carry and ac's are displayed on console. 

9. Produce a core dump. / 

ftt-- f Pr" I Frf..··'t-

'd or; p P fJ p(Jt't"/ vt(1l? (J(J(/ 

~ tn~ ~ ~ 4--1 

0006111 t?'\)\'),:~<t V01l kq.{) 

"tlv OIH) 
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Exceptional Status and Crash Information Needed by Data General 

• Record the machine state (ac, pc. carry, ion, etc.). 
• Produce a core dump to magnetic tape or diskette. 
• Complete a software trouble report (STR). 
• SYSGEN dialog. 
• Update dialog. 
• System load map. 
• Documentation describing events prior to the failure. 

After System Error 

1. Rehome disc heads. 
2. Reboot the system. 
3. Clear file use counts. 

Producing a Core Dump 
Line Printer Dump 

• Press CONTINUE twice. 

The line printer dump has three parts: the left colunm shows a memory address, 
the middle eight colunms show the contents of each word in the address, and 
the right colunm shows the ASCII value (if any) of each byte in the address. 

Magnetic Tape Dump 
To dump to magnetic tape, follow these steps: 

1. Select unit 3 on a magnetic tape drive, and make sure no other drive has this 
number. Mount a blank tape (300 ft or more), with ring in, on this drive. Then 
press drive switches LOAD and ON LINE. 

2. Press the CPU switch CONTINUE. The dump program then displays the 
message READY? 

3. Press the CPU switch CONTINUE again. The dump program then" copies all 
memory address to the tape, and displays the message DONE, then READY on 
the console. To stop the program, press CPU switch STOP; to produce another 
dump, RESET and UNLOAD the tape with drive switches, mount another tape 
and execute Steps 2 and 3 again. 

4. If you have forgotten a step, the program displays the message ERROR, then 
READY? Execute the step and press the CPU switch CONTINUE. 

The magnetic tape cannot be copied under RDOS. 
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Diskette Dump 
1. If you are using single-density diskettes, select unit 3 on a diskette drive, and 

make sure no other drive connected to this controller has the same number. If 
you are using double-density diskettes you will use the unit number you 
requested at SYSGEN. 

2. Tape the write-protect hole of a Data General diskette (or other diskette that has 
been hardware formatted); insert this diskette "in the drive. Shut the door and 
tum the diskette drive ON. 

3. Press CPU switch CONTINUE. The dump program then displays the message 
READY? 

4. Press the CPU switch CONTINUE agliin. The dump routine copies memory to 
the diskette; if it displays the messages DONE and READY, go to Step 6. 

S. If all addresses won't fit on one diskette, the program displays the message 
REPLACE, then READY? Open the diskette door, remove the diskette, insert 
another hardware-formatted diskette in the drive, and close the door. Press the 
CPU switch CONTINUE. The program then copies the rest of memory to the 
second diskette, and displays the message DONE and READY? 

6. The diskette dump is complete. To stop the program, press the CPU switch 
STOP; to produce another dump, remove the diskette, then execute Steps 3, 4, 
and S again. 

7. If you have forgotten a step, the program displays the message ERROR, then 
READY? Execute the step and press CONTINUE. . 

The diskette dump cannot be copied under RDOS. 

Loss of Disc Integrity 
• Incorrect information written into MAP.DR or SYS.DR. 
• Prevention: Back up disc data onto another storage medium. 

BURST - Back up a disc onto mag tape or another disc. 
DBURST - Back up disc onto diskettes. 

1. Read either: 
The Disc Back-up Utility - BURST, beginning on page 11-77. 
The Disc Back-up Utility - DBURST, beginning on page 11-80. 

2. Do the Lab Exercise. 

3. Take the Module Quiz. 

Stop the audiocassette tape now, and read the text and do the lab and Module QUiz 
as instructed. 

'_/ 
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The Disc Back-up Utility - BURST 

BURST is a standalone utility for dumping disc images to tape and reloading them. 
It can also copy from disc to disc. Since it bypasses the RDOS me system, it offers 
greater speed than the CLI DUMP or FDUMP. 

Commands 

DUMP - Dump a disc image to tape. 
LOAD - Load a disc image from tape. 
DUPLICATE - Write a disc image to another disc of the same type. 
VERIFY - Read a tape dump to verify that there are no bad tape records. 

BURST will not: 

• List dumped meso 
• Selectively dump or load meso 
• Load a disc image from one type of disc to another type. 

To determine approximately how many tape reels you will need to dump your disc, 
enter the DISK command while running under the CLI. Use the information ' 
returned and the table below to determine the approximate number of tape 
reels required. 

Table 11.P Amount of Tep. N ..... to Back Up Your Disc 

Tap. R_I Length Number of DIK Blocks 
1ft) luNd and allocated) 

300 ,5.EKlO 

EKlO 11.200 

2.400 44.800 

Instructions for Use 

• BURST resides in the UTlL directory. Create a link to it in the 
master directory. 

DIR %MDIR%l 
R 
LINK BURST.SV UTIL:BURST.SV 1 
R 

• Boot BURST either a. from the CLl, or b. from Cold Start. 

a. Type: BOOT BURST 1 
b. Press program load on front panel, then type BURST in response to 
FILENAME? 
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In either case, BURST will display: 

** DISK BACKUP/RESTORE - REV. XX.xx ** 
COMMAND? 

• Respond with the appropriate command (DUMP, LOAD, DUPLICATE, VERIFY) 
followed by a carriage return. 

Using the Dump Command 
• Respond to the COM.~ND? question by typing DUMP. The program asks: 

INPUT DISK UNIT? 

• Respond with the unit name (i.e., DPO, DZ3, DPOF). The program then asks: 

MAGTAPE UNIT? 

• Respond with the name of the unit on which you wish to dump the disc 
(i.e., MTO). The program will then ask: 

SECOND MAGTAPE UNIT (HIT RETURN FOR NONE)? 

• If you are dumping to alternate mag tape units, enter the second unit name 
(i.e., MT1). If you are dumping to a single unit press RETURN. The program 
will then prompt: 

I AM ABOUT TO COpy Dxx TO MTx:n. 
SHALL I CONTINUE? 

• If you are entered the proper units type Y, if not, type any other key to restart. 
• If you hit Y, the program begins dumping your disc to tape!. 
• If you are dumping to a single unit, when the end of the tape is detected, the 

program will rewind the tape and prompt: 

MOUNT NEXT REEL, STRIKE KEY WHEN READY 

When the tape is finished rewinding, replace it with the next reel and strike any 
key to continue the dump. 

• If you are dumping to alternate units. when the end of the first tape is detected, 
the program will rewind the reel and begin dumping to the alternate unit. When 
the end of the tape is detected on the alternate unit, the program will expect the 
next reel to be ready on the primary unit. If the first tape was left on the 
primary. unit, the program will overwrite it. For this reason you should monitor 
your backup carefully, if you are dumping to multiple units. 

• When the dump is complete, the program will issue the message: 

***DISK TO TAPE DUMP COMPLETE**· 

U sing the Load and Duplicate Commands 
These commands cause the program to ask roughly the same questions as the dump 
command does, but in a different order. Respond appropriately as described above. 
If during the LOADing process, BURST specifies that it was unable to restore 
certain blocks on the disc, record the list of these block numbers and use another 
utility program OWNER.SV to determine which files were using these blocks 
on the disc. 

-----' 
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lJsing the Verify Command 
This command is used to test your dump tape and report any bad records. The use 
of this command is valid only if you leave the DUMPed disc in its drive, and 
perform the verification immediately after your dump. If you use this command, it 
will greatly improve your chances of LOADING your dump without errors. 

Note: If you have only one disc available for use in your system, and that disc's 
structure is destroyed, you should bring up BOOTSYS on your disc by loading file 2 
on your release tape and request a fuIlINIT. When BOOTSYS and the CLI have 
been loaded, you may load BURST off of file 6, and boot BURST to load your 
backup. (See your release notice for a list of error messages issued by BURST.) 

Using OWNER.SV 
OWNER is a standalone utility for use with BURST for determining to which fIles 
any blocks lost during a BURST restore belong. 

• OWNER resides in the UTIL directory. Create a link to it in the 
master directory. 

DIR %MDIR%l 
R 
LINK OWNER.SV UTIL:OWNER.SV 1 
R 

• Boot OWNER either a. from the CLI, or b. from Cold Start. 

a. Type: BOOT OWNER 
b. Press program load on front panel, then type OWNER in response to 
FILENAME? 

In either case, OWNER will display: 
"DISK BLOCK OWNER - REV XX.xx ** 
COMMAND? 

• Respond by typing OWNER. The program will then ask: 

INPUT DISK UNIT? 

• Type the name of the disc on which you wish to determine which fIles have been 
degraded by the loss of blocks during disc restoration. The program will then 
ask for the lost blocks you want to check. The program asks: 

BLOCK NUMBER (TYPE RETURN TO STOP)? 

• Enter a block number. The above Question is repeated until you press RETURN 
without a preceding block number. A maximum of 20 block numbers may be 
entered at one time. The program will display the fIles to which the bad blocks 
belong. 
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The Disc Back-Up Utility - DBURST 
DBURST is a standalone back-up utility for disc Models 6099 and 6103 using 
diskettes as a back-up medium. You may use this program to save the contents of 
your 6099/6103 fixed disc on either single- or double-density diskettes. 

Commands 

DUMP - Dump a disc image to tape. 
LOAD - Load a disc image from tape. 
OWNER - Report the name of the file in which a bad block was found. 

DBURST will not: 

• List dumped files. 
• Selectively dump or load files . 
• Load a disc image from one type of disc to another type. 

The table below lists the number of diskettes you will need to back up your disc. 

Tab .. 11.Q Number of Disk.u .. Needed to Back Up Your Disc 

Number of 8030 Number of 8017 
To Beck Up Diskett .. Diskett .. 

6099 42 10 

6103 84 20 

Due to the -large number of diskettes required, it is suggested that they be numbered 
and used in numerical order to produce the back-up dump. The diskette must be 
loaded in exactly the same sequence to restore the disc, if it should be necessary. 

Instructions for Use 

• DBURST resides in the UTIL directory. Create a link to it in the 
master directory. 

DIR %MDIR%l 
R 
LINK DBURST.SV UTIL:DBURST.SV 1 
R 

• Boot DSURST either a. from the CLI, or b. from Cold Start. 

a. Type: BOOT DBURST 1 
b. Press program load on front panel, then type BURST in response to 
FILENAME? 

In either case, DBURST will display: 

**6099 DISK BACKUP/RESTORE - REV xx.xx·· 
COMMAND? 

• Respond with appropriate command (DUMP, LOAD, OWNER) followed by a 
carriage return. 
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Using the Dump Command 
• Respond to the COMMAND? question by typing DUMP. 

The program then asks: 

INPUT DISK NAME? 

• Respond with the disc unit name (Le ... DPO). The program then asks: 

DISKETTE UNIT? 

• You should respond with the unit name to which you wish to dump the disc 
(i.e., DP1). The program will then prompt: 

I AM ABOUT TO COpy Dxx TO Dxx 
SHALL I CONTINUE? (TYPE "Y" TO PROCEED) 

• If you have entered the proper units, type Y, if not strike any other key to 
restart. If you enter Y, the program will begin dumping. When the end of the 
first diskette is reached, the program will prompt: 

LOAD DISKETTE xu, (STRIKE "R" WHEN READY) 

• Here, xxx. is the diskette number sequence in octal. Replace the current diskette 
with the next one. When you strike R, the dump will continue. Keep loading 
diskettes as needed until the program issues the message: 

DO YOU WISH TO VERIFY YOUR DUMP? (TYPE "Y" TO PROCEED) 

• It is strongly recommended that you verify your dump, since media errors are 
more likely to be detected when verifying, than when dumping. This will be 
your only opportunity to verify your dump. If you wish to have your dump 
verified, type Y, otherwise strike any other key. If you type Y, the 
program will display: 

"·DISKETTE VERIFICA TION COMPLETE··· 

Otherwise, the program displays: 

···DISK TO DISKETTE DUMP COMPLETE"· 

Using tbe Load Command 
This command will cause the program to ask. roughly the same questions as the 
DUMP command, but in a different order. Respond appropriately as described 
above. If during the LOAD process, DBURST specifies that it was unable to restore 
certain blocks on disc, record a list of these block numbers and use the OWNER 
command to determine which files were using these blocks. (See your release notice 
for error messages issued by DBURST.) 
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Module 11 
Lab Exercise 

If you generated STUDENTSYS in Module 3, you can turn tuning on and exercise 
your system. Create some files, do some editing, and develop and execute some 
programs to provide data for the tuning report. Then, turn tuning off and print the 
tuning report. 

You can also generate another system that is tailored to your configuration. You 
can skip the steps that initialize your disc and load the release files. Just make 
SYSGEN your current directory, and invoke the SYSGEN program using a name 
other than STUDENTSYS. This time update your system according to your update 
documentation. 

______ ' I 

/ 
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List the six major steps involved in the installation and maintenance of an RDOS 
system. 

1. __________________________________ __ 

2. __________________ ~ ______________ __ 

3. ________________________ ~ ________ __ 
4. __________________________________ __ 

5. __________________________________ __ 

6. __________________________________ __ 

List the three kinds of multiplexors supported by RDOS. 
7. __________________________________ __ 

8. __________________________________ __ 

9. __________________________________ __ 

Match the following four files created by SYSGEN with their correct definitions. 

10. systemname.SG a. The executable system 
11. systemname.LM b. SYSGEN dialog 

c. The system's load map 
12. systemname.OL d. The system's overlays 
13. systemname.SV 

Match the following utilities with the function they perform. 

14. DBURST a. Backs up a disc onto magnetic tape. 
b. Backs up a disc onto diskettes. 
c. Determines the files in which bad blocks were found. 

15. __ 0WNER 

16. BURST 

Match the following I/O operations with their correct definitions. 

17. SPOOLing 

18. Direct Block 

19. Buffered 

a. Transfers data between memory and disc. 
b. Information transferred between memory and disc is temporarily stored in a 

system buffer. 
c. Information is stored in a temporary file on disc until a slow device is ready to 

receive it. 
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Match the following CLI commands with the function they perform. 

20. __ BSYSGEN 
NSYSGEN 
SYSGEN 

21. __ TUPRINT 

22. CLEAR 

23. SPKILL 

24. SPOIS 

25. SPEBL 

26. TUON 

27. TUOFF 

a. Perform system generation 
b. Stop spooling 
c. Disable spooling 
d. Enable spooling 
e. Tum tuning off 
f. Tum tuning on 
g. Print the tuning file 
h. Reset a file's use count to zero 

Complete the following sentences. 

28. The feature allows ROOS to monitor its own efficiency, 
29. and it reports the results in the ____________ _ 

30. A occurs when a request for a system stack, cell, or 
buffer cannot be granted because that resource is not available. 

31. The program that generates a custom-built system is called ______ --

32. Data General supplies ________ , which will update the operation 
of ROOS. 

33. The is a skeleton version of ROOS, which 
will run on any configuration that will support ROOS. 

34. A is a request to ROOS for use of its resources. 

35. When you boot ROOS it comes up in background and invokes the CLI 
on the console. 

36. A mapped system often has a console that operates in 
the foreground. It is independent of any multiplexor. 

37. The execution path of a set of instructions generated by a system call 
is called a ____________ _ 

38. The procedure used to get a copy of memory after a system failure is 
called a _____________ _ 

39. If you want Data General to analyze your system failure, you may be asked to 
fill out a report called _________________ _ 

40. ROOS uses system and _______ _ 
41. to service each system task. 

42. RDOS uses system to receive system overlays and as 
temporary storage locations during 110. 

\ 

J 
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Match the following conditions that halt processing with their correct definition. 

43. Crash a. Processing stops. no message displayed 
44. Exceptional Status 

45. Trap 

b. Processing stops. usually a violation of MAP 
c. Processing stops. error message displayed 

Given the following' example configuration. answer the questions below. You would 
normally encounter these questions during installation of a system tailored to this 
configuration. You may refer back to the documentation in the Student Guide when 
answering these questions. 

The configuration consists of a mapped ECLIPSE C/330 with 256K words of 
memory. There are two discs and two magnetic tape transports. One of the disc 
drives is a Model 6060 top-loader on its own controller. You want to install the 
system on a formatted disc pack. which is already in this drive. The second disc 
drive is a Model 6045 top-loader with a lower fixed disc; it too is on its own 
controller. There is currently no disc cartridge in this drive. The two mag tape 
transports share a primary controller. There are two soft-copy consoles in this 
system. and there is a single data channel line printer. Generate your system so that, 
in case of system failure, you will be able to send Data General the required 
information. 

46. What flavor of RDOS do you need? . 

47. When you load the disc initializer from mag tape. it asks DISK DRIVE 
MODEL NUMBER? What do you type? 

48. It then asks DISK UNIT? What do you type? 

49. It then prompts COMMAND? What do you type? 

50. Assume that you have now initialized the disc, installed the bootstrap root, the 
starter system, and the system generation programs. You're in the master 
directory; name the three CLI commands that will load the utility programs 
correctly. 

51. You've loaded all the release files. Now name the CLI command that will 
. invoke the system generation program. Call your system QUIZ. 

52. The system generation program asks: PROCESSOR TYPE? (" 1" = C/300 
"2" = C/330 "3" = C/350); what do you type? 

53. When the system generation program asks NUMBER OF NOVADISK 
CONTROLLERS (0-2), what do you type? 

T 
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54. When the system generation program asks NUMBER OF 6060/606116067/6122 
DISK CONTROLLERS (0-2), what do you type? 

55. When the system generation program asks NUMBER OF OTHER TYPES OF 
MOVING HEAD CONTROLLERS (0-2), what do you type? 

56. When the system generation program asks ENTER NUMBER OF EXTRA 
BUFFERS REQUIRED (0-63), what is the recommended response? 

57. When the system generation program asks ENTER NUMBER OF 
CONTROLLERS FOR MT A (0-2), what do you type? 

58. The system then asks DEVICE PRIMARY ("0") OR SECONDARY (" I")? 
What do you type? 

59. The program next asks ENTER NUMBER OF DEVICES FOR CONTROLLER 
#1 (1-8)? What do you type? 

60. Later the program asks QTY? ("0" = NO "1" = YES). What do you type? 

61. Later the program asks SECOND TTY? ("0" = NO "1" = YES). 
What do you type? 

62. The program then asks CORE DUMP FACILITY? ("0" = NO "I" = LPT 
"2" = MTA "3" = 6030 "4" = 6097). What do you type? 

Check your answers with those given in Appendix A: Quiz Answers. Score one 
point for each correct answer. The maximum score is 62 points. Mastery level is 50 
points. If you achieve the mastery level, you have completed this course. Otherwise, 
review the material presented in this module. 



Module 2 
1. the CPU 

Memory System 
I/O System 

2. bit 

3. page 

4. Read/Write 

S. CLI 

6. tracks 

7. reset 

8. R 

9. Core 

10. Semiconductor 

11. byte 

12. Product Release Notice 

13. binary 

14. file 

IS. Foreground-Background 

16. octal 

17. Read-Only Memory or ROM 

18. PC or program counter 

19. IR or instruction register 

20. arithmetic/logic 

21. primary controller 
secondary controller 

22. flavors 

23. direct program 

Quiz Answers 

Appendix A 
"Quiz Answers 
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Module 4 

24. MAP 

25. address 

26. Fixed-head 

27. Movina-head 

28. Utility 

29. data channel 

30. device code 

31. multiplexor 

32. word 

33. system generation 

34. control 

3S. accumulators 

36. controller 

37. ASCII 

38. baud rate 

39. tuning 

40. Magnetic tape drives 

41. Disc drives 

42. front panel 
programmed 

43.0n/Off 

44. lock 

45. data switches 

46. program load 

L a. Power up equipment. 
b. Load the disc that contains the ROOS system. 
c. Boot the system. 

2. bootstrapping 

3. system (or programmed) 

4. bootstrap loader 

S. ALPHA LOCK KEY 

6. RELEASE ltfoMDIR Itfo 

~. 

, 
,~E; 
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7. A. Hardware Data Switches 
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Figure 4.7 Front Panel - ECLIPSE 

What should you enter in response to the prompt: 

FILENAME? QUIZSYS 1 

B. Programmed Console 

Indicate what must be entered to perform an automatic program load: . 

1100033L 

What should you enter in response to the prompt: 

FILENAME? QUIZSYS 1 

I. CLI response: 07-04-80 

Explanation: SDA Y sets the system date to July 4, 1980, and the MESSAGE 
command is used with a CLI variable to display that date. ' 

2. CLI response: R 

Explanation: The words "THIS IS A TEST" are sent to the line printer. 

3. CLI response: FILE ALREADY EXISTS: TESTI 

Explanation: The IB switch is needed to append information to an existing file. 

4. CLI response: I'M FILE TWO 

Explanation: The commercial at signs cause CLI to access the contents of file 
ONE, which is the fllename TWO. 

5. CLI response: DELETED FI 
DELETED F2 

Explanation: A macro is created and then executed. The macro creates FI and 
F2, then deletes them both. 
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~/ 

6. b 

7. i 

8. j 

9. k 

10. h 

11. g 

12. m 

13. s 

14. d 

IS.o 

16. z 

17. c 

18. t 

19. a 

20. y 

21. x 

22. r ~' 

23. e 

24. u 

25. 1 

26. p 

27. f 

28. v 

29. n 

30. w 

31. q 
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32. argument 

33. macro 

34. indirect 

35. global 

36. local 

37. LOG.CM 

3S. CLI variables 

Module 6 
I.j 

2. f 

3.q 

4. g 

5. r 

6. w 

7. u 

8. n 

9. t 

10.0 

11. a 

12. m 

13. s 

14. i 

15. h 

16. b 

17. 1 

IS. e 

19. k 

20. d 

21. v 

22. p 

23. c 

24. a 

25. a 
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26. b 

27. c 

28. a 

29. b 

30. a 

31. b 

32. c 

33. b,c 

34. c 

35. a,b,c 

36. a,b 

37. initialization 

38. logical block address 

39. master directory 

40. resolution file 

41. characteristics 

42. attributes 

43. link entry 

44. SYS.DR 

45. User File Description (UFO) 

46. MAP.DR 

47. Hash value offset 

48. current directory 

49. dump 

50. copy 

51. Disc editor 

52. frame size 

53. templates 

54. block 

55. directory specifier 

56. logical end of tape 
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1. 1 

2. h 

3. b 

4.q 

5.u 

6.n 

7.z 

8. c 

9. f 

to. d 

11. m 

12. p 

13.0 

14. a 

15. i 

16. j 

17. r 

18. v 

19. t 

20. s 

21. k 

22.g 

23. e 

24. w 

25. x 

26. y 

27. d 

28. a 

29. c 

30. b 

31. e 

32. Invoke SPEED 

33. If an input file exists, open it 

Quiz Answers A-7 
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Module 8 

34. Open an output file 

35. Yank a portion of text into the buffer 

36. Insert/modify text . 

37. Put text to output file 

38. Close files 

39. Exit from SPEED 

40. Character pointer (CP) 

41. Edit buffer 

42. Escape or Alt mode 

43. Yank 

44. Put 

1. Compiler 

2. Assembler 

3. relocatable object code 

4. listfile 

5. translator 

6. Text 

7. interpreter . 

8. relocatable loader, or RLDR 

9. relocatable object format 

10. save file 

11.loadmap 

12. save format 

13. library file 

14. SYS.LB 

15. Relocatable object file, output from translator 

16. Executable, save file, output from RLDR 

17. library file, collection of relocatable object files 

18. a. FORT TEST 
b. MAC TEST SLPT /L or MAC TEST STTO/L 

19. FORTRAN: RLDR TEST FORT.LB 
Assembly: RLDR TEST 

'\ 
1 
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Module 10 

20. TEST 

21. a. BASIC 
b. LIST TEST 
c. ENTER TEST 
d.RUN 

1. a,c,d 

2. b,d 

3. a,b,c 

4. a,b,c,d 

S. a,c,d 

6. True 

7. False 

8. True 

9. True 

to. False 

11. True 

12. True 

13. physical address page 67, offset 2 

14. physical 

15. logical 

16. logical 

17., 18. remapping, logically 

19. MMPU or Memory Management and Protection Unit 

20. MAP or Memory Allocation and Protection Unit 

21. memory node 

22. extended memory 

23. I/O instructions prohibited 

24. Address Validity Protection 

1. True 

2. True 

3. False 

Quiz AnsWlll'S A-9 
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4. True 

5. False 

6. True 

7. False 

8. False 

9. True 

10. True 

11. GMEN 

12. SMEM 

13. EXFG 

14. FRGD 

15. CTRL-F 

16. $TTIl 

17. $TTOI 

18. FLOG.CM 

Module 11 
1. Determine the correct RDOS flavor. 

2. Install the starter system. 

3. Perform system generation. 

4. Update (patch) the system. 

5. Use the system. 

6. Tune the system. 

7., 8.,9. Asynchronous Line Multiplexor (ALM), Asynchronous Communications 
Multiplexor (QTY), Universal Line Multiplexor (ULM) 

10. b 

11. c 

12. d 

13. a 

14. b 

15. c 

16. a 



17. c 

18. b 

19. a 

20. a 

21. g 

22. h 

23. b 

24. c 

25. d 

26. f 

27. e 

28., 29. tuning, tuning report (file) 

30. fault 

31. SYSGEN 

32. patch 

33. starter system 

34. system call 

35. primary 

36. secondary 

37. system task 

38. core dump 

39. software trouble report (STR) 

40.,41. stacks, cells 

42. buffers 

43. a 

44. c 

45. b 

46. ZROOS 1 

47.6060l 

.48. DZO 1 

49. FULL 1 

Qujz AI1SWIIS A-11 
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50. CDIR UTIL 1 
DIR UTIL t 
LOAO/V MTO:61 

51. BSYSGEN QUIZ.(SV/S SG/V LM/L)l 

52.21 

53. 01 or 1 

54. 11 

55. 11 

56.81 

57. 11 

58.01 or 1 

59.21 

60.01 or 1 

61. 11 

62.21 

I 
'~ 
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Appendix B. 

110 Device Codes 

Device 
Code 

(Octal) Device 

00 Power fail 
01" Writeable control store 
02" Error checking and correction 
03" Memory Allocation and Protection 
01 + Multiply/Divide 
02+ Memory Management and Protection Unit 
02 .... + 
03+ Memory Allocation and Protection 
04+ 
05 
06 Multiprocessor adapter transmitter 
07 Multiprocessor adapter receiver 
\0 Teletype input 
11 Teletype output 
12 Paper tape reader 
13 Paper tape punch ! 

14 Real time clock option 
15 Incremental plotter 
16 Card reader 
17 Line printer 
20 Fixed head disc 
21 AID converter ! 

22 Magnetic tape 
23 0/ A converter 
24 Data communications multiplexor 
25 
26 
27 Moving-head disc d~ive (multi-platter pack) 
30 Asynchronous hardware multiplexor 
31'"* IBM 360/370 interface 
32 IBM 360/370 interface 
33 Moving-head disc 
34 Cassette tape 
34'"* Multiline asynchronou5 controller 
35 Multiline asynchronous controller 
36 Interprocessor bus - half-duplex 
37 IPB watchdog timer 
40 IPB full-duplex input 
41 IPB full-duplex output 
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Deyice 
Code 

(Octal) Deyice 

40++ Synchronous communication receiver 
41# Synchronous communication transmitter 
42 Digital 110 
43 Digital I/O timer 
44 Modem control for multiline asynchronous controller 
45 
46 Second multiprocessor transmitter 
47 Second multiprocessor receiver 
50 Second teletype input 
51 Second teletype output 
52 Second paper tape reader 
53 Second paper tape punch 
54 Second real time clock option 
55 Second incremental plotter 
56 Second card reader 
57 Second line printer 
60 Second fixed-head disc 
61 AID converter 
62 Second magnetic tape 
63 D/ A converter 
64**+ 
65 + Alternate location for floating point 
66+ 
67 
70 Second asynchronous hardware multiplexor 
70 Second synchronous line adapter 
71** Second IBM 360/370 interface 
72 Second IBM 360/370 interface 
73 Second moving-head disc 
74 Second cassette tape 
74** Second multiline asynchronous controller 
75 
75*+ 
75 + Floating point 
76+ 
77 Central processor and console functions 

• ECLIPSE computer only 
+ NOVA line computers only 
•• Code returned by INT A and used by VCT for ECLIPSE computer 

+ + May be set up with any unused even device code 40 or greater 
# May be set up with any unused odd device code 41 or greater 
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'101110' IIA SOH \ 
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3 10011 03 ! Ie ETX 1 
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6100.1 0611F ACK 1 
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Appendix C 

ASCII Character Set 
.,. 

DlC ..... 0('. '4& 5·~ 

132 1040120! .. • .. 1 
\33 10411 21 I ! 1 

34 \ 042 \ 22 1..::. .. 1 
35\041123\ #1 
36 1044\ 241 s 1 
37 104,1 25 I .. I 
38 10461 26 \ & 1 
39 10471 27 ! .:..1 
4010501 28 1 ( 
41 10511 29\ ) 

42 10521 2A I • 
43 I 05] I 28 I + 1 
44 \0541 2C I .. ' 1 
45 1055\ 20 \ - I 
46 1056\ 2E 1..:.. •. 1 

\47\0S7\2F II I 
48 1060\ 30 \ 0 I 
49 10611 31 I 1 I 
!to 1.2\ 32 \ 2 

511.1\ 331 1 
52 10641 341 4 
53 1.51 35 I 5 

54 10661 36 I 6 

\ 55 1.71 37 I 7 

156 107o\38ja 
I 57 I 071\ 39 I 9 

\sa\onI3AI: 
I 59 101)1 38 I ; 
160 10741 JC I < 
1611015130 I -
162 10761 3£ I < 
\ 63 I 0771 3F I f 

16411118140 I-

66 1,021 42 I I 
671101\ 43 I C 

681'041 441 0 
69! 1051 45 : E 

7011061 46 F 
L2iJi!7 1 47 (; 

1721110]48 H 
1731111149 I 

I 74111214A '\ 
I 7S I III I 48 I I( \ 
[7611141 4C I L I 
\ /1 Insl 40 M 1 
\ 78 \1161 4£ N 

I 79 11171 4F 0 

8011201 so , 

81]121151 Q 

82\ 122152 1 
83 11211 53 5 

841124154 T 

I 85 Iml 5S I U 

8611261561 V 

8711271571 w 

881nol 58l x 
891m I 59 I y 

9011]21 SAl z 

91 lml 581 I 

92 11341 5C I \ 
9311351 SO I I 
94 11~ I 5£ \1"'" I 
95 Iml SF 1::-_1 
961,40160 \ ; .. ~ •• I 

.,. 
:)Ie .... Q(...... ... ,.",. 
197 ! 1411 61 I • \ 
198 1142\62 I b I 
199 1,431 63: c 

\10011441 641 d 

1,0,11451 65 \ e 

1'0211461661 
103\1471 671 I 

1041150168\ h 

1051151\691 
1061152\ 6A I 
1071ml 681 .. 
108\15416C I I 

1091155160 I 1ft 

110!15616£ In \ 
1ft! 1571 6F I 0 \ 

1121,601 70 I pi 
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Modem Support under RDOS 

Modems 0-1 

Appendix D 

Modems 

Data General provides a modem control interface on some of its asynchronous 
multiplexors. This allows for software written to handle these multiplexors to con
trol a number of different asynchronous modems. These modems must support a 
subset of the EIA RS-232C interface standard. 

The modem must supply the following signals: 

• Receive Data 

• Clear to Send (may be strapped to DSR or RTS) 

• Ring Indicator 

• Either Carrier Detect or Data Set Ready (see below) 

Any signal not active, but wired in the interface cable, should be properly ter
minated to avoid false activation. 

The modem must be fully operative by controlling only the following signals: 

• Transmit Data 

• Request to Send 

• Data Terminal Ready 

In situations where the modem is used to allow remote consoles to be connected to 
a DO system via the bell switched voice network, the following requirements must 
be met: 

• Full-Duplex Capability 

• Auto-Answer Capability 

• Equal Transmit and Receive Data Rates 

• Data Terminal Ready Low Forcing Disconnect 



• 

D.~2 

.t,;.<,' 
\ ...... 

Modems' 

If you use the "Standard Modem Timer"so{twareoption (Rev 6.6 + ), the modem 
must supply carrier detect. This is necessarY" for the proper handling of con
nect/dis'~onnect procedures by RPO~. (f,' '\"f\':~ , .. 

If you do not use the "Standard Modem.1;irner~' software package (Rev 6.6 +); 
J' '. '. '., • .- <1.01':'" ,~.; " 

these signals must also be provided':;,.j'i~ I;:. .," -', . 
Of • ~ , 1,,'.\ .. ,:.. ,~-, 

• Data set ready high after ccu:rier ~~~~~~{"1 
• i'Data set ready low after disconn~t,rr 

The modem must be able to f~ize a~isconnect and drop data set ready. 
Lqs.s~,?f carrier detect is not s\lm.~jent to-determine when to drop data set ready. 
BeUmodem& use direct current on:thephone line as an indication of a discon-

,: nect, and thus drop data set re~" If the,modem does. not provide this func
tion, the line will appear busy lQJhc:.ne.xt caller if the previous caller has hung 
up. 

,Optio,ns Not Supported 
"Long" or "Short" space disconnect" 

""!'" "'-:r-, .q' • 
• Auto-call unit 

UnbDp0!'1ant Options 
III. Voice Mode 

'-"'. " .' 

• Keyset Controls J 

, . ) 

• Originate Mode (depending on your overall requirements) 

The form of the hang-up notification gerU to line 64 is as follows: 

0'" 1 2 3 4 5, 6 1>'8':"·9; 1'03't,t!::'12 13 14 15 

LINE NUMBER TO Jo I Qrto'l 0 10 10 I 0 I 
CS:'p~J57 

'-j.' ' 

and will be returned in AC2. 

During system generation, if either ALM or ULM is selected, you will be asked: 

ARE THERE ANY MODEMS? (HO" = NO "}" = YES) 

You need answer" 1" (yes) only if you want to use modems, regardless of whether 
or not they actually exist. If you answer "no," then modem interrupts will be 
ignored; although it is still possible to control the modem with writes to QTY :64. 

--------~ 



If your answer isaffitinative; then you will be asked:~: i, 
" :; : ,,_,':,r'j;' , 

STANDARD MODEM 'TIME!R? ("'0" = NO "1" = YES)":-

It is highly recomm~iiti~ltHat--yo~Jmswer "1" (yes); the si~a8n.t timer package 
will provide support of all known"modems. It answers a ring, waits up to 90 sec for 
indication of data (carrier>".~pnits data dropouts of up to 5 sec, and disconnects
either at timeout or userr'c!tiu~t (QTY:64 WRITE). It includes state logic to ruter 
modem signal anomalies. The.tittler is a system'task, which runs in an overlay once 
every SLSec, but only when a\~~' is connected and there isno carrier. It does 
not run when all modems -are'either inactive or passing c8'irier,., Additionally, the 
user may select. on arline-by-line ,basis (in ALMSPD), that' data set ready. rather 
than carriet,::.,be monitored 'for~se cases where he has either' ahalf-duplex line, or 
no carrier, or wants'to defeattitn'eout. There is one word reqUired per line to sup
port the timer. 

,t' rr'~ 

The other modem option, selected by answering "0" (no) to the timer question',is--
similar to previous ROOS mQ~m.,support. It answers on ring, uses data set ready 
as a connect state. and will"disconnect on either loss of data set ready, or user signal 
(QTY:64 WRITE). It cannot automatically handle nuisance calls, or modems that 
do not drop dataset ready On line loss. It has been adequate in the U.S. with -1 
telephone company modems. however. This driver is a few words smaller:t~_t.n~ , 
standard timer, andillvolves less system overhead. 

If you answered "I" (yes)to any of the QTY or ALM or ULM questions, you win 
be asked: r h' ,-, 

NUMBER OF LINE'8?(lf-64h fJ!>L, 

The driver has been written to ignore 1/0 activity on lines beyond the number you 
SYSGEN. In the .. ~_qf;the'DO/CS (ALM, ULM), it willtttm off lines not 
generated, as they1ntefI1lpt:No''8.ttempt is, made to initialiie'lines not generated. 
The cost in RDOS i&a.ue word. per line for QTY (4060-TYPE MUX). two words per 
line for OG/CS (ALM, ULM) without modem timing software, and three words per 
line for DO/CS with modem timing software (Standard Modem Timers). 

'i, 
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